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TROPICS
Introduction

This is a book about good government in developing countries. We actually know much more about bad government in these places, and stories about it are by now a familiar litany. According to these accounts, public officials and their workers pursue their own private interests rather than those of the public good. Governments overextend themselves in hiring and spending. Clientelism runs rampant, with workers being hired and fired on the basis of kinship and political loyalty rather than merit. Workers are poorly trained and receive little on-the-job training. Badly conceived programs and policies create myriad opportunities for bribery, influence peddling, and other forms of malfeasance. All this adds up to the disappointing inability of many governments to deliver good public services and to cope with persistent problems of corruption, poverty, and macroeconomic mismanagement. In trying to explain this sad state of affairs, economists and political scientists have richly chronicled the bad behavior and used it to good advantage in the building of theory.

This sorry experience, and the literature attempting to explain it, have given rise to the current body of advice proffered by bilateral and multilateral donor institutions, governments in North America and Western Europe, and even smaller nongovernment aid-giving organizations (NGOs). Much of the advice is directed at limiting the "damage" the public sector
can do in developing countries, and falls into three categories: (1) reducing the size of government by getting rid of "excess" workers, contracting out for services, privatizing, and decentralizing; (2) terminating many of the policies and programs that inadvertently provide opportunities for bureaucrats to exert undue influence and for citizens to bribe them—such as the licensing of imports or exports, the subsidized provision of credit and other inputs to industry and agriculture, and the subsidized purchase of certain products; and (3) subjecting public agencies and their managers and workers to market-like pressures and incentives to perform, including exposing them to the wishes and dissatisfaction of users.²

I refer to the literature on which the advice is based as mainstream development thinking, and the advice-givers as the mainstream donor community. I purposely avoid the terms neo-liberal or Washington consensus³ because the views summarized above, or some subset of them, are held by a larger and more disparate set of observers and practitioners than those terms imply. For example, both neo-liberals and their ardent critics, like the NGOs, believe that government in developing countries is overwhelmingly powerful, and that several of its functions would be better carried out or monitored by private entities, including NGOs. Again, both advocates and critics of state intervention stress the importance of incentives, pressures, and increased user voice in improving the performance of government. And a good number of development practitioners who feel perfectly comfortable using the language and concepts of the mainstream development community are not aware of the writings that gave rise to these views and, if asked, would disagree with them. Nevertheless, this set of ideas about the causes of poor performance and about how to improve it profoundly influences the way development practitioners interpret what they see, write reports, and give advice.

The explanations of poor performance summarized above, although in many ways accurate, have given rise to a consistently flawed body of advice about how to improve government. The flaws fall into the following categories.

First, the mainstream donor community's advice about public-sector reform arises from a literature that looked mainly at poor performance. Although this literature has advanced our understanding of why governments so often do badly,⁴ it has provided nowhere near the same insights and case material on the circumstances under which governments perform well.⁵ This means that countries and the experts that advise them have few models of good government that are grounded in these countries' own experiences.

Second, and insofar as the mainstream development community has shown more interest recently in analyzing good performance and "best practice," it has focused too much on recommending that developing countries import ideas and practices from the already industrialized countries or from some of the more recently industrialized countries, particularly those of East Asia. The exemplars of best practice for advice about public management are Australia, New Zealand, Britain, and, to a lesser extent, the United States—the so-called New Public Management or Managerialism;⁶ the exemplars of best-practice macroeconomic policies and development strategies are, as everyone knows, the East Asian countries. Approaching inquiry in this way often leads to incorrect interpretations of why governments in developing countries sometimes perform well, as examples below and others throughout this book show, or completely misses instances of good performance that do not fit the mold.

Third, the development literature likes to label whole countries (or groups of them) as good or bad performers. This habit comes from the overwhelming preoccupation of the field in the 1980s with major macrolevel economic problems, as well as from the "national models" literature of the field of comparative politics and international political economy.⁷ But it is difficult to be engaged in characterizing a whole country as good or bad, on the average, and at the same time to be curious about the variation between good and bad experiences within that same country and the lessons to be learned from it. For this reason, the donor community is not very adept at unearthing and explaining promising developments within countries that perform poorly on the average, or good performance by some government agencies as distinct from others in the same country. In giving advice to the bad performers, then, donors are best at telling them about the practices of good performers somewhere else and how to be more like them.

A good illustration is the set of studies explaining why Latin America did not do what East Asia did,⁸ followed by a cottage industry of advice to Latin America on how to be more like East Asia. A recent World Bank publication criticizing the Latin American "populist state," for example, declares that "[r]elatively little is known about the process leading to massive institutional change" in Latin America (Burki and Edwards 1996:27). With respect to labor market and employment policies, it then suggests looking at "the lessons of East Asia's success"; with respect to ideas about how to create "a modern civil service," it suggests looking at East Asia's "efficient meritocracies" (pp. 23, 26). Once the seal of good (or bad) ap-
proval is stuck to a country, finally, observers interpret much of what is going on there through that particular lens. For example, while Italy was fabled for many years for its corruption and lack of political stability, significant developments in institutional dynamism, stability, and trust between major actors at the regional level remained, until recently, unchronicled (Locke 1995: chap. 1).

Fourth, the mainstream development community often filters what it sees through the lens of a strong belief in the superiority of the market mechanism for solving many problems of government, economic stagnation, and poverty. This also creates a propensity for misinterpretation of good performance, the classic example coming from the successful growth stories of the East Asian countries. Until the World Bank’s publication of The East Asian Miracle in 1993,9 the donor community interpreted these successes as representing minimal government intervention in markets, despite substantial evidence to the contrary.10 These governments used highly interventionist policy instruments, all of which are considered by the donor community to be wrong: they subsidized credit to agriculture and industry, they fixed key prices, and they told firms what to produce. Other instances of the development community’s inattention to the evidence in interpreting success will be revealed in the course of this book.

Fifth, many of today’s views on the roots of poor performance in developing countries simply ignore and even contradict an impressive body of evidence on the causes of improved performance in large organizations in the industrialized countries. This evidence, based partly on studies of high-performing firms, appears in recent research on industrial performance and workplace transformation, in an older literature on the sociology of organizations, and even in the popular treatments of private-sector restructuring in the press. I refer to this body of research and advice as the literature of industrial performance and workplace transformation (IPWT).11 Although the earlier research on this subject involved mainly manufacturing firms, many of the same findings have emerged from later studies of large service firms.12 Although focused mainly on private firms rather than public agencies, many of the IPWT findings are now being applied to the public sector of the industrialized countries.13

IPWT researchers have pointed to the importance of worker dedication to the job, among other things, in accounting for increases in productivity and other improvements in performance. This has caused the best-practice firms to pay close attention, even when downsizing, to a set of innovative practices that has increased worker dedication. These include what is now popularly known as worker participation and self-managed worker teams, multiskilling of workers and multitask jobs, and flexibly organized or “specialized” production. Almost all these innovations involve greater worker discretion and autonomy, greater cooperation between labor and management, and greater trust between workers (or firms) and their customers, as well as between workers and managers.14 Many of these practices were disseminated as a result of extensive research on Japanese “lean” production, which produced grounded models of how to change organizational practices and management.15

In analyzing governments and in issuing advice about how to reform them, the mainstream development community has shown remarkably little interest in the subject of worker dedication to the job. Guided by an almost religious belief in self-interest as an explanation of human behavior—what Charles Sabel so aptly calls “the science of suspicion”16—the attention of the development literature has been riveted on the absence of worker commitment. Whereas the IPWT research tries to understand the kinds of social norms and organizational cultures that foster dedication among workers, the donor community starts with the assumption that civil servants are self-interested, rent-seeking, and venal unless proven otherwise. Whereas the IPWT literature prescribes greater worker autonomy and discretion as a way of obtaining better performance, the development community prescribes just the opposite—namely, reducing the discretion of civil servants and, thereby, their opportunities to misbehave. Whereas downsizing is but one of many measures used by successfully restructuring firms to increase productivity and profits, the donor community has focused most of its attention on downsizing government to the exclusion of complementary measures required to increase performance.17 This despite the clear evidence from the private sector that without measures to reorganize work in ways that increase worker commitment, downsizing does not lead to increased productivity and often makes performance worse.18

Sixth, and related, today’s views on reforming the public sector place excessive faith in the actions of the “user” or “client” of public services. In an otherwise laudable advance, the development community now views consultations with and pressures from the client—the citizen, the villager, the grass roots—as key to fixing government. This new faith manifests itself in three ways: the proliferation of research on user behavior and preferences, the keen interest in decentralizing government in order that it be (among other things) closer to the user, and the enthusiasm over “associ-
atationalism" and civil society—particularly user associations and other NGOs that demand accountability from government or provide services themselves.19

This turn of attention toward users of public services and their local setting represents a distinct improvement over the previous period of almost complete disinterest by planners in what citizens thought or wanted. It is also quite consistent with the findings of the IPWT studies, which show that the best-practice service firms try to be more responsive to customers and work closely with them. But the IPWT studies also show that responsiveness to the client requires a larger context of relations of trust between committed workers and their customers. This has translated into research on, and enactment of, the kinds of changes in workplace conditions that enable trusting relations to develop. Although the mainstream development community has now become interested in the user as the IPWT community, it has nevertheless shown little interest in the larger setting of trust between workers and users that user involvement requires in order to improve performance.

Seventh, IPWT researchers and practitioners have dwelled on the need to change the existing system of centralized and highly defined labor-management relationships that have prevailed since the 1930s in the United States and other Western countries. This system, in which big labor negotiated collective bargaining agreements with big management, worked fairly well under the mid-twentieth-century system of stable consumer markets and mass production. The system is no longer compatible, however, with the requirements of today’s rapidly changing, more globalized, highly competitive markets. The high-performance practices associated with adaptation to these changed conditions depend on greater consultation between labor and management around daily problems, more cooperative and informal relations between the two parties, greater flexibility around the definition of jobs, and decentralization of production, management, and supervision. For this reason, IPWT researchers and practitioners have been engaged in a profound debate over the past 10 years about how to change a system of labor-management relations that no longer works.20

The mainstream development community has shown little appreciation of the need for this kind of debate or research.21 But its regular complaints about public-sector unions—that stalemates between governments and their public-sector unions have seriously jeopardized needed reforms—suggest a dire need for such research. Similarly, the international donors have displayed no interest in the important role that they, as third-party institutions, could play in stimulating and mediating the difficult debates and supporting the research needed to face this challenge properly. Instead, the donor community has cast public-sector unions and professional associations as the villains in stories of attempted reform, particularly in the social sectors of education and health—to be avoided, circumvented, and undermined.22 Ironically, this vilification of public-sector employee associations has occurred at a time when the donor community has been celebrating all other forms of associationalism and civil society, including business associations. Surely, associations of workers and professionals should number among this now-celebrated set of collective actors. But while the development community consistently describes public employee associations as the ultimate in self-interest, it views all other forms of associationalism—in a serious lapse of consistency—as wholesome expressions of the public interest. This amounts to a lopsided picture not only of worker associations, but of what is necessary to achieve reform in problem sectors.

Associations of public-sector workers and professionals have certainly made reform difficult on various occasions and continue to do so, creating a serious problem for improving government. But they have also presented more opportunities for constructive action in the public interest than the current vilification of them suggests. In a study of the responses of Latin American unions to proposed reforms of social service delivery, for example, Murillo notes that despite “the common assumption . . . that public sector unions opposed these reforms, union responses were diverse . . . [including] resistance, cooperation, negotiation and inaction” (1996:1).

In research on significant recent advances made in the public management of India’s forests, Joshi (forthcoming) discovered, to her surprise, that the public-sector workers’ association—the West Bengal Subordinate Forest Employees Association—played a key role in advocating and implementing these reforms.

In a study of high performance in education by a municipal government in Northeast Brazil, Frankenhoff (forthcoming) found that the best teachers had spearheaded a long campaign to promote these reforms. Opponents to the reform, moreover, were not the usual suspects—teachers and teachers’ unions—but elected local government officials who did not want to lose their power to use teacher appointments for patronage. This finding is actually quite consistent with those of a forthcoming book by Ames on Brazilian politics, particularly his analyses of governors who were modernizing and clientelistic at the same time.23 Ames describes how certain
developmental governors in Northeast Brazil—legendary for being one of the worst-performing regions of the world in primary education—devoted their “modernizing” attention mainly to certain initiatives and government agencies in the spheres of budgeting, planning, and economic development. They built those agencies up with technocratic expertise, endowed them with considerable power, and carefully protected them from clientelistic meddling. In order to meet their continuing needs to distribute patronage, these governors turned to the social sectors, particularly education—the very sectors whose problems are attributed to intransigent public-sector unions. Although politicians as opposed to public-sector unions are not mutually exclusive explanations for the difficulties of reforming the social sectors, Ames’ analysis certainly suggests an important additional explanation unrelated to public-sector unions.

Studies of positive experiences involving worker associations like those cited above are rare and we therefore know very little about their dynamics. This represents a strange lack of research interest in a subject of great importance to the performance of the public sector—research that could impart strategic lessons for reform. Lessons like these are needed to help break the stalemate—just as the IPWT community, toward this very end, has been chronicling cases of union-management cooperation in the late twentieth century in both private and public sectors.24 Although an outstanding example of reform led by public-sector professionals emerges in the course of this book—that of public health physicians and nurses—public-sector worker associations are not its main topic; instead, the book focuses on workers themselves—what they think, how they respond, and what makes them dedicated.

This book constructs an argument for thinking differently about public-sector reform and presents some examples of how to formulate advice by drawing on cases of good performance. In so doing, it reveals how some of the current advice goes wrong. The argument is developed through a set of four cases, each of which constitutes a chapter of the book. The cases involve programs in different sectors—rural preventive health, employment-creating works programs, agricultural extension, and assistance to small enterprises. The programs were carried out by a state government in Brazil whose performance turned rapidly from bad to good in the mid-1980s, and remained so until the time of this writing.

Introduction

The Research

In the December 1991 issue of the Economist of London, the editors devoted three pages of a special supplement on Brazil to the remarkable accomplishments of one of the state governments in that country’s poor Northeast region, Ceará. With almost seven million inhabitants and an area of 147,000 square kilometers, Ceará is one of Brazil’s smaller states in terms of population, although it is still larger than a few dozen small countries.25

The Economist story told of how the state’s payroll commitments were consuming 87 percent of the state’s receipts (65% is the constitutional limit) when a newly elected reformist governor, Tasso Jereissati, took over in 1987 at the age of 36.26 This left so little for nonpersonnel operating costs, public investment, and servicing of the debt that public servants had not been paid for three months. The new governor succeeded in solving the crisis with various bold measures, including the collection of taxes already on the books, reducing payroll obligations to 40,000 “ghost” workers (out of a total of 146,000 workers), slowing down the indexing of salaries to the cost-of-living index (inflation was more than 26% a month during that period), and insisting that new government employees be hired only through competitive exams.27 Together, these measures reduced the share of salaries in total receipts from 87 percent of expected receipts in 1987 to 45 percent in 1991, all during a time when federal transfers were decreasing. This was the dream of every Brazilian governor in the 1980s, but only an idle one for most. Just as noteworthy, and also mentioned by the Economist article, the new government introduced some outstanding and innovative programs in preventive health, public procurement from informal-sector producers, and a large emergency employment-creating public works program. This last set of achievements is the subject of this book.

As a sign of the dramatic import and political difficulty of all these reforms, Jereissati lost 90 percent of his support in the state legislature soon after he started his term. His popularity among voters nevertheless remained high enough for him to elect his successor (Ciro Gomes) when his term expired, and then to win reelection himself four years later. Immediately following Jereissati’s initial reforms, the leader of his party in the legislature—also Ciro Gomes at that time—frequently recounted publicly how he was booed for days every time he entered the chamber. Despite these setbacks, the advances were sustained throughout the subsequent
four-year administration of Ciro Gomes (1991–94), also a reformer, and into the second administration of Jereissati, still unfolding (1995– ). Clearly, this set of reforms represents a striking feat, unheard of among the state administrations of Northeast Brazil. Also interesting, but hardly noted in the various accounts of Ceará’s story, none of these reforms or programs could be attributed to the presence or pressures of an outside donor. Indeed, the one sector in which donors had an appreciable presence—that of agriculture—was strangely absent from the list of both these governors’ achievements.

The two reformist governors were also able to take credit for the fact that the economy of the state grew better during the late 1980s and early 1990s than that of the rest of the Northeast and even the more developed parts of Brazil—during a period when growth rates for Brazil were generally low or even negative. While Northeast output declined by an annual average of 0.04 percent during the 1987–93 period, and Brazil grew at only 0.87 percent, Ceará grew at 3.4 percent. The Economist attributed the better growth record to the modernizing and probusiness policies of the state’s new leadership, as did other laudatory articles that appeared elsewhere in the international and Brazilian press. It should be pointed out, however, that the state grew at significantly higher rates in the earlier period before the two governors took over. To grow faster than Brazil and the rest of the Northeast during a time of stagnation, in any case, was quite an unusual accomplishment for a small state government in a poor and clientelistic region of a very large country.

To anyone who knows Brazil, the Ceará stories were surprising. Ceará and its eight neighboring states belong to the country’s poorest region, Northeast Brazil, in which one-third of the population lives in absolute poverty. With a population of 45 million and an area of 1.6 million square kilometers, the Northeast holds almost one-third of Brazil’s population. Its area is roughly equivalent to France, Germany, and Spain combined, and its population somewhat larger than that of Spain. Like state governments in many chronically underdeveloped regions, the nine Northeast states are legendary for their clientelistic ways of governing and for the resulting poor quality of public administration. They are exactly the kinds of governments that have fueled the despair about government with which this chapter started.

How could a state government that was part of a region with such a long and consistent history of mediocre performance “suddenly” do so well? How could it have become, as the news coverage reported, a “model” of public administration sought out by other states in Brazil and other countries of Latin America, and feted by international institutions like the World Bank? The press coverage and the international development community attributed the success to the leadership of the two successive reformist governors. They belonged to a new center-left political party of modernizing urban elites, the Brazilian Social Democratic Party, which had been formed in the late 1980s and went on to win the presidential elections in 1994. Granted the centrality of these leaders to the Ceará story, it was still not clear how they could have so rapidly overcome, as the press portrayed it, a long tradition of clientelism in the administration of public expenditures and political opposition to taking away such privileges. It was also not clear how reputedly mediocre state agencies could have delivered the sustained performance, over a period of more than eight years and including two changes in administration, that was necessary to make these reforms work.

These questions, and my dissatisfaction with the prevailing thinking of the mainstream development community, led me to formulate the research project that gave rise to this book. I worked together with seven research assistants looking into the four cases of good performance under the new Ceará governors. Three of these cases appeared in the Economist article, and the fourth entered the study for reasons explained below. I briefly summarize the accomplishments of these programs, presented in roughly descending order of the strength of their accomplishments. (This order is slightly different from the sequence of the four chapters, which follows the logic of the themes that unite them.)

The first program involved rural preventive health (chap. 2). Only a few years after the state Department of Health undertook a new preventive health program, vaccination coverage for measles and polio had tripled from a low of 25 percent to 90 percent of the child population, and infant deaths had fallen from the high rate of 102 per 1,000 to 65 per 1,000. Started in 1987 by the state Department of Health as part of an emergency program to create jobs during a drought, the program hired 7,300 workers (mostly women) as community health agents at the minimum wage, and 235 half-time nurses to supervise them. Before the program’s inception, only 30 percent of the state’s 178 municipios had a nurse, let alone a doctor or health clinic. Four years later, the program operated in virtually all of the state’s municipios. For these accomplishments, Ceará became, in March 1993, the first Latin American government to win UNICEF’s Maurice Pate prize for child support programs.
share of state output fell from 14.7% to 8.5% between 1985 and 1994.)

Unlike the sectors in which the state could report significant accomplishments, ironically, Ceará’s agricultural sector had received major infusions of funding and technical assistance over the preceding 15 years for agricultural and rural development programs jointly funded by international donors and the central government. These programs had targeted small farmers because they constituted a large percentage of the population and accounted for a major share of the state’s production of staple foods and cash crops. A majority of them cultivated the land through insecure tenancy arrangements that stilled the adoption of productivity-increasing practices.

Given the significance of agriculture in the state and the sustained outside support from multilateral donors, I found the absence of any striking achievements in this sector to be puzzling. The rural development programs had worked mainly through the state’s Agricultural Extension Service, and had encouraged small farmers to form associations through which they could receive the state’s agricultural assistance. I therefore chose to look into the experiences of a few small-farmer associations that had done relatively well in terms of increased output or provision of services to their members, in order to see what lessons for state policy might emerge.

Each of these four cases represents a sector for which a self-contained literature and a corresponding body of advice exists—namely, preventive health care, employment-creating public works programs, agricultural extension to small farmers, and assistance to small and micro enterprises. Much of these four literatures and their advice is, understandably, specific to each particular sector. No one writes in the same breath about agricultural extension agents, barefoot doctors, small-enterprise assistance agents, and drought relief workers. While this book guides each case in the debates of each of these sectors, its greater significance lies in the findings that run across the cases.

The Previews

My search for the explanations of good performance produced five central themes. Something happened in all of these programs—sometimes unintentionally—that structured the work environment differently from the normal and, in certain cases, from the way experts think such services should be organized.
First, government workers in all these cases demonstrated unusual dedication to their jobs. They reported feeling more appreciated and recognized, not necessarily by superiors but by their clients and the communities where they worked. This was remarkable in an era of public revulsion for the government bureaucrat. Only against the background of the IPWT literature did I come to understand the relation of these expressions of worker commitment to the achievements being studied, and the importance of looking into what caused them. This does not mean that I found worker-management teams or total quality management thriving in the backlands of Ceará where these programs unfolded. Rather, the explanations people gave for why they liked their jobs better, and of how their work was different from normal, had much in common with current explanations for the cases of better worker performance in the industrialized world. The way citizens spoke about the workers who served them, in these programs, in turn, was reminiscent of the way this literature describes the relations of trust between customers and the firms they buy from, or between customer firms and their sub-contractors.

Second, the state government contributed in an unusual and sometimes inadvertent way to the new sense of recognition. It created a strong sense of “calling” and mission around these particular programs and their workers. It did this through public information campaigns, prizes for good performance, public screening methods for new recruits, orientation programs, and sheer boasting through the media about its successes.

Third, workers carried out a larger variety of tasks than usual, and often voluntarily. They did this in response to their perception of what their clients needed, and out of a vision of the public good. Workers were able to provide this more customized service because they had greater autonomy and discretion than usual. On the one hand, this conflicts with the donor community’s interest in reducing discretion as a way of minimizing the opportunities for rent-seeking behavior. On the other hand, it is perfectly consistent with the findings of the IPWT literature on the customization of work: multi-task jobs, multi-skilled workers, and greater discretion tend to be linked to better performance—in contrast to the more narrowly defined and standardized jobs of the mass production era.

Fourth, the greater discretion and responsibilities inherent in the “self-enlarged” jobs, and their fuzzier job definitions, would seem to make supervision even more difficult than it already is in large public bureaucracies. Would this greater autonomy not simply provide even more opportunities for the rent-seeking misbehaviors that public-sector reformers worry about—graft, bribery, and other malfeasances? This did not happen in the Ceará cases because two other mechanisms—hemming civil servants in with new pressures to be accountable—worked in the opposite direction. These pressures did not come from supervisors or formal monitoring bodies.

On the one hand, workers wanted to perform better in order to live up to the new trust placed in them by their clients and citizens in general. The trust was a result of the more customized arrangements of their work and the public messages of respect from the state. On the other hand, the communities where these public servants worked watched over them more closely. The state’s publicity campaigns and similar messages have armed citizens with new information about their rights to better government and about how public services were supposed to work. Government played a powerful role in monitoring, then, but it did so indirectly.

Fifth, a final set of findings emerged with respect to issues of decentralization, local government, and participation of civic associations and other NGOs. The enthusiasm about decentralization in the development community today portrays local government and civil society as lacking in a healthy two-way dynamic of pressures for accountability that results in improved government. Central government, in this scenario, has retreated to the place of an enabling bystander. Civic associations and other NGOs, physically closer to local government than to central government, now become key independent actors in advocating for citizens, demanding greater accountability and “transparency” from government, and providing some services previously delivered by central or local government.

Numerous examples of this line of reasoning can be found in the narratives of donor organizations, including the claims made for the social investment funds, one of the important new program approaches of the donor community in the 1990s.

My cases did not confirm this scenario of a two-way dynamic and a diminishing central government. They revealed, rather, a three-way dynamic that included an activist “central government”—in this case, the state government—as well as local governments and civil society. (I use the terms central government and state government interchangeably in this text, because state governments are powerful actors vis-à-vis municipal governments in Brazil’s federal system, and because to the extent that decentralization was involved in these programs, it was from state to municipal government.) The state government took certain traditional powers away from municipal governments, while at the same time devolving others. It
carried out some tasks, moreover, that are considered to be to its disadvantage in the standard portrayal of the most desirable division of labor between central and local governments—like outreach to the poor and the hiring and training of municipal workers. It was not that central government continued to do what it had done in the past, but that it was doing something different and quite actively so. Although these findings portray a different picture than that of the decentralization scenario outlined above, they are nevertheless consistent with the findings of some recent case studies of successful public-service bureaucracies in developing countries.40

The state government, in these cases, was also contributing in a major way to the creation of civil society by encouraging and assisting in the organizing of civic associations, including producer groups, and working through them. These groups then turned around and “independently” demanded better performance from government, both municipal and central, just as if they were the autonomous entities portrayed by students of civil society. This complicates the currently popular assumption of one-way causality, according to which good civil society leads to good government and, correspondingly, good government is dependent on the previous existence of a well-developed civil society.41

In contributing to the creation of civil society, it should be noted, the state government was doing something normally considered to fall within the domain of NGOs—advocacy for citizens and for the protection of their rights. Both the improvement of municipal government and the strengthening of civil society, in sum, were in many ways the result of a new activism by central government, rather than of its retreat. By no means a mere enabler, central government was doing more and not less than it had done before.

All this suggests a path to improved local government that is different, or at least more complex, than the current thinking about decentralization and civil society. Although I relate the decentralization findings only loosely to those about workplace transformation, the two are nevertheless intertwined throughout the stories in this book.

Clarisations

The intention of this book is to ground my critique and the alternative perspectives I outline above in the specifics of real cases. I do not develop

the cases for their own intrinsic value, nor do I tell “the Ceará story.” Those readers looking for that story should stop here and consult the interesting literature on the subject in Portuguese.42 Not dwelling on the Ceará case as such will disappoint some readers and be appreciated by others, including the many Brazilians who are experiencing “Ceará fatigue.” The approaches to better government reflected in these cases, moreover, should not be taken literally as “models” of good government. Those familiar with successful experiences in other countries may not find them especially unusual, and may well have observed variations on these particular solutions or even better ones elsewhere.

One of the most interesting facets of the achievements related below is their mixed nature. This is not, in other words, a story of unmitigated success. In this sense, however, it may be a more realistic portrayal of the typical development success story. Some of the achievements represented outstanding episodes embedded in otherwise quite pedestrian programs. Similarly, others were exceptions that took place only in certain local offices of statewide programs. As the years passed, moreover, some programs lost part of the ground they had gained. Most interesting, some of the achievements seemed inadvertent or, at least, not attributable to strongly intentioned leadership. This poses a particularly interesting challenge to researchers of good government: if good performance is unintentional, then is it not difficult to draw lessons from it? I return to this subject in the conclusion.

An additional clarification follows from the above. Although I was attracted to the study of Ceará by the glowing reports about two successive reformist governors there, this book does not give center stage to the issue of their leadership. It does not look into the interesting question of how and why they could be elected in a state with a long tradition of clientelism; and it does not analyze the difficult reforms for which they were most directly responsible—increasing revenues and controlling expenditures. The achievements of three of the programs outlined above, however, might be said to have indirectly resulted from these reforms, in that they were partly inspired by the desire of a new government to announce bold initiatives that would not exacerbate, or perhaps even reduce, the fiscal crisis.

My decision not to pay major attention to the subject of leadership merits some comment. Many observers of reforms like these stress the importance of good leadership and, correspondingly, point to the lack thereof in explaining failures to reform elsewhere. Ironically, moreover, they point
to cases like Ceará as containing no generalizable lessons precisely *because* of their "unusually" good leadership. Although I do not question the importance of leadership, I do disagree with this kind of reasoning.

It is difficult to pursue the kinds of questions raised above about unintentional or unnoticed successes while, at the same time, trying to explain a case of "good leadership." The strong leader, after all, represents the ultimate in intensionality. An explanation of good performance that stresses outstanding leadership emphasizes, by its very focus on individuals, the singularity of certain experiences, namely, their unlikelihood of being repeated. Planners, however, need to search for the repeatable lessons contained in stories of achievement like these, even though they may not have the same appeal as stirring tales of individual endeavor by a charismatic leader. Those who are in the business of intervening in the development process, moreover, do not have much control over whether and when good leaders appear. When they do, the lesson for planners seems to be, if anything, that a good leader is hard to find. This does not add up to much of a guide for action.

In addition to the good leaders behind the successful programs, there are also many programs shepherded by outstanding leaders that have not done well or that simply passed out of existence. More than the question of leadership, then, I have been drawn toward the question of why some programs succeed and others do not, even when both kinds have good leaders. An equally challenging question is why some good programs are able to survive the departure of their "charismatic leader," while others do not. The most successful and sustained program described here, the preventive health program, poses precisely this question. Its architect and visionary leader left the program less than two years after he started it and, in the five years of sustained program success after his departure, no fewer than six replacements followed him as director of the state Department of Public Health. Why did this loss of leadership and subsequent high turnover in management not spell doom—as would have been predicted by those who see good leadership as paramount and, at the same time, hard to come by? I have chosen to address these particular kinds of questions and quandaries because their answers seem to hold more lessons than does an exploration of leadership for those thinking about how planners can intervene successfully.

This research, finally, looked mainly at good performance rather than bad. In this sense, it is not subject to the same criticism of lopsidedness that I made of the prevailing literature of failure and its corresponding policy advice? The answer is no, thanks to the very abundance of the literature on public-sector failures and the reasons for them, and also to my own 25 years of exposure to the shortcomings of government programs in developing countries. This prior schooling in the dynamics of failure became the point of departure for my questions about success.

Why, for example, did nurses and doctors not resist a new preventive health program that relied on the hiring of 7,300 barely trained community health agents? After all, resistance to the use of paraprofessionals in health routinely blocks or undermines many such programs in other countries. Why, in turn, did the small firms that flourished with contracts from the new public procurement program not regress to their prior fragile state when the government did not renew the contracts? This, after all, is a typical scenario in such programs elsewhere. Why would mayors and other traditionally influential local notables simply give up the right to name constituents for local jobs, or relinquish their power to determine which works projects would be undertaken in their municipalities and where?

I asked these same kinds of questions about the variation within programs. Why, for example, did these programs work better in some municipios than in others? Why did the state government's support for small firms lead to a growth-pole success story with the furniture producers of São João do Aruara but not with the footwear producers of Sobral? Why, again, was the state's campaign against the cotton boll weevil successful with small landowning farmers but not with large landowners or sharecroppers? Poor performance, in short, was always in my mind, and often lurking inside the very successes chosen for study.

A few closing words about the logic of the following chapters. In presenting evidence for the themes laid out above, the four chapters are not symmetrical. Some of the cases illustrate a particular theme more than the others. Although a case may clearly exemplify one or more of the themes noted above, moreover, I have sometimes devoted at least equal attention to the relevance of the case to larger debates about service delivery in that particular sector. The cases and their unfolding, therefore, are used more as a way of developing the argument than as equal blocks of evidence.

The first theme, that of higher productivity and worker dedication to the job, appears clearly in each case, although I dwell on it most in the first two cases of rural preventive health and emergency public works programs (chaps. 2 and 3). The second theme, that of multitask jobs and "customized" patterns of work, appears most clearly in the cases of agricultural extension and public procurement (chaps. 4 and 5). Evidence on the
linked issues of decentralization, local government, participation, civil society, and nongovernment organizations runs throughout the cases. Partly for this reason, and partly because of the current importance of the social investment funds as instruments for targeting the poor, I fully develop these themes only in the conclusion (chap. 6), where examples can be drawn from the case material that went before.

I devote more attention throughout to the subjects of worker dedication to the job, the customization of work, and trust between workers and citizens, than to the matter of outside pressures to perform. The development literature has already brought to light the importance of these pressures, as reflected in the current recommendations to bring competition-like pressures to bear on government providers through partial privatization, decentralization, and performance contracting. All these measures are expected to make service provision more demand-driven and client-friendly. Because I had extensively explored the role of outside pressures to perform in previous evaluation research, I was somewhat less interested in the subject this time around. In the course of the research, moreover, I discovered that outside pressures were only half the story. When they were effective, that is, they were strongly reinforced by worker commitment, a different work environment, and trust.

I start with the health program because it was the most clear-cut success story. Given the sheer breadth and longevity of the program in comparison to the other achievements, the theme of dedication to work and its relation to performance was writ particularly large. Because the health program started with a whole new set of workers, moreover, it had more opportunity than the other programs to pay attention to what would induce its workers to perform well. Understanding how this worked in the case of health makes it easier to identify the variations on this theme that appeared in the three other cases.

\textbf{Preventive Health: The Case of the Unskilled Meritocracy}

Prior to the initiation of the preventive health program in 1987, Ceará’s indicators of health and access to health services were among the worst in Latin America. The rate of infant deaths, at 102 per 1,000, was double that for all of Brazil. Vaccination coverage for measles and polio was only 25 percent, and only 30 percent of the state’s municipios had a nurse, let alone a doctor or health clinic. At best, mayors had an ambulance at their disposal and kept a small dispensary of prescription medicines in their homes. They typically doled out these medicines, as well as ambulance rides, to relatives and friends and to needy constituents in return for political loyalty. The new Brazilian constitution of 1988 augmented the mayors’ access to revenues for health expenditures by increasing the share of federal transfers to the municipios, giving them greater taxing power, and mandating that 10 percent of these new revenues be spent on health (plus 25% on education). Many mayors, however, continued spending less than the mandated amount on health, because enforcement mechanisms were not strong enough. If they did increase health expenditures, they often continued dispensing services in the traditional clientelistic way.

By 1992, after only five years in operation, the new preventive health program—named the Health Agent Program [Programa de Agentes de
Saúde/PAS) and designed and run by the state Department of Health (Secretaria de Saúde)—changed this dramatically. Infant deaths had declined by 36 percent to 65 per 1,000, vaccination coverage for measles and polio tripled to 90 percent of the population, and virtually all the state’s 178 municipios had a nurse and a public health program. The health agents were visiting 850,000 families in their homes every month—roughly 65 percent of the state’s population. They provided assistance and advice with respect to oral rehydration therapy, vaccination, prenatal care, breastfeeding, and growth monitoring, and they collected data for the monitoring of health. The success of the program was widely noted throughout Brazil and internationally, and various state governments became interested in replicating it. For all these accomplishments, Ceará won the UNICEF Maurice Pate prize for child support programs in 1993, the only Latin American government to do so since the prize’s inception 27 years before.

The health initiative started in 1987 as a minor part of an emergency employment-creating program responding to one of the periodic droughts that afflict Northeast Brazil twice each decade. Financed out of temporary disaster relief funds from the central and state governments, and accounting for only three percent of the employment created by that measure, the program was nevertheless so successful that the state decided to fund it permanently in 1989, after the emergency funding ended. Program costs averaged US$1.50 per capita served—compared to the US$80 estimated per capita costs of Brazil’s existing health care system—and totaled approximately US$7 to $8 million a year. About 80 percent of costs represented payments to the health agents, who earned the minimum wage (US$60 per month) and worked under temporary contracts without job security or fringe benefits. Unlike the jobs offered to the unemployed during droughts and other critical times by temporary employment-creating programs, the health-agent jobs went mainly to women. Nurse-supervisors earned an average of five times the minimum wage (US$300 per month), often higher than they would have earned in urban clinics and hospitals.

In the eyes of the mainstream development literature, and given the long clientelistic history of Ceará’s government, the hiring of thousands of fieldworkers by the new health program should have constituted the makings of a rent-seeking nightmare. This chapter explains why the results were just the opposite, and why such a large force of low-paid, barely skilled public workers performed so well.

The Central in the Decentralized

Ceará’s health program represented an important first step in the decentralization of health from state government to the municipios. It has been noted as such in Brazil, and even appeared as a case study of successful decentralization in a World Bank sourcebook on decentralization. But some of the lessons that emerge from the story do not receive much attention in the current literature of decentralization, or are even contrary to prevailing conceptions of what happens in decentralization.

When governments start to decentralize, according to widely held views on decentralization in developing countries, the central branch of government recedes and does less than it did before. The proper division of labor between the local and more centralized units of government follows the “comparative advantage” of each. The more centralized part of government is best at tasks with economies of scale, those that draw on its superior finance-raising and regulatory powers (capital-intensive facilities, technical expertise, financing, oversight, training). These are the more sophisticated, more costly, or “harder” parts of the package. Conversely, according to this portrayal, central governments are not very good at outreach and responsiveness to users of public services, particularly in programs providing the poor with access to public services. Local governments and, alternatively, nongovernment organizations, are better at outreach by dint of their greater accessibility and their vulnerability citizens who are dissatisfied with service quality. Although some students of decentralization have questioned the view that local governments are “automatically ‘closer to the people’ than other levels of government,” this assumption is nevertheless widely held and voiced in the writings and the meetings of the mainstream development community.

Most decentralized programs, like the one described here, are obviously a mix of local and central. The lion’s share of the development community’s concern about decentralization, however, has been devoted to local governments and other local institutions—namely, civic associations and other NGOs—and to the new capacities and revenue sources they must acquire. It is understandable that less attention would be paid to what the tasks of the central arm of government should be in the new order. The agenda of decentralization, after all, is to reduce the over-centralization of government and to remedy the traditional weakness of local government, which is in relatively greater need of attention. Asking central gov-
Dividing the Labor

The planners of Ceará’s new preventive health program knew that they had to work within the new mandates of decentralization, regardless of their concerns about the clientelism associated with municipal health spending. According to the formal division of labor between state and local government, the state financed 85 percent of program costs (health-agent wages mainly, and supplies), and the municipio 15 percent (one to four nurse-supervisors, usually half-time and working the remaining time in curative care for the municipio). Financial support from the municipio for other items, such as bicycles, canoes, or donkeys for the agents to make their household visits, was not formally required but was usually forthcoming, for reasons explained below.13

The state quelled its fears about clientelism and the hiring of so many new public workers in three ways. First, it hired workers without the usual job tenure, giving them only temporary contracts. Second, during the program’s early years, the state kept the funds for health-agent salaries not only out of the hands of the municipios, but away from the Department of Health itself; these funds remained in an account in the office of the governor. Third, and most relevant to the decentralization issue, the Department of Health appropriated to itself the responsibility for hiring the health agents, while leaving to each municipio the responsibility for hiring and paying one or two half-time nurse-supervisors. To administer all this, a nine-member coordinating team ran the program with an iron hand out of the Department of Health and traveled extensively throughout the interior to recruit the agents through a rigorous selection process (described in the next section) and later to supervise the program. The team gave the newly hired agents three months of training and substantial on-the-job training. The nurse-supervisors were given three days of orientation and attended numerous subsequent meetings with the coordinating team.

This way of dividing the labor between the state and municipal government was the opposite of what one might expect. Instead of controlling the hiring of the more skilled nurse-supervisors, who usually had to be recruited from outside the community anyway, the state chose to control the hiring of the much more numerous unskilled workers, who resided in the communities where they worked. Given the ultimately felicitous results of this division of labor, moreover, it is important to note that the state saw it as “second-best.” It would have preferred to have complete responsibility for the program and, particularly, to not cede control over the hiring of the nurse-supervisors—knowing how crucial good supervision was to such a program. But it felt pinched for funding, did not want to appear to be moving against the popular wave of sympathy for decentralization—which was seen as part and parcel of the transition from military to civilian government—and needed at least some tacit support from elected local officials in order for the program to function smoothly.14

While contributing to the program’s good performance, the state’s control over the hiring of the health agents also inadvertently turned the mayors into a potential source of opposition to the new program, because it reduced their power over patronage. The team from the Department of Health, that is, would first enter a municipio and explain to the mayor that he could join the program if he hired a nurse-supervisor and paid her salary. At the same time, however, he was to have no say over the hiring of a large number of new public employees in his municipio—ranging from roughly 30 to 150 persons, depending on the size of the municipio. To even join the program, moreover, the mayor had to finance his contribution to the program out of the newly mandated transfers from the federal government, which he was looking forward to using without such constraints on his power. No surprise, then, that some of the mayors were not enthusiastic about the program when it began. One actually hired his own health agents out of municipal funds to accompany the state-hired agents on their rounds to households, so that they (the mayor’s agents) could distribute campaign leaflets on these visits. The new program strictly prohibited this practice, which is common among field-based public servants in many developing countries.

Reluctant Mayors

With this kind of discontent, why would the mayors have not used their new federal transfers as they liked, simply not joining the program at all? Was the state not running the risk—after noisily announcing a bold new
program of preventive health—of having only a small number of municípios join? There are three reasons why this did not happen.

The first relates to the fact that the program, in contrast to many such programs, did not expand throughout the state according to a preordained plan. Because a município’s participation in the program was dependent on the mayor’s agreement to its conditions, the pace and pattern of spatial expansion were dependent on the order in which mayors agreed to join. As a result, the program spread gradually through the state over a period of two or three years. This meant that a município that had joined the program often bordered one that had not. News of the new program therefore spread rapidly to nearby communities, which pressured their own mayors to have a program like the one next door. By luring mayors into the program one by one, then, the crazy-quilt pattern of expansion generated pressures for mayors to “voluntarily” join, whether they were skeptical or not.

A second source of pressure on the reluctant mayors relates to the state’s publicity about the program. The state government surrounded the health program with an unusual and unending flurry of publicity—directly through the media, particularly radio, and through the visits of the state coordinating team to communities during the hiring process. The publicity had a major impact on worker morale, which is discussed in the following section. Suffice it to say here that these messages regaled citizens with promises of dramatic improvements in the health of their babies. At the same time, they instructed the public as to what they would have to do in order to bring those improvements about: they were to urge their mayors to hire a competent nurse, pay her salary, and run the program cleanly. “Simply don’t vote for your mayor,” some of the program’s managers advised or implied on their trips to the interior, “if he doesn’t provide you access to our health program.”

The third and final reason for the mayors being lured into supporting the program relates to the health workers and nurses themselves. Once a program was fully operating, its “army” of from 30 to 150 health agents usually constituted the largest and most visible public-sector presence in the município. Visiting several households a day, the agents worked mainly outside rather than, in contrast to most public servants, inside the office. They could be easily spotted in their uniforms of white T-shirts emblazoned with the name of the program, blue jeans, and blue backpacks with their supplies. They moved about the town from house to house or, in their visits to more distant areas, traveled by bicycle, donkey, or canoe.

And, because they were doing work that endeared them to the community of which they themselves were a part, they represented a rather formidable local force, not easily ignored by any mayor. At least as important, the agents also saw it as their task to “educate” the mayors about public health initiatives they should support, like purchasing chlorine for campaigns against cholera, or about the need to provide means of transportation to the more remote and dispersed households. In this way, the agents elicited further and sustained financial support from the municípios.

Ultimately, the mayors found that if the program operated well, they could take substantial credit for it. In creating an informed and demanding community, in other words, the state had initiated a dynamic in which the mayors were rewarded politically for supporting the program. In so doing, the state had contributed toward replacing the old patronage dynamic with a more service-oriented one. In keeping such strict control from outside the município over the hiring of a workforce with strong social ties in the community, the state’s actions represented a felicitous combination of centralized control and local “embeddedness.”

Conclusion

In the name of a program that formally decentralized some responsibility and control to municipal government, the state government nevertheless kept control over certain crucial aspects of the program that caused mayors to initially lose a substantial opportunity to exercise patronage power in their domains. In addition, the state required an upfront contribution from the município before it could enter the program, rather than expanding according to a plan. And its style of operating “squeezed” the mayor in with pressures to commit additional resources once things got started. The state overcame the specter of possible mayoral intransigence, then, in a way that elicited eventual participation and capacity building.

With respect to the division of labor between state and municipal governments, the state’s role did indeed correspond partly to that of the prevailing views of decentralization—the central arm of government, in this case, providing financing, supervision, medicines, and vaccines and other supplies. Nevertheless, key to the program’s success was the state’s vigorous actions in an area of its supposed comparative disadvantage—namely, crucial aspects of the program’s outreach, such as keeping the hiring and inspiring of the health agents to itself, and extensive publicity
in the communities. This represents a more complex picture of the comparative advantages of central versus decentralized units of government, and of the proper division of labor between them.

These conclusions will become fully apparent only in the following section, which shows how the state actually carried out these particular functions and the important impact they had on worker commitment.

The Unskilled Meritocracy and Its Supervisors

"This town was nothing before the health program started," reminisced one of the health agents three years after being hired. "I was ready to leave and look for a job in São Paulo, but now I love my job and I would never leave—I would never abandon my community."

What accounted for the intense commitment and satisfaction expressed by many of the agents and their supervising nurses, and the high performance associated with it? How could the agents' jobs—with low pay, no job security, and no seeming potential for upward mobility—be associated with high worker commitment and performance? After all, the development literature singles out the "excessive" number of these kinds of employees as one of the causes of poor performance in developing-country public sectors. Similarly, several studies of U.S. economic performance have pointed to these kinds of jobs as one of the causes of poor productivity in the United States today. And an innovative U.S. program of preventive health for inner cities in the 1960s, with "barefoot doctors" hired from the community à la Ceará, led to "hostility" by these workers to the program they worked for because of the lack of opportunities to rise up in their work. Why, in contrast, the high commitment, gratitude, and performance of Ceará's agents?

The Hiring Process

The origins of the strong commitment of the health program's workers can be traced back to something that happened before the health agents were hired—namely, a remarkable process of merit hiring. It goes without saying that such a process would help the state select the best applicants and therefore explain part of the good performance. In addition, the merit-hiring process was notable because good public managers in developing countries often face numerous obstacles when they attempt to use merit only as a criterion for hiring. Several managers of successful infrastructure agencies operating in Northeast Brazil, for example, singled out merit-hiring victories as their greatest achievements, rather than getting roads built or wells dug (Tendler 1993a).

The hiring process itself had a major impact on the way the workers and the users subsequently viewed the program. The state-level coordinating team hired each health agent in three stages. It first required written applications from all applicants (family members and friends helped the less literate applicants fill out their forms), from which it culled out a list of people to be interviewed. Two members of the team (usually a nurse and a social worker) then traveled to each town for an interview with each applicant on the list, followed by a meeting with all applicants as a group. The group meeting was often followed by a subsequent round of individual interviews with those likely to be selected.

In the setting of Ceará's interior, the hiring of so many workers became an event of significance in the lives of the job seekers and the dozens of towns where they were to work. The number of jobs offered at any particular hiring was frequently the largest one-time public-sector hiring in the town—perhaps 20, 30, or 40 jobs at a time. This was the first time that most of the applicants had ever applied for a job or, at least, been interviewed for one. Many were sweating during their interview, and trembling with fear. Although the jobs paid only the minimum wage and carried no fringe benefits, this was considered a quite desirable income. Even those applicants who had worked as primary school teachers for the município had typically earned less than the minimum wage—quite common in rural Brazil, where teachers frequently have no more than an elementary school education. The minimum wage, moreover, was more than the wage paid to male agricultural labor, which was the principal occupation of the poor population of these areas. Most significant, the health-agent jobs offered full-time work year-round, in an agricultural economy where employment was highly seasonal and those who had work frequently lost it during the dry season or the periodic droughts afflicting the region.

To be chosen for the job of health agent, in sum, was like being awarded an important prize in public. This meant that the newly hired workers started out their jobs strongly influenced by the prestige accorded them by the selection process and the jobs they were entering.
Rejects as Monitors

The coming of the state team to the interior towns evoked widespread curiosity and comment. That "important" professionals from the state capital would visit their town to run a job competition, sometimes even staying overnight, seemed to herald a new public service and a better future for the community. Townspeople avidly eavesdropped on the interview meetings from outside the open windows and doors, listening to the repeated messages of the state committee to the assembled applicants: "this program is yours, and it is you who will determine its success, whether you get the job or not"; "your community does not have to lose so many of its babies, it is not right to have such high infant mortality, you can do much better"; and, last but not least, "you have a right to demand from your mayors that they do what is necessary to start the program and support it." The applicants were also told that it would be an immense "honor" to be hired, and that the very act of applying for the job and getting interviewed was an "honor" in itself, which "had proven their commitment to the community" and their stature as "community leaders."

The traveling committee had a special message at these meetings for the applicants who would not be chosen. "Those of you who are not selected," they said, "must make sure that those who are chosen abide by the rules." The rules, spelled out in meeting after meeting, were the following: health agents had to live in the area where they worked, work eight hours a day, visit each household at least once a month, attend all training and review sessions, and not canvass for a political candidate or wear or distribute political propaganda. Although these requirements would seem routine, they are often not observed in Brazil, as well as in many other countries. "If these rules are breached," the committee warned the assembled applicants and eavesdroppers, "we want to hear about it." The warning was clinched with the admonition that "we are keeping all the applications, just in case any of those we hire do not perform well."

Needless to say, these promises turned dozens of rejected applicants into informed public monitors of a new program in which the potential for abuse was high. Community members did, indeed, frequently report to the nurse-supervisors when agents were violating the rules and not, for example, living in the community where they worked. (These agents were fired.) Less drastically, a family that had not seen its health agent in more than a month might mention this to the nurse-supervisor.

The image of disgruntled job seekers watching the job winners for one false step would certainly not seem to augur increased worker commitment and productivity, and even smacks of the scab-labor tactics reviled by labor unions. But the dynamic created by these instructions and admonitions was more complex, with strong positive elements. Because the selection committee's instructions to job applicants who were not chosen made them feel involved with the program, they also reported to the nurse-supervisors when they were satisfied with what a particular agent was doing. In addition, the hiring process and its warnings—far from intimidating the new workers—made the most dedicated ones feel supported by the state government versus local politicians and other powerful personalities who commonly diverted programs to their own ends. These workers now had an excuse to say no, and knew they would be supported for their stand. The availability of this kind of "protection" to public servants—or lack of it—plays an important role in determining their accomplishments. Nonetheless, it has not received the same attention in explaining poor (or good) performance as has self-interested and rent-seeking behavior. The admonitions to the rejected applicants, then, did not merely create opportunities and incentives for citizens to tell on public servants behind their backs. Rather, the hiring process's socialization of all the job applicants and the community at large to the program's mission led to the creation of a shared sense of collective responsibility for the program among all members of the community.

Because the health agents were not hired all at once, the salutary effect of the hiring process on the workers and the community extended long after the program's startup. First, the hiring for any particular município took place in batches over one, two, or three years, because the state did not think it prudent to hire so many new workers in one place at one time. In a município slated for 100 health agents, for example, the first competition might call for only 25 or 30; three or four subsequent competitions would hire the rest over as much as a three-year period, each time in the same way. Second, because the program expanded throughout the state slowly and unevenly, each one of these oft-repeated hiring events extended the process of "image creation" around the program well into the implementation period.

The Department of Health had initially resorted to publicity with the purpose of getting people to adopt preventive health measures. Early on, and with the governor's support, it succeeded in convincing some large private firms to contribute funding for radio and television campaigns advertising the program and its preventive health messages. Later, and with
the same broad publicity, the state awarded prizes to the municipios achieving the best immunization coverage. By 1992, 43 of the state’s 178 municipios had received prizes for the best DPT-III (diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus) coverage. The prizes were set up partly with the goal of getting program personnel to take seriously the collection of health data—always a problem in rural health programs. At the same time, the fanfare surrounding the granting of the prizes, as well as the program’s broader publicity and its language of mission, bestowed substantial recognition on the agents and their supervising nurses as well as enhancing their prestige in the communities where they worked and lived.

As the program started to have important effects in reducing infant mortality, the publicity also reflected the state’s capitalizing politically on its successes. The two governors who ran the state during this period clearly had national political ambitions, and the publicity obviously served these ends. By the early 1990s, the first governor had become president of his party, and the second was highly conspicuous politically on the national scene—both because of their successes in administering the state. Skeptics said that the publicity exaggerated the two governors’ accomplishments. Some described the publicity as a modern version of “populist” manipulation of the electorate, involving sophisticated “marketing” of a government’s image. Whether this was true—and whether the accomplishments were exaggerated—the publicity nevertheless had the effect of placing the health agents and their supervisors in an unusual spotlight of public appreciation for their work. These effects were not necessarily intended, and their importance in worker commitment and the program’s performance did not seem to be fully understood.

With this understanding of how the publicity complemented the effects of the selection process, I now contrast the meritocracy created in this program to more typical ones. In so doing, I return to the concerns about productivity with which this section started.

Tenure as Problem and Solution

The literature of industrial performance has pointed to the lack of job security and of prospects for upward mobility among many workers as reasons for stagnant productivity growth in the United States. The development literature, in contrast, has identified “too much” job security as a cause of poor performance in the public sector. The preventive health case suggests one possible way of resolving this paradox.

That a meritocratic job selection process could bestow prestige on the job winners is not new. Professionals who work in public agencies known for serious merit-hiring procedures often cite that fact, like an item on their curriculum vitae, even when the competition took place many years ago. They proudly and often disdainfully set themselves off from others in the public sector who were not hired in this way. In Brazil, Bank of Brazil managers and professionals in the National Development Bank talk this way. Outside Brazil, the Indian Administrative Service is an excellent example of civil servants who feel themselves an elite simply for having won their jobs. In all these cases, the prestige is linked to the particular service into which one is recruited, in addition to the larger elite group of trained professionals to which one belongs.

The health program’s hiring process differed in certain ways from these typical cases of meritocratic public agencies. First, it linked the prestige not just to the particular individuals who passed a rigorous competition, but also to the program’s “noble” mission of bringing the community “into the twentieth century” by reducing infant mortality and disease. This was reinforced by the staging of the hiring process as a public event in the very areas where the job applicants were to work. Also in contrast to most elite public service corps, the prestige accorded by the hiring process was not grounded in the particular agency that did the hiring—namely, the state government’s Department of Health. Neither the agents nor their supervisors “belonged” to the agency that conferred so much prestige on them because, although the Department of Health hired the health agents and funded their salaries, the agents worked under the direction of nurses hired and paid by the municipio.

Also distinct from the more typical case of meritocratic public service, the status enjoyed by the health agents was not the result of their being an educated elite. Rather, education was something that the job would eventually confer on these workers as a reward for their having been “chosen.” It took the form of three months of full-time training (unusually long, particularly for unskilled, minimum-wage workers), subsequent in-service trainings, and substantial feedback from supervisors. For most people living in Ceará’s interior, access to this kind of training was unimaginable.

In addition, and also in contrast to typical civil service hiring procedures, the reward for having passed the job competition did not come in the form of job tenure. As had become the practice of other fiscally strapped state governments in the 1980s, Ceará had gone out of its way to contract
these new workers rather than hire them, so as to make it clear that they were not winning a permanent home in the state’s public sector. Indeed, the governor and architects of the program liked to stress this as one of the keys to its success. The governor even publicly boasted of how he had resisted pressures to turn the agents “into state employees,” claiming that to do so would cause the program to “die” (UNICEF 1993). Does this not amount to the “low-road” approach to getting performance out of workers—an approach said to lead to poor productivity?

At the time of this writing, the health agents’ lack of job security had started to become more of a problem, as the program’s architects had predicted, and not just the felicitous solution that it had seemed at the beginning. The agents were organizing to demand, among other things, greater job security and fringe benefits accorded to other public workers. The story of how the state reacted to this turn of events—together with other features of these jobs—reveals some significant differences from the way many other governments use low-paid or contract labor. The state, in brief, did not turn a deaf ear to the organizing and the demands of the health agents for greater security, and agreed to participate in discussing approaches to the problem.

The health program’s architects had admitted that they had been leery about bringing on such a large contingent of new workers in a way that would doubtless imply legal responsibility to give them tenure in the future. But they had felt, at the program’s beginning, that they would have a short “honeymoon” period of two or three years before such demands would arise. By then, they assumed, these workers would start to bring claims of “de facto tenure” before the labor courts, which had customarily decided such cases in favor of the worker. The program’s founders did not worry too much about this eventuality because they felt that if the program were successful by the time the “honeymoon” ended, the state would want to upgrade the status and training of the agents anyway. When the health agents started to organize and issue demands, then, the state was willing to entertain the idea of “qualifying” a certain number of the agents through a process of selection and further training. The state government also supported initiatives among the health agents of some municipios to form associations or cooperatives. The state planned to then contract these associations, which would provide the fringe benefits (jointly financed by the state) the agents did not have. Although these new measures had not fully evolved at the time of this writing, the state’s interest in increasing the status of at least some of the existing workers would, if carried out, represent a granting of job security as a reward for performance and as part of a larger process of upskilling.

There were other factors that made these jobs different from typical no-security, no-upward-mobility jobs. The three full months of training provided by the state to these contract laborers, as well as substantial in-service training, were more than many governments provided to their tenured workers. Given that health was an expanding sector, moreover, the training and the job experience were clearly “transportable” to others in the public or private sector, if these workers were to lose their jobs. The high status conferred by these jobs on the workers also helped compensate for their lack of security. In addition, the jobs were “low-paid” only in relation to other jobs in the public sector or in public health, but not in terms of the perceptions and alternative opportunities of these particular workers. Finally, the jobs were more satisfying in terms of their greater variety of tasks, their greater discretion, and their satisfying relationship with citizen-clients. Recent research on large firms in the United States also suggests that job insecurity may be less problematic when counterbalanced by other features of the work environment valued by employees and associated with high performance (Osterman 1994).

In conclusion, then, the state’s approach to its temporary and unskilled health agents seemed to avoid, whether intentionally or not, some of the problematic aspects of both job insecurity and job tenure. On the one hand, the state provided invaluable training to these workers and conferred unimagined status on them. On the other hand, it ultimately offered some job security—or seemed to be moving in that direction—but only after some time and only as a reward for work performed well.

The Good Nurse

Evaluations of preventive health programs, even of some good ones, routinely point to problems of poor supervision. One explanation for poor supervision is that supervisors, usually nurses, are not included in the planning of the programs they are to administer and are allowed little discretion in their work (Walt et al. 1990). The past decade’s literature of business schools on management concerns itself with a more generic version of this problem, pointing to the importance of the neglected middle managers in the literature on innovation and the need to “empower” them. Any study of the achievements of Ceara’s program, then, must ask why supervision was better than in most such programs, and whether
the nurse-supervisors had greater discretion and were included more in designing their programs. The answer to these questions also helps explain why the program was not plagued with the all-too-common resistance of physicians and nurses to the introduction of paraprofessional workers.\footnote{31}

In the urban clinics and hospitals where many of the nurse-supervisors had worked previously, they had been inferior in status to the doctors they assisted, who treated them as subordinates rather than co-professionals. Now, each nurse was supervising and training an average of 30 paraprofessional agents, who referred to their supervisor as "doctor" and hung on her every word. Local people also addressed her as "doctor" when they passed her on the street, and she suddenly felt like an important local personage in the community.\footnote{32}

In addition, the nurse-supervisors felt that they had not really been able to "practice nursing" in their previous jobs. Hospitals had given them more and more administrative work while, at the same time, meeting nursing needs increasingly by hiring less-trained and lower-paid paraprofessional workers to carry out "nursing" tasks such as assisting physicians in surgery. On the one hand, then, the nurses had been angered in their previous jobs by the lack of "professionalism" in the way management ran nursing in their hospitals and, on the other hand, by the increasing administrative chores they had to take on without being given increased managerial discretion or status. This had led to various protest meetings at hospitals and professional nursing associations, which were of little avail and left the nurses feeling powerless, alienated from their work, and ignored as professionals.

In the preventive health program, the situation was quite different. The state Department of Health had deliberately left the nurse-supervisors with substantial control over the way they ran the program in their município, not pressing standardization too strictly. As a result, there was a good deal of variation in programs from one município to the next. Some supervisors instructed their agents on how to give shots and remove sutures, for example, while others were adamantly against teaching these "curative" tasks; some included family-planning messages in the advice giving of the agents, while others were against it. (Indeed, one nurse-supervisor initiated family planning in her município when she learned that many of her own agents had sexually transmittable diseases and did not know how to prevent, identify, or treat them.)

All this was a far cry from the nurse's subordinate relation to the physicians of her previous job, her exclusion from decisions that were central to her identity as a professional, and her administrative burdens that came without the discretion usually accorded to a manager. As the supervisor of a preventive health program, of course, she also was not "practicing nursing" any more than in her old job. But she felt more "like a professional" in her new job because she was making decisions about how to run a public health program, and she saw the direct health impacts of her work. That the nurse-supervisors' salaries in the preventive health program were higher than in their previous urban jobs, of course, must have been important in attracting some of the better nursing professionals and ensuring their dedication.

The resistance of health professionals to the introduction of paraprofessionals into health programs like Ceará's often contributes to the difficulty of getting the public sector to pay adequate attention and funding to preventive health, as compared to curative health programs. Part of the resistance is due to a genuine concern about compromising professional standards and jeopardizing the health and safety of patients. Another part, of course, bespeaks worries about losing power, professional distinction, remuneration, and access to jobs. It is remarkable, then, that the very nurses who had criticized the use of paraprofessionals in their previous hospital jobs became the ardent advocates in their new jobs of a program that relied heavily on just such workers. The new nurse-supervisors also adamantly defended the use of paraprofessionals in the preventive health program against the predictable criticisms that came, eventually, from their urban colleagues in nursing. Clearly, the new power of the program's nurse-supervisors to decide what their paraprofessional workers could or could not do was key to their change of heart.\footnote{33}

### The Self-Enlarging Job

Many of the workers in the municípios where the health program performed best did things that did not fall strictly within the definition of their jobs. The extra tasks fell into three categories: (1) the carrying out of some simple curative, as opposed to preventive, practices; (2) the initiation of community-wide campaigns to reduce public health hazards; and (3) assistance to mothers with mundane tasks not directly related to health. In all these areas, the agents took on this larger variety of tasks voluntarily, and they liked their jobs better for having done so.

Extra activities of this nature often creep into preventive health and other
public services involving considerable contact between workers and clients—as also occurred in the cases of best performance in the subsequent chapters on agricultural extension, drought relief, and business extension. Even as different a setting as that of the well-known success story in preschool education in the United States, the Head Start program, documents the same phenomenon (Schorr 1988). In health, experts sometimes view these extra activities as undermining the proper functioning of the service, for reasons explained below; similarly, agricultural extension experts see the myriad activities as taking agents away from their “real” work and hence contributing to poor results. In the eyes of the experts, then, the “nonessential” activities are associated with bad performance. But the workers of these cases see the extra activities as increasing their effectiveness and enhancing their commitment to their jobs. This section tries to understand the reasons for these opposing views by looking, in the following three subsections, at the three different forms taken by such extra activities in the case of preventive health.

**Creeping Curativism**

The health agents found it quite difficult to gain access to people’s homes when they started working. Mothers would not answer their knocks on the door, or would hide their children when the agent crossed the threshold. Health programs, of course, frequently encounter this problem when working in areas like rural Ceará, where people rely on traditional medicine and local faith healers. But, as in many other countries, this reaction was also grounded in the legacy of mistrust of anything that came from “government.” Brazil’s 18-year period of military government ending in presidential elections in 1984—with its repression of peasant organizing in the interior of the Northeast—had made that mistrust even more profound. It is against this background that the agents viewed the simple curative tasks as an “entryway” into preventive care.

The curative procedures performed by the agents were quite simple ones—removing sutures, treating wounds, giving shots, providing advice on treating colds and flu, taking a sick child to the hospital. The agents contrasted the immediate results of their curative procedures with the “tedious and frustrating process” of getting people to change their health and hygiene practices—teaching mothers how to take care of themselves during pregnancy, instructing mothers in caring for newborns, convincing people to take their medicines regularly, and cajoling people into washing their hands before preparing food, filtering their water, and adding nutritious foods to their diet. It took considerable patience and perseverance to convince new mothers, who usually preferred bottle-feeding, that breast milk was not “sour” and distasteful to their babies, or that they should take time out of their day to attend prenatal appointments.

The perseverance paid off. “I first earned the respect and trust of families by treating wounds or giving a shot . . . .” one agent reported, “so that now families listen to me when I talk to them about breastfeeding, or better hygiene, or nutrition—things that don’t show immediate results.” In the same vein, the agents liked administering oral rehydration solutions because “they are like cures,” to agents as well as desperate mothers. A severely dehydrated baby, seemingly near death, would be happily playing only hours after taking the rehydration solution recommended by the health agent.

Using curative tasks to get one’s foot in the door for the less dramatic, longer haul of changing people’s health thinking and practices would seem to represent a quite sensible admixture to a preventive health program—especially if that helped the program to be more effective on the preventive side. Curative care, however, tends to crowd out preventive care in practice and in funding—just as road construction crowds out road maintenance. This is due not only to the greater lure of curative care to para-professionals and users. More significantly, physicians, who are powerful actors in health planning, find the less capital-intensive and less high-tech work of preventive care programs to be less challenging and low status—just as road maintenance is less prestigious and challenging to civil engineers than road construction. Many public health reformers, therefore, believe that even a little curative care in a preventive health program is “dangerous.”

Partly for these reasons, the “creeping” curative care in Ceará’s program did not go unnoticed. Nursing professionals in the state’s capital complained that unskilled workers should not dispense curative care, no matter how minimal, without at least receiving training as nurse-assistants. Responding to this criticism, the coordinating team agreed to provide some formal nurse-assistant training to at least some of its health agents. This solution, of course, runs the risk of enabling the health agents to go too far in the curative direction—exactly what preventive health planners worry about. Preventive health agents cannot simply be allowed to do as much curative care as they want, just to keep them and their clients happy.
From Household to Community

In addition to their task of visiting households, many health agents took on, of their own accord, community-wide activities meant to reduce public health hazards. In one case, for example, agents obtained free air time on the radio in order to name families leaving garbage in front of their homes; in another, agents pressured workers and management in a bakery to wear hair nets and wash their hands; in yet another, agents worked with their supervisor to introduce meetings on family planning and female sexuality, which were not part of the program. In part, this taking on of larger causes was the result of the program's initial socialization of these workers into public service with images of "doing good" and the dedicated public servant.

Health agents also liked their work when they were pulled away from their routine preventive tasks to participate in community-wide campaigns against disease epidemics, the most recent example being the state's campaign against cholera. When participating in these campaigns, the agents felt swept up in a serious and dramatic public mission, in which the topmost officials of the state were intimately involved. This was more appealing to them than "giving mothers the same message over and over again" about breastfeeding or prenatal care. The lure of these kinds of tasks is not peculiar to health. Observers of agricultural extension workers have pointed to a similar dynamic in explaining the sudden bursts of good performance by agricultural extension services during epidemics of disease or pests that threaten to decimate the crops of an entire region.37

Many public health reformers, reflecting a strong current of thinking in the fields of social medicine and medical anthropology, encourage preventive health workers to see themselves as "agents of change" and of "empowerment" of citizens in the communities where they work.38 Others worry about the tension that such challenges to community power structures create between the program and local elites; or they dislike the "distraction" of such activities from the more "basic" tasks of preventive health. These differences of opinion, and the concern of experts about disrupting "basic" work, have their parallel in the field of agricultural extension, as will become clear in the following two chapters.39

Good arguments may well exist, then, for defining a hard core of basic tasks from which workers in such services should not deviate—as in the case of preventive versus curative care. Workers may be doing more than basic tasks, moreover, for bad reasons as well as good. They may be subject to outside pressure unrelated to their mission—other agencies or individual politicians, for example, taking advantage of the field presence of a particular group of workers to pursue their own ends. In this sense, narrowly defined job definitions can also contribute to "protecting" workers so that they can do their "real" work. It is important to understand, nevertheless, that something else is also causing the variety of tasks to grow. The best workers are themselves pushing the boundaries of their job definitions—or simply letting it happen—because they view these broader realms of operation as profoundly fulfilling and, at the same time, consistent with their mission as public servants.

Trust and the Mundane

The third area in which health workers went beyond their mandate voluntarily related to matters of trust between workers and their client-citizens. When agents talked about why they liked their jobs, the subject of respect from clients and from "my community" often dominated their conversation—much more, interestingly, than the subject of respect from supervisors or other superiors.

The trust that was central to the workings of the health program was inspired by quite mundane activities. Because agents visited homes during the day when mothers were there alone with young children, they sometimes assisted with cooking, cleaning, or child care—giving a baby a bath, cutting its fingernails, or trimming its hair. The mothers, often lonely and overburdened, found considerable solace in this support and in sharing their problems with agents. "She is a true friend," a mother said of the health agent working in her community. "She's done more for us than she'll ever realize." The field-workers of the above-noted Head Start program of preschool education in the United States reported remarkably similar activities and perspectives on them—down to the cutting of the baby's fingernails and the washing of its hair (Schorr 1988).

The additional attention paid by field-workers to the mothers they visited might seem to burden an already heavy work agenda, which required several household visits per day, often to places of difficult access. Both the health agents and the Head Start workers reported, however, that the extra help they offered was crucial to their gaining these mothers' trust, as well as that of the community in general. This, they said, was the most difficult task of their work—at least in the beginning. Just as important
Conclusion

In an era of contempt for government, Ceará's state government and its Department of Health succeeded in creating an aura of mission around the preventive health program and remarkable respect for its workers in the communities where they worked. This was accomplished through a merit-hiring process for the 7,300 health agents—unusual for such a large force of low-wage and nontenured public employees—and incessant advertising about the program and its achievements. Partly informational, and later also representing sheer boasting by the state about its accomplishments, the advertising also placed the program's workers in a public limelight that brought them widespread recognition. Repeated prizes for municipalities that reduced their infant death rate and other indicators of disease, and the accompanying publicity, had the same effect.

Workers often took on tasks, voluntarily, that fell outside their job descriptions. The health agents provided some curative care in addition to their preventive work, took on environmental health offenders in the community, or helped mothers with household chores. This broader set of tasks, sometimes viewed by experts as distractions from "real" work, cohered together as a more customized way of providing service to clients. This, in turn, formed the basis for relations of trust between workers and citizens. The greater discretion embodied in the broader job definitions was repeated in the greater formal autonomy and stature granted by the state to the program's nurse-supervisors, who had typically come from more subordinate roles in their previous jobs in hospitals and clinics.

In an environment already rife with rent-seeking opportunities, the greater ambiguity of these job boundaries would seem to make supervision of workers even more difficult. But the more amorphous boundaries were counterbalanced by new outside pressures to perform from the community. Through the same advertising that created the public recognition of the workers—and the "socialization" of job candidates, including the majority who would be rejected—the state raised the community's hopes about what to expect from its government, and then educated them precisely about what workers, supervisors, and mayors should be doing. This turned the community, and particularly the dozens of rejected applicants, into informed public monitors of a new program in which the potential for abuse was high. This aspect of the state's action was consistent with the user-driven accountability now in vogue in today's mainstream development advice. But it also involved something quite the opposite, a point I explain momentarily.

Together, these interlinked features of the state's actions added up to an approach to the treatment of public-sector workers that differed in key ways from the standard practices of many governments, let alone firms. On the one hand, the state lavished invaluable and "transportable" training on this large and unskilled temporary labor force, and conferred imagined status on them. On the other hand, it ultimately ceded them some job security—or seemed to be moving in that direction—but only after some time and only as a reward for good performance. In this sense, and not necessarily intentionally, the state seemed to be avoiding some of the worst aspects of job insecurity and "excessive" job security.

Two other explanations of the health program's achievements should by now be at least partly clear from the above. Although this case might be seen as a success in decentralization of public service from state to municipal government, the success had more to do with something done by central, rather than local, government. The state kept an iron hand on the hiring, training, and socialization of an essentially municipal labor force. It swamped the public with inspirational and educational messages about the program. And it chose not to extend the service to municípios according to a preordained plan or pace but, rather, to let the expansion be determined by which mayors first showed good faith in hiring a nurse-supervisor and coming up with funds to pay her salary.

In addition, the health program did not suffer from the kind of opposition that frequently aborts or dilutes these kinds of attempts to extend public service broadly. One source of potentially crippling opposition was the mayors, who resented the state government's "usurpation" of their
patronage power over the hiring of a large number of workers on their own turfs. Through its constant messages to citizens, the state government indirectly "incited" them to demand that mayors commit resources to the program, and run it cleanly, in return for their vote. In addition, because the health agents became the largest and most visible public-sector presence in the towns where they worked, they themselves represented a similar source of pressure on mayors and, most important, helped "educate" them about public health problems and concrete ways to support the program. In this sense, they were more like an "independent" civic presence than municipal workers subject to a mayor's clientelistic whims. The state's actions, in other words, made it more politically rewarding to provide good service and more politically costly to hire the party faithful. This amounted to changing the dynamics of patronage politics as it related to public service at the local level.

The second source of potential opposition was the physicians and nurses. Like professionals in other sectors, they frequently resist reforms that "lower" standards in order to extend service to much larger numbers of citizens—in this case, by using low-wage, unskilled paraprofessionals. By markedly enhancing the status of nurses as professionals, and by working in the rural areas where most physicians did not tread, the program turned a large number of potential resisters into ardent advocates (the nurse-supervisors), or at least kept them at a safe and uninterested distance (the physicians).

I may have conveyed more intentionality about what the state did, and implied more of an understanding of cause and effect, than was actually the case. The state considered second-best, after all, what I described as an ingenious way of dividing the labor between state and municipal governments. The state reluctantly ceded the hiring of the nurse-supervisors to the municipios, although keeping to itself the hiring of the agents. The effect of the state's boasting about the program's successes in the media is another example of lack of intentionality—the impact of this publicity on worker morale having not been foreseen or, retrospectively, perceived.

In closing, I return to the question of how to explain the kind of public-serving behavior that emerges in cases like these. Part of the explanation in the health case had to do with the hemming in of government workers with outside pressures from the community to perform. In this sense, my findings are not inconsistent with the prevailing mainstream conception of civil servants as inherently self-interested and, therefore, with the corresponding importance attributed to outside pressures as keeping them from misbehaving. But this was only half the story. The other half had to do with the state's nurturing of an inclination toward public-serving behavior among its workers, and its enabling of already public-minded government workers to do what they wanted to do. To identify what happened, we need look no further than the hemming-in of public workers with outside pressures to perform, then, may actually constitute a misreading of that part of the story—or, at least, an incomplete reading. As must by now have become clear, the story of the community as outside "monitors" of the health workers is irrevocably entangled with the story of the workers as embedded in that community through close relationships of respect and trust—a combination already discovered by others outside the mainstream development community. What happened, in other words, was just as much a coming together of the workers and their clients as it was a sense of workers being watched by those who would report any wrongdoing.

The findings of this chapter might seem, at first blush, to be relevant only to the health sector, and to preventive health programs in particular. They might also seem to be a function of the particulars of the Ceará case—namely, the hiring of 7,300 never-before-salaried rural women. Clearly, this kind of workforce would be extremely grateful for its "scarce" public-sector employment. Also, these workers partook of that special excitement of participating in a bold new public venture. And in places where infant mortality is so high, like rural Ceará, it is less difficult to obtain a rapid initial drop in that rate than to achieve other more complex and less conspicuous goals pursued by preventive health programs. Most public programs, in contrast, do not operate in this kind of "honeymoon" environment, including those described in the subsequent chapters.

It was surprising, then, that loosely similar findings emerged in the other sectors studied—employment-creating drought relief, agricultural extension, and business extension linked to public procurement from small firms. And in these programs, in contrast to health, no new workers were hired. Indeed, the period under review was one of layoffs, budget cuts, and other privations. With certain sectoral variations, however, the workers in these other programs also showed higher dedication to their jobs and higher performance. As in the health case, client appreciation of their work was central to this outcome. Similarly, relations of trust had developed between agents and their clients. And workers were doing things that development advisors would, if they had their preferences, not normally have them do. I start with the emergency employment-creating program because it is closest to the health case.
The Emergency Employment Program and Its Unlikely Heroes

In 1987, a 12-month drought decimated the agricultural economy of rural Ceará and left a large part of the rural population without work, food, and drinking water. The state government responded, as it had to previous droughts, with emergency food and water supplies and a public works construction program that employed, at its peak, 235,000 persons—30 percent of the economically active male and rural population. Though Northeast state governments had rapidly mobilized for such emergency programs in past droughts for almost a century, the response of Ceará in 1987 represented a radical departure from the past and from that of other states. Mainly, the state government succeeded in overcoming a deeply entrenched tradition of clientelism in the allocation of works projects, jobs, and relief supplies. On the one hand, it took power away from local elites, asserting strong central control over drought relief administration. On the other hand, it initiated a highly decentralized and orderly system of decision making around the allocation of jobs, construction projects, and relief supplies. The new approach built “from the bottom up” on decisions taken by community assemblies and sent to new municipal councils convened especially for that purpose. The process was guided by the agronomist-heads of the regional offices of the state’s Agricultural Extension Service, according to strict criteria dictated by the state government.

The new approach to the drought emergency, though couched in the language of decentralization and grassroots decision making, clearly placed greater burdens on state administration. It is remarkable, then, that the 1987 effort performed better than those of previous administrations and other Northeast states, as revealed by two key indicators. First, relief and works projects arrived in the stricken communities more quickly—within 10 to 20 days rather than the four weeks typical of previous droughts. Second, the share of expenditures devoted to employing labor in works construction was significantly higher than in previous droughts and in other Northeast states, as well as higher than in many such programs around the world—80 percent versus the more typical 30 to 65 percent.

How was all this possible, given the history of clientelism in Ceará, the incentives for state officials to collaborate with it, and the greater demands for honesty and fairness that the new approach placed on the public sector? Exploring this question uncovered another nest of puzzling questions.

In the field, responsibility for the program’s administration fell to the state’s army of resident agricultural extension agents, whom villagers praised again and again as their “saviors,” as the “heroes” of the 1987 program. This was somewhat surprising. Although agricultural extension agents frequently became important figures in the towns where they worked and resided, they were not necessarily able or willing to stand up to the powerful local elites that dominated previous programs. In addition, many from the Agricultural Extension Service saw drought relief as drudgery, taking them away from their “real” work. Like such services elsewhere in Northeast Brazil and around the world, moreover, Ceará’s Extension Service did not have a reputation for outstanding results, among either farmers or experts. Agricultural extension agents, finally and obviously, did not have the expertise required of a program concentrated so heavily on construction. How could such an unlikely cast of characters have been so central, in other words, to the greatly improved administration of an emergency employment-creating program?

Similarly challenging questions were posed by the fact that the 1987 program shifted its focus to smaller, community-based construction projects—schools, cisterns, wells, grain storage facilities, community meeting halls, small dams, and minor road repairs and structures. This compared to the much larger dams, reservoirs, and roads built under past drought programs. To be sure, the larger number of smaller projects in the 1987 program—and the numerous new local bodies formed to decide upon and monitor them—reflected more “democratic” decision making.
At the same time, the more numerous and dispersed small projects would also seem to have increased the opportunities for graft and clientelism that had plagued previous programs. In face of these continuing opportunities for rent seeking, how was program administration actually de-clientelized? With respect to the state’s capacity to administer the program, moreover, why did the new insistence on smaller projects not run up against resistance from the building agencies and their engineers, who typically prefer larger and more sophisticated projects and techniques relying more heavily on equipment? These agencies, along with large contractor firms and landowners, had been key players in executing drought relief programs in the past, and in the political support for them.

Finally, and related to the above considerations about the building agencies, the 1987 program’s new structure seemed to be highly dependent on interagency coordination, bringing together 12 state or federal agencies and parastatals with seemingly little self-interest in collaborating with each other—the state Departments of Planning, Social Action, Agriculture, Roads, Waterworks, and Health; state parastatals in agricultural extension, housing, mining, and technology; and the federal Department of Public Health Campaigns and the railway parastatal. Also seeming to complicate the already difficult problems of interagency coordination, the program placed the more powerful building agencies under the coordinating authority of the weaker Department of Social Action in the state’s capital and, in the field, of the weaker Extension Service. When stronger agencies are supposed to be coordinated by weaker ones, this is usually a recipe for failure, not success.

My search for explanations for the accomplishments of the 1987 drought relief program led me to some of the same factors that characterized the previous case of preventive health. This in itself was surprising, not only because the sectors were so different, but because of the eminently temporary nature of the drought program in contrast to the health program’s successful efforts to institutionalize itself.

The De-clientelization of Drought Relief

Ever since the nineteenth century, drought in Northeast Brazil’s semiarid interior has been a recurrent event, leaving thousands of rural families out of work and without food. The droughts, which used to occur roughly every seven years but have now become more frequent, routinely trigger relief in the form of employment-creating public works projects and supplies of food and drinking water. Mounted by the region’s state governments and funded largely by the central government, these rapidly mobilized initiatives represent significant expenditures of public funds and employ large numbers of people. In the more severe drought of 1983, for example, $352 million was spent on relief supplies and works projects and 3.2 million persons were employed, almost half the economically active population of the rural Northeast (not all of which is drought-prone); in the less severe 1987 drought, expenditures were $196 million and one million persons were employed (15% of the economically active rural population). Among the Northeast states, Ceará stands out as the state most severely affected by the droughts. Almost all of its territory lies in the drought-prone area—94 percent, including 17 of its 178 municipios. With less than 20 percent of the region’s population, then, Ceará accounted for 35 percent of emergency drought spending in the Northeast in the 1987 drought—$62 million, of which $48.3 million was from the federal government and $13.4 million from the state.

For many years, observers of the Northeast have claimed that the drought relief programs benefited the region’s large landowners, private contractors, and suppliers of relief more than those needing jobs, food, and water. These “drought industrialists”—a name made famous in a book with that title written by Brazilian journalist Antônio Callado (1960)—have dominated the works programs and are portrayed as villains in the lore of the Northeast droughts. Decisions about projects, jobs, and relief supplies in any particular município typically emerged from conversations between mayors, who consulted with the large landowners in their domain, and state government offices based in the state capital, which passed on to them the funds and the relief supplies. In giving out jobs and supplies, these local figures frequently gave preference to the politically loyal or simply to the workers of the most influential landowners. Many of the projects—roads, dams, small watering points, and other civil works—were located inside the property of large landowners, and hence were not accessible to the public. Press reports typically told stories of cattle having preference over people in getting access to drinking water in the reservoirs constructed under the program—cattle being the principal economic activity of the large farmers of the semiarid interior.

The 1987 drought relief effort stood out from the others in Ceará and other Northeast states because it attempted to change all this and, thereby, to challenge the power of the “drought industrialists.” In droughts pre-
ceeding that of 1987, the state Department of Social Action had loosely coordinated the emergency programs in conjunction with the state Departments of Agriculture, Roads, and Waterworks. In 1987, the state took greater control over the program and, at the same time, made it more decentralized—a combination also characteristic of the health program. On the one hand, the new governor called and presided over weekly meetings of his cabinet on the progress of the emergency program, and named a strong and capable manager to be director of the state Department of Social Action; the new director had the power to coordinate the actions of the other state departments, and announced clear criteria (described below) regarding the kinds of works projects that would qualify for financing and which applicants for jobs would receive them. On the other hand, the state took control of the decisions about projects and hiring away from mayors and local landowners and gave them to a newly formed and “representative” municipal council presided over not by the mayor, but by the head of the local agricultural extension office. Although the more than 1,000 professionals of the state’s Extension Service had helped out in previous droughts, they did not play the key role they were to play in 1987.

In the new local councils—named Community Action Groups (GACs/Grupos de Ação Comunitária)—the mayor or his designate was now only one among 12 representatives. The municipal council (câmara de vereadores) and Departments of Health and Education each had one representative; assemblies from the various villages named three representatives; and “civil society” had three representatives, named from groups like the Catholic or Protestant Church, the rural labor union, the landowners’ association, and service clubs like the chamber of commerce, Lions’ Club, and Rotary Club. In a process that was quite unusual for rural Brazil, the GACs would deliberate in weekly meetings over a set of two lists submitted by each village or community in the município, the villages ranging in size from five to 200 families. One list ranked a set of projects desired by that particular community; the other ranked those families hardest hit by the drought and most in need of employment and relief supplies. In order to generate these lists of proposed projects and job applicants, from which the GAC made its choices, the extension officer/GAC head traveled throughout his territory to organize village assemblies and guide them through the process of ranking job candidates and potential works projects. Often scheduling meetings on Sundays so as not to disrupt work schedules, he would explain the state’s criteria for acceptable projects and employable persons, and for supplying emergency food and water.

The new criteria for the works projects revealed the strong hand of the state government in limiting the available choices and, at the same time, represented a distinct break from past practices: (1) only one person per household could be employed (usually the male head of household); (2) those receiving jobs had to be from the “neediest” families, as designated by the community; (3) projects had to be of value to the community and not just to particular individuals; (4) projects had to be completed within months and, hence, before the end of the drought; and (5) projects had to be located in or near the community so that workers could eat and sleep in their homes. These requirements ruled out, in effect, some of the most common and notorious projects of past drought relief programs—those inside a landowner’s property and large and longer-maturing construction projects like dams and major roads. Such projects typically employed large concentrations of workers in earth-moving operations, assembled from throughout the state. Local landowners, on whose properties the projects were often constructed, provided food and housing to the laborers and deducted payments for these services from their wages.

The state’s new criteria for smaller, more dispersed works projects clearly contributed to reducing the share of funds expended for items other than labor. Many employment-creating works programs end up spending a significant share of their funds on nonlabor expenditures like equipment, materials, and administration. Whereas in other Northeast states expenditures for such nonlabor components accounted for as much as 35 percent to 50 percent during the 1987 drought, the Ceará program succeeded in limiting nonlabor costs to 20 percent, an impressively low figure for almost any such program. Even programs that do succeed in spending a large share of their funds on labor often drift away from their initial labor intensity, because the engineers working in public agencies and their contractors prefer equipment-using techniques of construction—preferences that are reinforced by the pressures of equipment producers and dealers.

Together, these new projects and procedures signified the state’s attempt to introduce a new process of decentralized and “democratic” decision making at the same time that it wrested control of the program from other local actors. No wonder, then, that some mayors complained that the new program reduced the “autonomy” of municipal government, and that it would result in the “excessive centralization” of drought relief by the state government, making it “impossible to respond quickly” to the emergency. As it turned out, however, the opposite occurred. Whereas jobs and relief supplies had taken at least four weeks to materialize in past droughts, the
new program started works projects and delivered relief supplies within 10 to 20 days.

Although the past drought relief efforts had been rightly criticized for the inequity of their ways of selecting projects and providing jobs, they nevertheless placed less of a burden on state capacity than the more democratized 1987 program. In 1987, the decision to exclude projects employing large numbers of people at one site, and to employ people only where they lived, translated into myriad small projects dispersed widely throughout a countryside with a low population density (17 persons per square kilometer). Having each community draw up ranked lists of projects and persons most in need of work, moreover, required protracted visits by the extension agent to many small communities, often of difficult access. Reaching decisions at these meetings was slow and agonizing; the agent would run down the names of unemployed workers one by one with the community to determine which family needed work most, and led long discussions about possible projects and the order in which the community would like to rank them.

With these new consultative processes and new criteria for choosing projects and workers, then, the state had taken on three difficult challenges: (1) coordinating demands from communities, (2) confronting the clientelism of rural areas as manifested in the "drought industry," and (3) publicly promising to deliver more timely drought relief. The political risk of not coming through on the latter promise was significant. In past (and subsequent) Northeast droughts, hungry peasants had sacked food warehouses and markets when relief did not appear; or they threatened to do so in protest marches on the state or municipal capitals—all such events being widely publicized in the press.

The final and key piece of the 1987 drought story was the agricultural extension workers who, in the eyes of the villagers of Ceará's dry interior, were the heroes of that event. Over the 12-month period, they voluntarily worked long hours and were remarkably effective at coordinating action throughout the state. They succeeded in steering a difficult course between the "democratically generated" claims from the new local councils and the surprised objections from local politicians and landowners, still powerful and accustomed to the old ways of handling drought relief and works programs. The agents themselves had heady memories of this time, reporting a profound sense of accomplishment and satisfaction with their work—more so, some said, than with their regular work. This despite the fact that the relief effort accounted for more than half their workload over the long 12 months of the emergency, and had little to do with their strictly agricultural expertise.

Public disasters like floods, earthquakes, epidemics, and droughts almost always elicit high dedication and outstanding work from civil servants. They like being part of a venture that is more dramatic and "noble" than their everyday work, and that endows them with new, albeit temporary, power and dignity. In addition, the clarity of goals and the measurability of results are much greater in emergency work of this nature. During normal times, much of the work of public agencies, including agricultural extension, is embedded in more ambiguous goals and measures of performance and is subject to less marked deadlines. Part of the high performance during times of emergency, then, emerges from something more akin to a burst of adrenaline than to sustained capacity for good work.

For all these reasons, the high performance of the Extension Service during the drought might not seem particularly relevant to what happens when the drama ends and work returns to normal. By the end of this and the next chapters, however, it will become clear that looking at the work-life of the extension agents during the drought actually does throw considerable light on how to improve worker performance during normal times. Even if we admit that almost any corps of workers would probably rise to the demands of an emergency like Ceará's droughts, then, there are still serious reasons for surprise. They are the subject of the following section.

Some of the territory gained in improving the quality of drought administration in 1987 was lost in the subsequent and more extended drought of 1991–93. Local people and agricultural extension staff compared the administration of the later program unfavorably to that of 1987. Most significant, the state allowed the chairmanship of the new local council to pass from the extension agent to the mayor. This happened, in part, because the state's leadership could not continue to incur the political costs of disregarding the objections by the mayors to the state's attempt to reduce their power. The mayors' discontent translated into serious opposition in the state legislature to other reform initiatives of the two governors—or threatened to do so. The unfavorable comparison of the 1991–93 program to that of 1987 serves to make the significance of the 1987 achievements even clearer. It also shows that it is not politically easy to sustain such efforts to de-clientelize programs, even after such a heady first round of success. The slippage from the achievements of the 1987 program, then, raises some questions about the sustainability of the achievements described below. These concerns are better treated against the background
of an understanding of how the program worked, and hence I return to
the subject at the end of the chapter.

Unlike the health program, finally, the gains in the administration of
drought relief were also more difficult to institutionalize simply because
of the intermittent nature of the drought itself. The massive state appar-
atus mobilized to cope with Ceará’s droughts almost disappears from sight
in the intervening years, when the Department of Social Action carries
out a mélange of less dramatic tasks. Our difficulty in finding people in
the state capital who remembered how things worked in 1987 is testimony
to this remarkable disappearance, between droughts, of such a large in-
istitutional presence. For the people in the towns and villages of the drought-
prone interior, however, the drought and the drought programs were major
events in their personal histories. Luckily for us, they remembered the 1987
program in considerable detail.

Destined for Poor Performance?

To any experienced evaluator of public programs, two key features of the
1987 drought relief program would seem to have spelled trouble. First,
the program involved 12 different agencies, auguring a severe problem of
interagency coordination. To make matters worse, the lead coordinating
agencies—the state Department of Social Action and, in the field, the Ex-
tension Service—were weak vis-à-vis the powerful “building” agencies
that traditionally carried out public works construction—the state De-
partments of Roads and of Waterworks. Second, professionals in the agri-
cultural services usually dislike relief work and see it as undermining the
“real” work of an extension service. More generally, agriculture planning
experts and small farmers alike frequently hold extension services in low
repute, a view from which Ceará’s service was not exempt. This section
starts by showing why coordination could have been expected to be a prob-
lem, given the particulars of this case together with the experience with
such programs elsewhere, and follows with the reasons for the low repute
of agricultural extension services in Ceará and elsewhere.

The Perils of Coordination

Engineering professionals and the building agencies where they work
typically play a central role in emergency construction programs like that
mounted during Northeast droughts. In Ceará’s past droughts, the build-
ing agencies had also been subject to the coordination of the weaker De-
partment of Social Action, but that coordination was much looser. In 1987,
the Department of Social Action—together with the Extension Service—
gained significantly greater control over the works program. In addition,
the governor of the state “lent” the Extension Service to the director of
Social Action for the 12-month duration of the drought. This temporary
control of the staff of the principal field agency by another agency’s di-
rector would also seem to create conditions under which the best per-
formance might not be expected. Leading the Extension Service to another
agency also helped fan the flames of a longstanding resentment by the
Department of Agriculture, in which the Extension Service was located,
over the taking away of some its power over agricultural planning.12

Just as potentially problematic, the 1987 drought relief program gave
direct responsibility in the field to the Extension Service, rather than to
the building agencies, for supervising a large share of the construction
(44%). Most of this represented small works—small wells, reservoirs, and
dams; maintenance, repair, and minor construction of roads; and build-
ings like schools, community centers, and storage depots for inputs and
gains. Although the next largest share of construction projects (32%) did
fall under the responsibility of a building agency—the Department of
Roads—these projects were still to be coordinated in the field by the same
extension officer who chaired the new municipal council.13 In addition,
the drought relief programs of the past had always included large num-
bers of water projects, which had fallen under the responsibility of the
Department of Waterworks. In the 1987 program, however, that depart-
ment was responsible for only 2 percent of the employment, and the Ex-
tension Service now had responsibility for the rest. Directly or indirectly,
then, the Extension Service supervised a large program of construction
projects seemingly beyond its expertise—projects that typically fall in the
domain of the building agencies.

Traditionally, building agencies hold considerably more power in the
world of public bureaucracies than do service agencies like Ceará’s Ex-
tension Service or Department of Social Action, and because of the cap-
tal intensity of their tasks, control substantially greater funds than do such
other agencies. The engineers who head and staff these agencies constitute
a professional elite held in high esteem in both the public and private sec-
tors. Their professional affinity with other engineers in private firms en-
gaged in design, construction, and equipment manufacturing forms the
basis for a strong coalition in support of the building agencies and their construction agendas. The appeal of public construction projects to politicians works to strengthen this support, as do the myriad opportunities for graft that lurk in large construction contracts. In programs dependent on interagency coordination, then, building agencies often dismiss with amused contempt the requests of the typically weaker agencies that coordinate such programs, and are able to protect their bureaucratic turfs almost effortlessly.

*Images of Agricultural Extension*

Many agricultural professionals, quite simply, do not like relief work. They resent being pulled off their regular work to do relief, which they consider "inferior" and a distraction from their normal work pursuits. It is not obvious, then, why they reminisced so favorably about their work during the 1987 drought. The international community of agricultural planners and advisors echo the agronomists' dislike of relief work in that they view it and other such extracurricular activities as one of the worst things that can happen to an extension service. Monitoring and evaluation reports on agricultural development projects, including those in Ceará, routinely bemoan the fact that agents are pulled away to do things unrelated to their "real" work. The major offenders, in addition to emergency relief programs, are the processing of bank credit applications for farmers, survey work for censuses undertaken by various government agencies, and public health campaigns.

The much touted Training-and-Visit model of agricultural extension (T&V) goes one step further than these critiques, as discussed in the next chapter. It even insists on trimming away some of the activities directly related to agriculture, like helping farmers get access to production inputs, and directs agents to focus more narrowly on their messages about planting and use of inputs. Together, these visions and preferences regarding what good extension agents should be doing raise questions as to why the finest hour of the Ceará Extension Service came when it was doing precisely what it was not supposed to do.

In addition, although Ceará's extension agents turned into the "heroes" of the 1987 drought, they certainly were not seen that way in ordinary times. In the eyes of many planners and peasant farmers alike, the Extension Service was often the butt of disparaging remarks—for not having a workable "technical package," for employing young men fresh out of vocational school or the university with little farming experience, for staying in the office rather than visiting the farm (sometimes, but not always, due to the lack of funds for fuel and vehicle maintenance), for looking more after the interests of large farmers and other local elites than of peasant farmers, and for exploiting their position of power in rural communities in order to run for public office. This litany of complaints about extension agents is not peculiar to the Northeast or Brazil, as the discussion of the next chapter attests.

Even with respect to the drought relief programs, the halo surrounding the better extension agents in the interior was nowhere to be found in the state capital. In fact, the Extension Service was in some ways the last place one would have turned for a rescuing of the interior towns from clientelism. Residing in the towns where they worked, socializing with local elites, and working within the constraints of that particular power structure would all seem to make extension agents, of all public servants, least able to break out of it. This problem is not peculiar to agricultural extension, but arises in all public services in which frontline workers have one-to-one contacts with their clients, far from headquarters or out of sight of their supervisors—like the police, welfare workers, teachers, and the field or traveling staff of international donor agencies.

Another aspect of this problem affected those agents who identified most with the reformist goals of programs like that of the 1987 drought or the programs targeted toward small farmers—exactly the kind of "good" civil servant said to be so lacking in the government of developing countries. In order for extension agents to work effectively in the municipio to which they were assigned during normal times, they had to have the tacit support of local notables. Although this should not necessarily have been a problem, many state governments in Northeast Brazil were trying to redirect their agricultural support services and subsidies in the 1980s away from these same notables—namely, large landholders—and toward poorer farmers. This happened in a context of widespread mobilization in Brazil around demands for democratization, and even a brief period of agrarian reform (1985–87), during which the power of large landowners over their tenants and the land in general was being widely questioned and challenged. In addition, a 15-year $1.1 billion program of rural development targeted toward small farmers in the Northeast, and funded by the federal government and the World Bank, had the express purpose of directing the extension services of the nine Northeast states to work with small farmers.

A large share of the small farmers newly assisted by the Extension Ser-
vice worked as tenants or day laborers for large local landholders and merchants. Extension agents helped the small farmers gain direct access to bank credit, organized them into associations for buying inputs or for marketing, and even sometimes helped them obtain land of their own. When these initiatives were successful, they reduced the dependence of tenants and other small farmers on large landowners for access to land, jobs, credit, inputs, and marketing of crops. The political and economic power of many Northeast landowners, however, was grounded in this very dependence of their tenants and laborers—a common phenomenon in many developing regions of the world, especially those with high inequalities of landholding, wealth, and income. Some landowners were not particularly happy, then, to see local extension agents helping their tenants and laborers. They, the landowners, had the political power to get agents transferred or, at least, to make their work life unpleasant. Many agents, understanding that they had to “know their place” in the community, felt hemmed in by this narrow political space. Not uncommonly, the most effective ones sometimes found themselves suddenly transferred elsewhere. Though Brazil became particularly fertile ground for these kinds of problems in the 1980s and after, they are commonly found in the histories of government attempts to reduce poverty and increase agricultural incomes by assisting small farmers.

Given this difficult political context for the agricultural extension workers who headed the municipal councils, how could the 1987 drought emergency have produced one of the state’s finest achievements in public administration? The following two sections explain why these factors did not cause the trouble one would have expected and how, indeed, they actually contributed in certain ways to the program’s achievements.

The Extension Agent as “Refrigerator”

Why did the Extension Service do so well during the 1987 drought if it was ill-suited to emergency works programs, if drought relief was resented as a disruption of the service’s legitimate work, if field agents were themselves bound up in the web of clientelism that they were supposed to break, and if the structure of the program made it highly dependent on coordination among many agencies that were not likely to cooperate?

The answer to these questions lies in two parts. The first, treated in this section, relates to how the demands and rewards brought by the 1987 drought to the work of the extension agents differed from their work in normal times—and in a way that elicited more commitment from them. The second, treated in the following section, relates to a combination of actions taken by the state government vis-à-vis municipal government.

Given the negative views of emergency work expressed by many agricultural professionals, it was surprising to hear several extension agents describe their work during the drought as “not that different” from what they normally did. Some even considered drought relief as part of their “unwritten job description,” and said they were the people “best suited” for it. The most telling way to explain this seeming paradox is through a story that the agents themselves jokingly told about a nickname people gave them in the communities where they worked—“Counsel.” Counsel is a brand of household refrigerator advertised widely on television in Brazil.

The Counsel advertisement shows a mother overwhelmed with requests from her children or her husband for all kinds of things—not only those one might normally find in a refrigerator, but also those that one definitely would not, like a toy or a screwdriver. No matter what the child or husband asks for, the mother always responds by saying “Counsel,” with a nod toward the refrigerator. Like the mother and the refrigerator, in other words, people saw the local extension service as the place to look for help with a wide variety of problems, whether the solution to these problems “belonged” in an extension service or not.

The extension agents liked being called “Counsel,” considering it a term of endearment and appreciation. But to agricultural planning experts, the Counsel story—with its incongruous mix of items that should and should not go in a refrigerator—would illustrate exactly what was wrong with many extension services in developing countries. How could it be that the extension workers pointed to the Counsel “job description” as a sign of their good performance and a source of immense satisfaction, when many were identifying this same syndrome as a weakness?

Emergency drought relief and works construction require a public service that can respond rapidly, the mobilization of local groups, and prior awareness of possibilities for quick, bottleneck-removing works projects. In the eyes of the extension agents, their routine work had situated them perfectly for this. They had to travel extensively around their município, organizing farmers to buy, sell, or even produce in groups. They brokered for their client-farmers with the mayor, the branch bank manager, and other local notables; and they helped solve marketing problems, which made them acutely aware of transport bottlenecks.
In the same way that the drought relief program required extension agents to meet with stricken communities to set priorities and make requests for works projects, the agents had worked closely with small-farmer groups, helping them decide priorities and formulate plans for small projects such as seed banks, input-supply stores, small community-owned grain mills, and so on. Just as their drought work required them to oversee food distribution through community assemblies, their regular work had them routinely calling meetings with farmers to decide on procedures for allocation of and payment for improved seeds or credit advances.

Even in the realm of expertise, the agents felt that their responsibility for supervising small construction projects was not so far beyond the domain of their usual work. When small farmers sank wells, for example, they often called on the agents to give a “second opinion” on a site that had been previously recommended by a “diviner” or “water witch”; these sites sometimes turned out to be unsuitable because of conditions, for example, making dynamiting difficult. Similarly, as told in the next chapter, extension agents might help farmers repair their irrigation equipment or broker their initial contacts with repair services. Although these activities might fall outside the agents’ normal “job description” and expertise, their assistance in these matters often had significant effects on the productivity and incomes of farmers by linking them to important input and sales markets.

Small construction projects were also not so far beyond the realm of the extensionists’ work in normal times. Many of the farmer groups they had helped organize routinely asked for their opinions and assistance in relation to small construction and repair projects undertaken by the groups themselves or by government agencies to which they had much less access than they did to the extension agent. Although these projects were not their specialty or their training, the agents’ ability to link up their clients to the outside world of more knowledgeable sources of information and assistance—combined with their own knowledge of how things worked locally—positioned them to be of considerable help. And although these small works projects were not directly agricultural, they often had major bottleneck-breaking impacts on agriculture—for example, the repair of a stretch of road making transport of local produce out of the area difficult during the harvest season or the incoming supply of inputs difficult during the planting season.

One of the standard ways of distinguishing good from mediocre extension workers is that the good ones like working in the field and the less effective ones tend to prefer staying in the office. Time spent in the field talking to farmers, needless to say, is central to good extension work, and the best agents reported these times to be the most satisfying aspect of their work. It was these better agents, not the mediocre ones, who saw drought relief as actually helping them to be more effective at extension work.

Drought relief actually facilitated the agents’ work outside the office. First, and most obviously, much agricultural activity grinds to a halt during a drought, meaning that demand for the services of extension agents also falls as farmers struggle with their immediate need to feed their families. In these times of slack demand, drought relief work kept agents busy at something as challenging and satisfying—if not more so—than their routine work. Second, the emergency funding provided for the drought relief program brought with it greater funding for allowances for travel expenses, and for gasoline and repair and maintenance of the agents’ vehicles. Extension services in developing countries typically suffer a chronic scarcity of such funding in normal times.

During the 1987 drought in Ceará, one agent recounted, he could go to the field to visit farmers three times a week, as opposed to once a month during “normal” times.

Third, and finally, drought relief work helped extension workers build enduring relationships with the communities where they worked. When the drought ended and the rains finally came, things were permanently different as the regular work of extension recommenced. The drought relief program had made the best agents better known to the communities they served in a way that left a legacy of trust; small farmers said they preferred working with these agents, whom they now knew and respected. Building this kind of trust was not particularly easy. Mistrust of persons working for government ran high in the rural areas of the Northeast. In the same way that the acts of curative care by health agents helped open the door for preventive care, the drought relief program had made better extension work possible.

The best agricultural extension agents enjoyed being called “Counsel,” then, because they considered themselves as places where, like the refrigerator, you could find “everything.” For them, as opposed to the experts on agricultural extension, the line between agriculture and “other things” was not such a clear one. This amounted to their describing their expertise in a way that was different from the usual. In their eyes, their “specialist” knowledge lay not just in expertise about how to increase crop yields or reduce infestations of pests; it also lay in their ability to make
things happen, which was grounded in their past experience as brokers between communities and the larger world of government offices and private firms—first, on matters relating to agriculture, then, for “everything.” Given that no other agency in the state had this particular combination of expertise and experience in rural areas, perhaps this broader definition of “specialist” expertise was not so far-fetched. Although it might leave too much hanging for the experts on agricultural extension, such a definition is nevertheless consistent with the recent research findings on large organizations noted earlier, which show better performance to be associated with greater worker discretion and a greater variety of tasks.

Against this understanding of the broader experience and informal job descriptions of the extension agents, the questions raised at the beginning of this section are now easier to explain—(1) the seeming “unsuitability” of the Extension Service to administer what amounted to a construction program and (2) the potential for interagency trouble that seemed to underlie the coordination demands of the relief effort.

The broader “self-defined” job definitions of the best extension agents also reflected the fact that they were more sympathetic than the building agencies to that very aspect of the program that complicated its administration—its employment-creating goals and its elaborate attempt to create a process of decentralized, representative, and “rational” decision making. In the past, evaluators have often pointed to worker and managerial disinterest in these kinds of goals or processes, let alone sheer resistance to them, in trying to explain the disappointing results of attempts to improve performance.

In addition, such a large and newly decentralized relief program like that of the 1987 drought required rapid contact with myriad communities, widespread sharing of information across field offices, and substantial coordination of their actions. Because past drought relief programs had made decisions and allocated supplies in less deliberative and consultative ways, they did not rely so heavily on a strong local field presence of government combined with a statewide networking capacity. This combination is exactly what the Extension Service had developed in doing its normal work. Most agents knew each other from their period of training; and local extension offices routinely shared information with other municipios about climatic conditions, prices, shortages and excesses of production, inputs, and new research findings. No other agency of the state had this combination of a strong field presence with the capacity for instant and far-flung networking.

The final piece of this explanation relates to the 1987 program’s injunction against the traditionally large works projects—mainly, construction of major roads and reservoirs—and the preference, instead, for smaller, community-based, and less equipment-based projects. The latter kinds of projects were technically easier for nonengineers to supervise, although in other ways they were more demanding in that they involved a larger number of projects in widely dispersed places. In contrast to the Extension Service, the building agencies found the more dispersed and rustic smaller projects less professionally “serious” and, hence, less appealing. This is why these agencies so surprisingly ceded control to the less powerful Extension Service and Department of Social Action. With the building agencies less interested and less in control of project design, it was simply easier for the state government to dedicate a large share of program expenditures (85%) to the hiring of unemployed workers.

Although the 1987 drought relief program kept the building agencies at a healthy distance and benefited from having field-workers who were profoundly committed to what they were doing, these explanations still leave some important questions unanswered. When towns started making decisions about how projects and jobs would be allocated, why would the “drought industrialists” of past emergencies have so easily yielded their power? How could field agents now hold power over the same local landholders and politicians who previously could bring about their transfer? How did the drought relief program take power from these local elites without eliciting overwhelming opposition from them? Given that all relief programs provide myriad opportunities for graft, how did this particular program succeed in eliciting such public-minded behavior from its army of field agents? What kept the mediocre agents from abusing their greatly increased discretion or, at least, from simply not rising to the occasion? I turn to these questions now.

State versus Municipal Government

The answer to the questions posed above lies in a combination of actions taken by the state government vis-à-vis the world of the municipality, and the dynamic unleashed by those actions. First, and quite simply, the new director of the Department of Social Action—a cabinet-level post—made his presence felt quite directly at the local level, an unusual management style for public managers. Among other things, this caused the program’s
field-workers to feel appreciated for their expertise and protected from local politics. Second, the state government’s directions and strictures regarding how the program should operate locally created the conditions for a greater heterogeneity of opinion to emerge among local elites, and a forum for a more public-minded voice to be developed by some elite actors. Third, the state government surrounded rural communities and towns with public messages about the program that, as in the preventive health initiative, created some constraints on rent-seeking behavior by elites and government workers alike. These findings are laid out, respectively, in the following three subsections.

All three elements of this story involved the state government’s increasing its control over local government and other local actors. Most stories about improved local administration, in contrast, emphasize the ceding of control by a more centralized arm of government to local government. Similarly, the story reveals that public-serving behavior by civil servants emerged as a result of the state government’s protecting its field agents from the abuse of power by mayors and other influential local actors. Most current discussions of how to improve public service, however, focus on increasing the power of local actors over service providers—as consumers of these services. These concerns about increasing consumer sovereignty and “voice” as a way of improving public services are well placed and, indeed, represent major advances in the thinking about public-sector reform. At the same time, this has also resulted in a neglect of the darker side of “consumer sovereignty”—the side that wields influence in a way that undermines public-minded goals of equity and efficiency. The focus on local actors, in short, has kept the development field from understanding the strong and innovative moves that central government must make if decentralized programs are to be successful.

**Management by Wandering**

How could the new director of the Department of Social Action have successfully coordinated the field staff of another agency, the Extension Service—only temporarily and almost overnight—and elicited such dedicated performance? The answer involves a greater presence by top management of the central level of government in local affairs—just the opposite of what is envisioned by the current thinking on decentralization.

For the duration of the drought, this particular director spent large amounts of time traveling in the drought-stricken areas, checking up on the distribution of food and water and on the works projects, receiving requests and complaints, resolving difficult disputes, and, in the process, participating in the various community and town meetings presided over by the extension agents. He even took a group of managers from the state agencies working in the drought relief program on a bus trip throughout the drought-stricken area in order that they could “experience it directly”—a first for some of these urban bureaucrats. Five years after the 1987 drought, people in the drought-stricken communities still recalled the visits of the director, referring to him by name and telling of how surprised they were to see an agency manager in their midst, let alone a cabinet secretary.

The opportunities provided by the director’s travels for face-to-face contact with the extension agents changed their work environment markedly. They were now able to have one-to-one and informal contacts on their own, often remote, turf with the chief executive officer of their agency. In addition, the state government’s actions served to provide more protection to field-workers from attempted diversions of the program by disgruntled landowners and others. Suddenly, extension professionals said, management and the state’s leadership in general were treating them like “authority figures,” acknowledging them as “competent professionals,” and backing them strongly. The visibility of their contacts with such a “high dignitary,” as witnessed by people in the interior communities, enhanced the agents’ prestige. They felt more respected by management and in the towns where they worked.

The itinerant agency director represents an unusual phenomenon in the public sector of Brazil. His management style, however, resembled that of the “wandering-around” manager celebrated by Peters and Waterman (1982:122) in their book of more than 10 years ago on best management practice among large corporations in the United States. Partly as a critique of the penchant of that time for “strategic planning,” and based on the best-practice corporations studied by the authors, Peters and Waterman—and later Behn (1988, 1991) for the public sector—presented a manager who gets away from his desk and spends time with his customers, suppliers, and employees. This manager finds out what they are thinking, what problems they confront, and what ideas they have, making them “feel wanted, respected, and valued” (Behn 1988:650).

The public-sector manager in Ceará—and, for that matter, in many other countries—is often just the opposite of the good manager of Peters, Waterman, and Behn. He “spends all his time at his desk, reading and dictating
memos, or in meetings with [his] immediate staff and direct subordinates” (Behn, ibid.). Unfortunately, as Behn says, “management by wandering” has not acquired the cachet in the field of public management that Peters and Waterman gave it in private management. Evaluation reports and the press often portray travels by public managers pejoratively as “junkets” and “goofing off” and, for this reason, frequently reduce travel funds or cut them off as “nonessential” (631).

One of the reasons public-sector managers do not wander, as Wilson (1989) points out, is that they are too busy to do so. Public emergencies like droughts require more “wandering,” of course, than the normal work of a public agency. The lesson to be learned from the case, nevertheless, is obvious. The state’s extension workers responded positively and quickly to a seemingly quite simple change in the way they were treated.

Diversifying Local Elites

As with decentralizing programs in other parts of Brazil and other countries, the discourse about the 1987 drought relief program emphasized its newly “democratic” nature. Less noted was the fact that the program brought changes to the social and political dynamic within the local elite community. In explaining the program’s achievements, these changes were at least as significant as the increased representation of poor communities—those intended to be served by the program.

Supporters and critics alike of successful decentralizations tend to place too much weight, in depicting and judging what happened, on the issue of control by the local citizenry and intended program beneficiaries. As with Ceará’s drought relief program, and the preventive health program as well, enthusiastic exaggerate the degree to which decision making is actually more inclusive, while skeptics triumphantly ferret out cases that prove the contrary. The reality is usually more complex. To expect that local decision processes could suddenly turn so democratic is unrealistic. To describe these processes as such, after the fact, is often inaccurate or, at least, it does not quite capture the essence of the change. The current enthusiasm of the development literature and project designers for “consumer choice” tends to work in the same direction, predicting that major improvements will result from increased “consumer sovereignty.” The end result of this particular set of enthusiasms, predictions, and explanations is that it is often difficult to understand the nature of the changes that actually cause government to work better. This subsection illustrates, with some material from the case, the elements of a more complete, and hence accurate, explanation.

As described earlier, the 1987 drought relief program named the extension agent in charge of the local field office to be chair of the new municipal council, the Community Action Group (GAC/Grupo de Ação Comunitária). In doing so, the state government bypassed the mayor as the most likely choice to preside over such a body; it “packed” the council with members of “civil society”; and it turned the head of the state’s local extension office into the foremost “expert” on the drought relief program in his particular município—the “front man,” as extensionists said, through which all information on the município’s needs would now be channeled. Municipal leaders and other local elites, though represented on the council, were now at least formally subject to a process in which the extension agent presided over decisions about drought relief that were taken only after painstaking and public deliberation.

On closer observation, the composition of the new municipal councils would not necessarily seem to have guaranteed a wrestling of control from local elites. At least six of the 12 committee members might be expected to be under the thumb of the mayor or vote with the large landowners—four from city hall and from the municipal Departments of Health and Education, plus at least two from business groups like the landowners’ association or Rotary Club. These latter groups were considered to be part of the representation from “civil society,” even though they did not represent the jobless and the hungry for whom the emergency program was intended. Even some of the council members seen as truly representing the interests of the program’s intended beneficiaries—the local parish priest and the head of the local rural workers’ union—could not necessarily be counted on to vote against the desires of local landowning groups, depending on the politics of the particular município.

Signs that local elite control did not simply crumble with the advent of the new council came from one of the municípios where the new drought relief program worked best, Crateús. There, the three GAC members who represented the communities complained that, when it came to voting, they were too small a minority on the 12-member committee and that the communities’ wishes were therefore not adequately represented. They asked the Department of Social Action, which granted the request, to authorize an increase in the number of community representatives from three to seven, thereby increasing the size of the council from 12 to 16. Although community representation still fell two short of a majority, the parish priest
and the president of the rural workers’ union in that particular município could be counted on to vote with the community representatives which, along with the vote of the extension agent, guaranteed the communities a majority.

Regardless of whether poorer groups were able to gain sufficient voice in the new local council, the new decision-making procedure had an independent effect on the dynamics within elites of the towns and villages. The broad elite representations on the new GAC council, and the vigorous discussions at its weekly meetings, allowed for a division of opinions to develop among elites themselves. This led to broader and more public-serving elite involvement in the council’s decisions. For example, merchants and others with businesses in the municipal seat—usually the largest town in the município—feared that if the drought relief program were mismanaged, those without work and food would migrate to their town, live on the streets, loiter outside their places of business, and generally disrupt the climate for business. With rural poverty and rural-urban migration having become more and more of a problem over the preceding several years, especially during and after the droughts, town governments and business elites were feeling increasingly threatened by such migration and its attendant impacts on the town. Merchants from smaller towns and villages also wanted to reduce migration to larger towns and to outside the region, but for different reasons. In that the rural poor were their customers, they worried about the permanent loss of customers resulting from the “draining” (esvaziamento) of the population from the countryside. This caused them to be sympathetic to opportunities to improve the quality of administration of drought relief and other measures, like agrarian reform, that did not seem to be in their interests as a rural elite class. To the extent that these particular elite voices were represented on the new municipal councils, then, this introduced heterogeneity into elite influence on local government and sometimes helped generate fairer and more carefully crafted decisions about the allocation of projects, jobs, and relief supplies.

The state government, in sum, constituted a formal deliberative process at the municipal level, laid down strict criteria for decisions, and presided over council meetings. This was central to the better outcomes achieved for these intended beneficiaries, whether or not they were fairly represented on the new local councils. By broadening elite representation in the decision making about the drought, and formalizing it in a newly created deliberative body, the drought program created an environment in which more public-minded visions of fairness could emerge from among local elites themselves. The extent to which this actually occurred, of course, varied from one município to the next, depending on the political and economic dynamics of each one.

All this is not to conclude that the determinants of the better outcomes described above are more “complex” than typically portrayed. Rather, this case and my interpretation of it suggest something more precise than the naming of decentralization and consumer sovereignty as the most recommended path to improved government, and the criticism that the poor do not really participate. First, the strong hand of state government—in dictating the criteria for choosing projects and beneficiaries, as well as the form of the local decision-making council—was crucial to the emergence of better local decision making, in those cases where it actually happened. Second, although the nature of what emerged in the best cases involved less consumer sovereignty and voice than decentralization enthusiasts would like, the evolution of public-mindedness among local elites—not necessarily direct consumers of the services—was crucial to improved local administration. Third, whether local elites will be public-minded or mean-spirited depends on the political, social, and economic dynamics of each particular locale. Decentralization and increased consumer sovereignty, in other words, may sometimes lead to better and fairer government service provision, but not always.

**Surveillance and Trust Entangled**

The drought relief program’s effect on the emergence of intra-elite differences was not enough, in itself, to change the clientelistic dynamic of previous drought relief programs. Just as important were the decisive actions of the state government in another area—public information and a certain kind of public discourse.

From the inception of the drought relief program, the state government repeatedly told a wide spectrum of community associations and municipal councils, directly and through the extension agents, that they now had a formal say in decisions about projects, jobs, and relief provisions. As in the health program, the state conveyed this information with the language of a “transformational” public purpose. A new state government was vowing to modernize a socially and economically “backward” state by ending clientelism in the administration of drought works and relief, replacing it with a more “rational” and “democratic” decision-making
process through which communities could exercise power. These messages had a monitoring effect on the behavior of workers and local elites while, at the same time, conveying a sense of serious public mission to all those who served on the new local councils. As one GAC member reported, anyone sitting on the council now had to serve the interests of the large majority of drought victims, if only to "maintain his reputation."

One of the better-known forms of graft in emergency employment programs throughout the world takes place around the payment of workers. Supervisors, or local notables in charge of community payments to workers, overreport the number of workers on the rolls or the days worked; they keep the payments for these "ghost-worker" days for themselves, or give them to other persons who have not worked, including members of their own families.24 To deal with this problem, legendary in the Northeast drought relief programs, the state government issued public warnings to the 235,000 people who received jobs under the program. In language quite similar to that used by the state in recruiting the 7,300 agents for the preventive health program, the state government said it did not have the funding to hire everyone who was unemployed. Those who did receive jobs should consider employment as "a privilege rather than a guarantee," and should "take pride" in their jobs. Those who were not hired, in turn, should become "monitors" of those who did get the scarce jobs. In several cases, as a result, communities reported workers who, although paid by the program, did not show up for work. This new awareness of the community reduced the level of infractions below that of previous drought relief programs.

Concerns other than monitoring, interestingly, also motivated the state's admonitions to workers and communities. In the 1987 drought, partly because of fiscal constraints, the state government was not able to employ as large a percentage of the unemployed as it had in the previous drought of 1983. Leading to the same result, the state had decided to pay each worker more over the employment period in real terms than in past droughts, meaning that fewer could be employed. This was accomplished by paying the full minimum wage (rather than one-quarter the minimum, as in the previous 1983 drought), by the timely indexing of the minimum-wage salary to keep up with Brazil's double-digit monthly inflation of that period (in previous programs, wages were not indexed), and by paying workers for six more weeks after the drought ended, so that they would not fail—for lack of income—to prepare their fields for planting.25 Since these new guidelines meant employment for a smaller share of unemployed workers than in the past, state officials felt they needed to have a public justification for employing some workers and not others. This is where the public admonitions about "privileged" jobs came in.

Recent studies of employment-creating works programs like Ceará's, but in other parts of the world, have criticized their choice to pay each worker a "decent" income rather than hire more workers and pay each one less. This, these researchers suggest, causes the "scarce" jobs to be rationed among the better-off of those seeking jobs and therefore undermines the very attempt of the program to target those most in need.26 It was not possible to determine whether the wage paid in Ceará's program was indeed higher than market-clearing in this case, and whether this particular problem of mis targeting occurred. Nevertheless, the government's admonitions to the community about monitoring, and its approach to drawing up lists of the eligible, might be seen as another way of dealing with the problem of mis targeting, which has been of such concern to these particular analysts. The approach to mis targeting in this case, that is, relied on the working of community norms and pressures to allocate jobs in socially desirable ways, rather than on prices.

The state government was not the only bearer of tidings about the drought relief program to the public. In the municipios where the program was most successful, the new local councils used public information as a way of capturing the public's attention, instructing them, and creating a new environment for the taking of decisions. Many of the GACs blanketed their communities with information about the program—through the radio and, in some cases, with monthly information bulletins several pages long. In Taurá, one of the best-performing municipios in the drought relief program, the GAC circulated its bulletins to 40 public agencies, civic groups, political parties, and the media. It even allowed radio reporters to attend its meetings and broadcast the meetings or summarized reports of them over the radio, sometimes to the discomfort of committee members.27

All this public awareness, and the numerous meetings at which claims could be made and discussed, added to the creation of an environment in which new voices emerged in the interior towns and villages. These new voices made for a more complex picture of local elite views, in contrast to the simpler elite agenda previously dominated by large landowners and mayors who were beholden to them. At the same time, those government field-workers who had previously given in to the constraints on their operation placed by powerful landowners or clientelistic mayors, now found it more difficult to do so. With more divergent elite interests swirling around
the distribution of drought funds and supplies, moreover, the agents saw their role as having changed. With the state’s backing, they now had the power and the “solomonic” responsibility to preside over the new variety of opinions and pressures in their work world.

The public messages about the drought relief program, in sum, served to check the possible abuse of power by both clientelistic local elites and government workers. Ironically, and as occurred in the health program, the same public information that was keeping workers in check was also having a remarkably supportive effect on their morale and commitment. At the same time that the drought relief program was giving field-workers the power and the protection to serve the public interest better, that is, it was also forcing them to do so.

Lessons for Normal Times

At first glance, those concerned about issues of institutional sustainability might wonder whether there is anything enduring to be learned from the achievements of the 1987 drought relief program. Like many such public responses to crisis, it was an episode and not an ongoing program, operating for the 12 months of the drought emergency and closing up shop soon after the rains came. In addition, the agricultural extension workers who showed such high commitment to their job during the drought were doing something not directly related to their regular work—indeed, something considered to be undermining of “real” extension work. Finally, the drought relief program mounted three years later by the same state apparatus lost some of the ground it had gained over clientelism in 1987. Not able to withstand the discontent of the mayors, the state government allowed them to replace the extension officer as head of the local council.

The story of the 1987 drought turns out to reveal more that is relevant to our understanding of public-sector performance than might at first appear. For one, some of the findings that emerged from this case are strikingly similar to those of the previous chapter’s health program. This despite the fact that the health case lies on the opposite end of the spectrum with respect to its ongoing character and the institutionalization of its achievements. Both stories reveal that poor performance resulted not only from self-interested public servants surrounded by rent-seeking opportunities, but also from work arrangements that kept worker morale and productivity low. Both cases, moreover, involved a decentralization success that had at its core a strong and new role played by central government. Finally, although both programs were rife with opportunities for public servants to misbehave, the state government provided new attractions to not do so. By repeated “coaching” of its workers and the public, the state increased the attractiveness of public-minded behavior to civil servants and citizens alike while, at the same time, stirring up communities to demand better performance from their government. That an exploration of the reasons for improved government performance in two such different activities could lead to these same findings endows them with a significance above and beyond the peculiarities of each activity and case.

The lesson of the drought story, finally, is that extension agents can perform well only when they work on “other” things, like drought emergencies, vaccination campaigns, or credit applications for their small-farmer clients. Various findings reported above bear directly on the routine work of extension workers: the agency director who spent so much time away from headquarters with his field-workers and his clients, the respect conveyed by the state to the public about its workers, the state’s call on the public to monitor its workers and to contribute to the decisions taken by field offices, and the greater autonomy and responsibility of workers in setting their work agendas. All of these give substantial food for thought about how to increase the dedication and dignity of extension workers and, for that matter, of various others in public services that rely so much on frontline workers.

The following chapter makes this clearer by fashioning the lessons of the drought case in terms that can be applied to the work of agricultural extension itself. It tells a story of agricultural extension agents liking their jobs better and contributing to increased productivity in agriculture while they were doing what they were supposed to do—namely, agricultural extension itself. Together with the subsequent chapter on small business extension, the agricultural extension story also reveals the significance of another important theme that ran across these cases—that of customized versus standardized jobs.
Frontline Workers and Agricultural Productivity

NE to the Northeast states have turned their attention increasingly to small farmers who, as in many countries, had been virtually ignored in the attempts to promote and subsidize the modernization of agriculture and livestock production. Despite the state's highly unequal distribution of land, small landowners and tenant farmers still account for a significant portion of the output of important crops. Together with farm laborers, without land of their own, small farmers also account for 40 percent of the state's economically active population and for an equally serious share of its rural poverty.

Ceará's Extension Service has led the drive to extend state subsidies and production services to smaller farmers. As part of these initiatives, and like many extension services elsewhere, Ceará's service encouraged small farmers to organize into groups for purposes of obtaining access to subsidized inputs, credit, and agricultural research and extension assistance. The World Bank played an important role in promoting the turn toward small farmers in all of the Northeast states, including Ceará, through a 15-year $1.4 billion program of support for integrated rural development projects, jointly funded with the federal government. For more than 10 years, the Bank-funded Ceará projects—three in succession starting in 1977 for a total of $573 million—expeled 25 percent of their funds on agricultural extension, covering approximately one-third of the salaries of the state's Extension Service.3

With this history, Ceará's agriculture sector stands out not only because of the absence of significant achievements during a period of otherwise remarkable improvement and innovation in state government. In addition, agriculture was the only sector to have received sustained funding throughout the 1980s and into the 1990s, as well as technical assistance, from foreign donors. Because of this history of attention to agriculture and small farmers in all the Northeast, including Ceará, observers have expressed considerable disappointment at the continually stagnant or even declining per-hectare yields of the Northeast's staple crops (cassava, beans, corn, and rice), grown largely by small farmers.4 To the extent that these critics have blamed the institutions of state government in the agricultural sector, they have not spared the Northeast's agricultural extension services. Various studies had appeared in the 1980s after all, showing that public investments in agricultural extension in other countries, and even in the more developed parts of Brazil, showed particularly high returns.5 Why wasn't the Northeast's investment in agricultural extension, they asked, paying off? Although an answer to this question falls beyond the...
scope of this study, looking at a slice of this experience provides some interesting insights, as well as useful comparisons to the three other sectors studied.

Because of the concern about stagnant agricultural productivity among small farmers, together with the emphasis on their lack of access to agricultural production services, I chose to look at small-farmer associations that had received assistance from state government and succeeded in increasing their production or organizing their own viable services. A surprisingly large number of Ceará’s agricultural technicians and other observers of the agricultural sector agreed that three farmer associations stood out in the state as having become quite successful. I wanted to know why these three had done better than the others, and what—if anything—was different about the kind of relationship they had with the state’s agricultural institutions, particularly the Extension Service.

My findings link up to the preceding chapters not only because the agents of the Extension Service were the same frontline workers of the drought relief program analyzed in the previous chapter. In addition, extension workers were the most numerous and conspicuous force of public-sector frontline workers or “street-level bureaucrats” in rural areas after teachers, military and police, and health workers. Issues of worker dedication to the job, and of relations between workers and client-citizens, were therefore also likely to be significant determinants of improved performance—namely, of whether small farmers actually achieved greater access to the state’s production services and whether farm productivity actually increased.

I started by looking for themes running across the experience of the three farmer associations, which were all located in the cotton-growing, semiarid interior of the state. It turned out, however, that only one group showed a striking increase in output, incomes, and productivity—the 60-member Santana Agricultural Production Cooperative (Cooperativa de Produção do Assentamento Santana), located in the município of Monsenhor Tabosa. The two other, much larger, cooperatives—COSENA and COAPEC—had 600 active members each and were located in two adjacent municípios in another part of the cotton-growing interior (Senador Pompeu and Piquet Carneiro, respectively). The histories of COSENA and COAPEC were impressive in terms of their having succeeded, after a long struggle, in throwing out of office their large-landowner leadership, who had also been the landlords of many of the rank and file. They then organized services for their small-farmer rank-and-file members—agricultural extension, tractor rental, improved seed distribution, credit. The farming of their members, nevertheless, did not demonstrate the impressive changes in production and productivity that Santana’s did. Ironically, moreover, COSENA and COAPEC had received more lavish support and attention from the state’s agencies, through the World Bank–funded programs, than had the more successful Santana. As a result of these findings, the focus of my interest shifted from the themes running across the three farmer groups to the question of why one group did so much better than the two others in terms of productivity. It was the lack of precisely this kind of productivity improvement, after all, that seemed to be deviling Northeast agriculture in the aggregate, and had fueled the repeated disappointments with public policy and programs in this sector. That COSENA and COAPEC did not generate a significant increase in the productivity or incomes of their members should not take away from their achievements in other areas, nor does this suggest that such improvements are not possible in the future.

Although Santana was different from the two other cooperatives in several ways, one difference stood out. Briefly, Santana’s farmers were served by the public extension service, whereas the two other successful cooperatives had their own private extension services—albeit with substantial initial assistance from the public sector. One would have expected the two cooperatives’ own extension services to have done better than the public service, rather than vice versa. The Northeast’s public extension services, as noted above, had certainly not proven their mettle in terms of the aggregate performance of the region’s agriculture—although with some notable exceptions. More generally, the mainstream development community has been arguing—consistent with its new thinking on public service delivery in general—that extension services provided by nongovernment entities often tend to be better. Farmer cooperatives like COSENA and COAPEC, other nongovernment organizations, and private firms are considered to be more responsive to client needs and pressures, more locally knowledgeable, and more likely to engage in client-driven, consultative styles of problem solving—if only because they are forced to by being located so geographically close to their clients.

Contrary to these views on public-sector reform, the difference between the public extension service assisting Santana’s farmers and the private services of the two other cooperatives seemed to have nothing to do with the public-private fault line, as this chapter shows. First, the public extension service to Santana emerged from a special relationship between
the agent and the farmers, which was client-driven and customized—much like the case of business extension of the next chapter. In this sense, the Santana case and others like it came closer to the ideal of nongovernment provision cited above. Second, the two cooperatives with their own extension services organized the delivery of their services in a manner that was more akin to that of the “typical” public service—standardized and “top-down.” These findings suggest that some of the problems of public extension may actually be resolvable within the public sector itself. They also suggest that switching to nongovernment provision of services may not necessarily cure the ills that are viewed to be inherent in public provision.

In developing this case of agricultural extension, I chose to look carefully at the history of one farmer association and to contrast it to the two other less successful associations and to the state’s more typical ways of providing agricultural extension and of disseminating research results. I found this a useful way of illustrating the larger set of patterns I found in other sectors, as well as making clear the problems inherent in existing programs of agricultural extension and research in Ceará and elsewhere.

In earlier research in the nine states of Northeast Brazil, I had already described a number of similar cases involving customized relationships between agricultural service providers and client-farmers (and also between such service providers and “intermediate” clients such as other government agencies). In that material, however, I had dwelled exclusively on the “demand-driven” nature of the dynamic that ran across several cases of successful dissemination of productivity-increasing agricultural techniques. I was less attentive then to the particular nature of the customized relationship between the farmer and the extension agent or extension service, and the positive impact this had on the agent’s dedication to the job, as well as on farmer productivity.

The first section of this chapter sets the stage with Santana’s significant achievements in increasing productivity and member incomes. It shows how service delivery in this particular instance—as viewed by both farmers and the extension agent—was customized and client-driven, in contrast to the more standardized and top-down style followed by many public extension services.

In the late 1980s, during a two-year episode of statewide land distribution to small farmers, 60 landless and micro-landowning farmers in the district of Santana received 3,100 hectares of land, after a long struggle that had united them in a cohesive group. The group formed an association one year after receiving the land in 1987 and, two years after that, a cooperative. Previously, and like most small farmers of the cotton-growing areas of Northeast Brazil, Santana’s farmers had worked individual parcels, cultivating annual subsistence crops (beans, corn, cassava) and perennial cotton, as sharecroppers or small landowning farmers. Their landlords had grazed cattle herds extensively, drawing for forage on the residues of cotton and subsistence crops, part of a low-productivity system of joint production of these products. Upon acquiring their land, and after an agonizing period of debate, the group decided to depart radically from their past farming patterns and go into intensive livestock production—dairy and beef cattle, goats, and sheep; some families already owned one to three head of cattle.

Santana decided to cultivate its pasture and graze its cattle collectively, using artificial pastures and introducing irrigation for their dairy pastures. At the same time, members retained individual plots of one to two hectares apiece for subsistence production of corn, cassava, and beans. They pooled their existing cattle, amounting to 300 head and, with credit from the state, bought additional improved stock. They busily subdivided their new land into large fenced paddocks, separating the bulls from the cows, giving frequent vaccinations and parasite baths to their improved stock, harvesting the pasture grass mechanically for feed and mixing it with wheat, melaze, and cottonseed meal to improve its quality, and caring religiously for their irrigation equipment. Five years after acquiring their land, Santana’s 60 farmers were successfully grazing a herd of 418 dual-purpose cattle, 443 sheep, and 620 goats. They cultivated an additional 100 hectares in individual 1.5-hectare plots dedicated to food production.

Santana’s new techniques of production, of course, were nothing new in terms of good livestock management. They contrasted markedly, however, with traditional livestock management in the Northeast. First, they involved a departure from prevailing low-productivity practices, involving extensive grazing on unimproved pastures. Second, and as in many
countries, cattle raising had been the dream of many small farmers of Ceará’s interior. But it had not been within their reach, let alone Santana’s “high-tech” approach to it, because of its large capital requirements and risks. These risks had left livestock production in the hands of large farmers, the only ones with the requisite capital, land, and access to state-sponsored investment credit. Small farmers had participated only indirectly in the livestock economy, as sharecroppers of cotton and subsistence crops on the lands of large livestock holders—a subject to which I return in the following section.

Unlike most small farmers of Ceará, including those belonging to COSENA and COAPE, Santana’s farmers succeeded in lifting themselves out of the traditional low-productivity cultivation of cotton and subsistence crops in conjunction with livestock. Within three or four years, the group almost doubled the number of animals grazed on the tract of land they had acquired—from 0.13 animal units per hectare by the previous large landowner to 0.22.12 Though the latter figure was still low by international standards, productivity was particularly striking for the 110 head of dual-purpose dairy cattle grazed intensively on 157 hectares of the group’s holdings: the number of dairy cattle grazed per hectare rose 12-fold, from the 0.13 head of the previous large landowner to the 1.6 of Santana. This figure was also eight times higher than the average of 0.2 for the município. Milk yields were even more impressive: at 458 liters per hectare per year, they were 33 times greater than the município’s average of 13.7 liters per hectare.

Because of these striking results, Santana fast became the darling of the state’s agricultural agencies and development banks. This was after the short-lived land distribution initiative had ended and, along with it, the state’s enthusiasm for assisting the new settlers in producing collectively. Santana’s achievements, then, also represented somewhat of a vindication of the rationale justifying the law under which the group’s land was expropriated—namely, that land not being put to productive use would be expropriated and handed over to those who could use it productively. If only on these grounds alone, the case merits attention—especially since the state government subsequently lost interest in land redistribution as key to its policy toward increasing agricultural production and productivity. In addition, and as described in this section, the findings of this case echo and therefore reinforce the lessons emerging from the other chapters about high organizational performance and worker commitment to the job.

A Client-Driven Bargain

Over several months after receiving their land, Santana’s farmers worked out a “special deal” with an extension agent of their choosing. The deal gave rise to a type of service that was remarkably similar to the proposals for client-driven and consultative service delivery in the public sector reformers today.

The Santana arrangement was born of the group’s dissatisfaction with a previous agent assigned to them, and the infrequency of his visits. The group had complained to the local extension office that the agent had not been helpful because he did not visit them enough and did not sympathize with their decision to produce livestock collectively. Remembering an agent who had worked with them quite supportively when they were struggling to acquire the land, they successfully lobbied the Extension Service to bring him back and replace the existing agent.

The infrequent visits of the previous agent were not only a sign of his lack of sympathy for the group. As in many developing countries, Ceará’s Extension Service was chronically short of funds to buy gasoline for its jeeps, to maintain them, and to reimburse its agents for the expenses of their field visits.13 Santana solved this problem by offering to pay its favorite agent for a tankful of gas. This is common practice in developing countries, though never officially acknowledged.14 For each of these visits, the group would present the agent with a written list of matters it wanted help on—how to acquire and administer livestock vaccinations, how to increase the yield of its pasture grass, how to operate and repair its irrigation equipment. After spending a full day or two at Santana, the agent would agree with the group on a date for his return visit two or three weeks hence. In the interim, he promised to consult with colleagues and superiors, research agronomists, and best-practice farmers in the region. In addition, the group encouraged its agent to spend some time, at its expense, attending to the requests for visits from six other farmer groups in surrounding communities. As a successful farmer group in the município, Santana’s farmers said, they saw this as a way of acting “responsibly,” as well as of demonstrating to their neighbors the fruits of collective action.

Santana placed particularly high value on the agent’s assistance in helping it learn to use and repair its irrigation equipment, which was new to it and which suffered periodic breakdowns. Located in an area where repair services and expertise about irrigation were difficult to attain and
costly, Santana would find its milk yields dropping dramatically within two days after a breakdown of its equipment. The group decided, therefore, that it would have to learn how to repair the equipment itself. With these kinds of returns to extension assistance, it is no wonder that the group was willing to provide the agent with food, lodging, and fuel in return for teaching it to repair the equipment or for helping it get access to repair service—even though he had no special expertise in irrigation equipment or its repair.

Both the extension agent and the farmers reported preferring their special arrangement. The agent said he liked his job much better when he worked this way, because he could be more “productive.” With two or three weeks after each visit to “thoroughly research” the problems and requests posed to him by the group, he said, he could now arrive at the farms “knowing exactly what I have to do.” He also enjoyed the challenge of working with farmers who were “demanding and receptive to technical advice”—an “ideal situation” for an extension agent. This contrasted with his regular work, where he had to start “trying to figure out what to do” only upon arriving at a village or farm, and did not have sufficient time to respond adequately to farmer questions and requests. At the same time, he did not view the farmers’ “control” over his work agenda as undermining or slighting his own expertise. He participated fully in the group’s technical decisions, he said, and did not simply accept its list of problems without giving his opinion or without changing the order of priority, if he saw fit.

Of particular importance to his commitment to the job, the agent liked the recognition he received for being associated with a farmer group that was doing well. The Santana farmers publicly praised his work and expressed profound appreciation for his support in front of the many visitors from state agencies and other farmer settlements who asked him to take them there. These episodes of public recognition took on the same meaning for the agent as the similar moments of public praise reported by the health agents and nurse-supervisors in chapter 2.

Santana’s farmers had their own reasons for preferring this unusual arrangement with their extension agent. Their prior preparation of a list of requests helped them make the most of the agent’s limited time with them, they said, and also gave them a basis for judging the quality of his work. They also stressed the element of trust that had set the stage for this particular arrangement: rather than being assigned an agent whom they did not know, they had chosen their agent—indeed, lobbied hard to get him. They had come to know him previously, when he had worked with them during their struggle for the land. He was committed to something they believed in profoundly—“the agrarian reform process”—a sharing of values that meant very much to farmers who had struggled many years to obtain land. The group’s satisfaction with its agent could be seen not only in its comments, but in the ultimate “market test”: even after the Extension Service started to receive adequate funding again for its operating costs, Santana continued to cover its agent’s expenses.

Informal Performance Contracting

The arrangement between Santana and its extension agent was unusual only in the sense that it rarely appears in evaluations of extension services. Such “deals” between particular extension agents and farmer groups are common in Northeast Brazil, as well as in many other countries where extension services suffer from chronic shortfalls in funds for operating costs. One could say that, in looking the other way, extension services are tacitly accepting an illegal form of performance contracting of their agents by farmer groups. How can a public agency that provides service to farmers free of charge justify a practice by which certain groups of farmers simply contract a particular worker while he is on duty in exchange for reimbursement of his expenses and, probably, an additional payment in cash or kind? And why would a public agency agree to this, if only tacitly? The answer is twofold.

First, any local extension office without funds for gasoline and fieldwork would be foolish to prohibit arrangements that allowed its agents to do their work rather than stay grounded in their offices. In Santana’s case in particular, the local extension office would certainly not want to disrupt an arrangement that was facilitating one of the few production successes of small-farmer cooperatives in the state. Precisely because of this success, moreover, terminating the arrangement with Santana would have created other problems because, by that time, Santana had strong and aggressive defenders in the state capital.

Second, because these deals between farmers and particular extension agents are not officially acceptable, extension services cannot acknowledge them and, hence, do not have to justify them. For this reason, little is known about these kinds of arrangements, and under what circumstances they work. Despite the current enthusiasm for client-driven service among the international advocates of public-sector reform, then, they have not
looked to this informal experience with performance contracting when searching for ways to reinvent agricultural extension. Santana’s arrangements with its extension agent, in sum, seemed eminently practical and wise. Indeed, to dwell on their virtues might seem to belabor an obvious point. Most extension services, however, show no sign of moving in this direction, and continue to organize their work along standardized and nonconsultative lines. Typically, the head of the local extension office and not the farmers provide the agents with their work agenda, usually a standardized set of messages and improved inputs to promote. To illustrate, the next section shows how the same extension service that assisted Santana operated according to the opposite, standardized style in another of its programs covering the same region—a campaign to combat the boll weevil in the state’s cotton-growing interior, including those municípios where the three cooperatives were located and even involving the private extension services of the two cooperatives. The story of the boll weevil campaign serves to make clearer the difference between the customized and standardized style in agricultural extension.

Fighting the Boll Weevil and Hurting Small Farmers

The glowing results of the collaboration between Ceará’s Extension Service and Santana contrast sharply with those of its campaign to fight a major infestation of the cotton boll weevil with a new technical package for the crop. For more than a half century, cotton had been the state’s main agricultural export, and the campaign covered the entire cotton-producing interior of the state. In the municípios where COSENA and COAPEC were located, the state Extension Service passed on its recommendations and input subsidies for cotton through the private extension services of the two groups. (Santana’s cooperative was not involved, since its farmers no longer produced cotton.)

The boll weevil infestation decimated Ceará’s cotton economy and employment in an even more sustained and calamitous way than had the 1987 drought. Just as during the campaign to combat the drought, the Extension Service played a key role. Yet whereas extension agents had been the heroes of the 1987 drought among the peoples of the interior, they gained no such reputation for their role in the boll weevil campaign. The explanation for this reveals an important similarity between the emergency drought relief program and the Santana case, even though both involve very different activities. In each case—and different from its usual operations—the Extension Service could not carry out its work without substantial consultation with its client-farmers. In the case of the drought, that is, the service needed the communities to provide a ranking of those eligible for jobs and of projects desired by the community; in the case of Santana, the extension agent needed the group to come forward with a list of the principal problems affecting its crops and to rank them in order of priority. This need for client input was both the cause and the effect of a customized, client-driven organization of the service. The cotton campaign, in contrast, shows the Extension Service in its more typically standardized and less consultative mode of operation.

The story of the boll weevil campaign illustrates the significant practical differences and outcomes that result when extension is delivered in its typical and less consultative form. The story also reveals that the two private extension services, as in the previous section, were just as nonconsultative as the public service. In conveying the harsh realities of the cotton economy of the Northeast interior, finally, the cotton story makes the achievements of the Santana farmers stand out, in contrast, even more. Under the Santana arrangements, the disappointments detailed below could not have occurred.

The Better Cotton

In the mid-1980s, the boll weevil attacked Northeast Brazil’s major export staple, cotton, with disastrous consequences for the regional economy. Between 1975/80 and 1987/91, the weevil infestation, along with declining international prices, caused the area under cotton cultivation in Ceará to fall by 73 percent and production by 63 percent. During the same period, COSENA’s purchases of cotton from its members fell by 40 percent. Throughout the Northeast’s semiarid interior, a drought-resistant long-fiber variety of perennial cotton (algodão moscó)—in which the hot and dry Northeast had a comparative advantage—had long been cultivated in joint production with livestock and subsistence crops. The cotton bushes and the other crops left forage residues for the livestock during the dry season, which became an even more important source of feed for the cattle during drought years. Sharecroppers, who made up two-thirds of the membership of COSENA and COAPEC, typically cared for the perennial cotton bushes. They interplanted them with subsistence crops,
for which they received from 30 to 50 percent of the value of the output—
landowners requiring them to market that production through them as 
part of the sharecropping arrangement.

This way of producing cotton resulted in low average yields of 120 kilo-
grams per hectare and was frequently quite inequitable to sharecroppers. 
In years of low rainfall, when pastures dried up early, landowners frequently 
released their cattle into the cropped area and cotton plantings before the 
harvest, indicating how important cotton was to the livestock economy. 
This practice, which both destroyed the tenants' subsistence crops and 
damaged the emerging cotton crop, was common enough that it was pro-
hibited in the national labor and land tenancy legislation of 1964; until 
recently, however, the legislation was not enforced. The low-yielding pro-
duction of cotton, then, was deeply embedded in a larger system of joint 
production with livestock and subsistence crops in which livestock rather 
than cotton was the landowners' principal concern.

Throughout the Northeast, state governments reacted strongly to the 
boll weevil’s destruction of such a traditionally important export staple. 
As in many of the other states, Ceará’s state agricultural research agency 
adopted a weevil-resistant annual variety used successfully in Southern 
Brazil. With a directive from the state’s agriculture and agricultural plan-
ning agencies, the Extension Service vigorously promoted replacement of 
the long-fiber perennial cotton of the Northeast with the short-fiber an-
nual cotton of the wetter, less tropical South. The technical package 
was composed of the new seeds, fertilizer and pesticides, and, if possible, ir-
rigation. Yields were expected to be several times higher than for the ex-
isting perennial plantings, even without irrigation—800 kg per hectare, 
and 1,800 kg with irrigation.

Many public officials interested in modernizing Northeast agriculture 
saw the boll weevil infestation as a blessing in disguise. Although the 
opinion of the higher-productivity annual cotton had been around for 
some time, it had been difficult to get farmers to abandon the low-pro-
ductivity system they used, for reasons explained momentarily. The de-
struction wrought by the weevil, planners hoped, would force the hands 
of the cotton farmers and jolt them out of their low-productivity trap, as 
well as fire up the state’s agricultural agencies to promote the new variety 
vigorously.

The Sorry Results

In much of the cotton-producing part of the state, including the mu-
cipios where the three cooperatives were located, the campaign to in-
troduce annual cotton had disappointing results. The new variety was not 
compatible with the joint production of livestock, let alone subsistence 
crops. It did not provide the same amount and quality of forage for live-
stock (the annual variety is a smaller plant that leaves fewer residues, and 
rows between the plants must be kept clear of the grasses and weeds that 
had been important sources of forage for the cattle). When interplanted 
with subsistence crops, the new variety's yields were not significantly higher 
than those of perennial cotton. Irrigation, moreover, tripled production 
costs, putting it beyond the reach of sharecroppers and beyond the inter-
ests of landowners for whom joint production with livestock was a major 
reason for producing cotton. During drought years (every three to seven 
years) the yields of the more common nonirrigated production of the new 
variety fell to the same levels as the drought-resistant perennial, or lower; 
this meant that average net returns for the new variety could be even less 
than for the old variety. In the drought year 1993, for example, only 20 per-
cent of the land planted with the new annual variety was harvested, whereas 
that figure was 82 percent for land planted with the older perennial vari-
ety. Because fertilizer and pesticides were costly, moreover, farmers 
tended to use them sparingly—a familiar story—also lowering the yield 
advantage of the new variety.

Out of convergence of landowner and tenant interests, both the share-
cropper members of COSENA and COAFEC and their large-landowner 
members turned against the new cotton variety. Some agents of the ex-
tension service—public as well as private—were also not convinced, and 
actually encouraged farmers to keep on with the old drought-resistant va-
riety. Some agents bitterly characterized the annual cotton promoted by 
their service as “an invention of the companies selling inputs.” They com-
plained that even with the boll weevil, the old variety still gave higher 
yields than the new variety under rainfed conditions. Rainfed farming was 
the only option for most farmers of the region.

Many large landowners, in an unusual alliance with the smallest farm-
ers and the extension agents who sided with them, also resisted the new 
variety. Because of their primary interest in cotton residues as forage for 
livestock, and because the new variety would not serve this purpose, large 
landowners simply prohibited their sharecroppers from adopting the an-
A Niche for the New Variety

Annual cotton did represent a desirable crop choice to a certain stratum of small farmers. In contrast to the large landowners and sharecroppers who were adamantly against the new variety, many small (and medium) farm owners liked it. Because of their small holdings, livestock production was not an option for them, and perennial cotton's advantage in terms of joint production with livestock therefore had no meaning in their case. They also felt they could manage the new annual variety's extra costs as long as the cooperative gave them credit for the inputs they had not used with the perennial variety.

Some of these small landowners became happy users of the new variety, then, and advocates at the cooperative for credit to finance their conversion. But the extension campaign against the boll weevil did not single them out for attention. In what might otherwise have seemed to be a logical decision, the campaign appealed broadly to the more numerous combination of large landowners and their sharecroppers. The latter were three times as numerous as small owners in the cotton-growing areas, represented the poorest among the state's farmers, and constituted a large majority of the membership of COSENA and COAPEC. Small landowning farmers, in contrast, accounted for only 25 percent of the membership of the two cooperatives, and an even smaller share of the state's small farmers of cotton. Singling them out for special attention, particularly in this context, might not have seemed to make particular sense, and would have been politically difficult. At the same time, however, significant increases in productivity and output by a critical mass of small farms in any particular region has been shown to have dynamic secondary or "linkage" effects on growth and income distribution in that region.

The Northeast cotton-and-livestock economy, in sum, seemed impregnable to productivity-increasing attacks. For many farmers, there was simply no other economically viable crop alternative to cotton, unless the conditions under which small farmers gained access to credit and agricultural extension and research were to change markedly. But even within these constraints, a cotton-support strategy targeted at small-farm owners would have generated significantly better social and economic results than the dilution of the state's efforts across all farmers.

When new varieties or other innovations are carried from the experimental plot into the field, it is sometimes difficult to avoid big mistakes like those of the cotton campaign. It is difficult to imagine, nevertheless,
that the learning period would have been so long, and the social consequences so dire, if more formal practices of consultation between farmers and the Extension Service, and between field agents and top management, had been in place. After all, the cotton story revealed that many extension agents themselves soon learned that the new variety was wrong for small farmers, and that neither their management nor the state research agencies paid them any heed. It is difficult to imagine the state’s agricultural agencies having made this kind of extended mistake if the system had been organized as it was during the drought. In that case, as described in the previous chapter, the extension agent chaired a municipal council that depended on client input—in that case, on communities preparing a ranking of proposed projects and of needy candidates for jobs.

**Conclusion**

As projected against the story of Santana, the lessons of the cotton story are fourfold.

First, the Santana extension arrangement could not have produced this result because the farmers, who were also “paying” for their extension agent, would have rejected it.

Second, the state’s agricultural agencies seemed uninterested in eliciting, and unable to respond to, the feedback of their own field-workers. Yet this is what they proved themselves quite capable of during the drought relief program—even under the command of a director from another state agency.

Third, the private extension services of the two cooperatives performed no better than the public service in the cotton campaign. Without a process of local trial and error, they simply passed on to their membership the latest wisdom on cotton from the state’s agricultural agencies. Hence the results were no different than if these two cooperatives had been served directly by the public extension service.

Fourth, and by way of setting the stage for the next section, the cotton campaign actually represented quite good performance by the Extension Service—if seen simply as an exercise in aggressively disseminating a standardized set of recommendations. Into every corner of the cotton-growing region, extension agents fanned out with their standard package of messages and inputs meant to reduce the boll weevil infestation and increase the output and productivity of cotton. The only flaw was that the technical package was not quite right, as much a fault of the research agency as of the Extension Service. Technical packages, however, are usually “not quite right” until they are tested more widely in farmers’ fields, adapted to agronomic variations among the microregions, and filtered through the kinds of market and institutional considerations that kept this particular new variety from being adopted. It is in this sense that the agricultural leadership in state government was to blame for not giving more importance to consultation with farmers and with its own field agents, and for not insi

The New Standardization:
The Training-and-Visit System

The ill-fated campaign against the boll weevil illustrates some seemingly obvious problems with taking a standardized approach to service delivery in agricultural extension, especially when contrasted to the felicitous outcomes of the customized and client-driven arrangement with the farmers of Santana. But the most popular model of agricultural extension at the World Bank for many years was even more standardized than our cotton story. The Training-and-Visit system (T&V) prides itself on greater standardization and even narrower limits on an agent’s tasks than now exist in most extension services in developing countries, let alone in the customized model of the Santana case. This section compares the standardized T&V model with the customized approach of Santana in order not to convey the mistaken impression that “standardized” and “top-down” approaches to extension delivery are solely the result of deficient public administration in developing countries, and as a way of bringing out the importance of the findings about extension in this chapter, as well as in the preceding and following ones.

Starting in the late 1960s with cotton cultivation in Turkey and continuing with high-yielding varieties of rice and wheat in South Asia, the World Bank has promoted the T&V approach in a large proportion of its agricultural projects. This model of agricultural extension became associated with some of the striking Green Revolution successes of India and Pakistan in the 1980s in increasing agricultural productivity, particularly in wheat and rice. Subsequently, 40 countries introduced the sys-
tem in projects or as part of nationwide systems, usually with World Bank assistance. Among these cases, the Bank promoted the use of T&V in agricultural development projects in 31 countries of sub-Saharan Africa.25

In contrast to the broader jumble of tasks found in our cases, let alone most extension services in developing countries, T&V prunes back the extension agent’s responsibilities markedly. As in the mass production model, it defines these responsibilities quite explicitly: agents must restrict themselves to messages “transferring information and technology,” and their discretion is reduced. They are now trained to deliver standardized messages to farmers in a regular and rigorously observed schedule of fortnightly meetings in the countryside, announced in villages and hamlets with two to three weeks’ notice. This reduces the common problem of farmers never knowing when agents will show up, as many complain, or of agents not showing up for meetings they previously scheduled.

T&V places this emphasis on the spreading of standardized messages to farmers about improved technical packages because many countries, its advocates say, already have such packages “on the shelf” of their research institutes and experiment stations. The lack of further field adaptation and a vigorous extension service, it is said, keeps these productivity-enhancing packages from being disseminated. T&V also strives to liberate extension agents from the “extraneous” tasks with which they are often burdened—or take on themselves—so that they can focus better on simply disseminating the improved technical packages. This, and the stress on the agents observing a publicly announced calendar of regular visits to communities, is also meant to help reduce “the monitoring problem” in agricultural extension. The latter arises from the difficulty of adequately supervising such a large force of street-level bureaucrats, who work outside the office in dispersed and remote places and have one-on-one contact with clients that is not amenable to monitoring. Under T&V, if the extension agent does not show up in a community on the preannounced date, supervisors will hear about it from farmers.

The T&V model has generated considerable debate and a host of critics, including from within the World Bank itself, as ardent as its advocates.26 The results of applying the model in sub-Saharan Africa have been less satisfactory than those of the earlier Turkish and South Asian successes, adding fuel to the debate. Two recent impact studies on T&V programs in Kenya and Burkina Faso, however, reported quite favorable impacts—to the pleasure of T&V supporters, since one of the studies’ authors was a well-known academic agricultural economist and skeptic about T&V.27 A more recent study by the Bank of its agricultural support programs, nevertheless, gives T&V mixed reviews at best (1994). Contrasting the standardized (T&V) model with the customized findings of the Santana case also brings out the clear difference in their treatment of problems of supervision and monitoring. These are, obviously, key factors in determining the quality of extension services and, indeed, of all public services that rely on street-level bureaucrats. I therefore turn to these issues now, and then return to the substance of the T&V critiques later in the following section.

Standardization versus Customization in Agricultural Extension

The customized service provided in the Santana case and others like it does not constitute a “model” of service delivery, unlike the T&V model, with its manuals and its incarnation in real projects. In the cases where customized service exists, it is usually an “accident” or deviation—something field evaluators run into from time to time. Indeed, I might not have noticed this deviation if its opposite, in the form of the T&V model, had not been so firmly in my mind. These deviations, moreover, would not have added up to anything in this research project if it were not for their likeness to the findings that emerged in some of the other sectors reviewed, particularly in the case of business extension of the following chapter. Put together, these findings also add up to a picture that is consistent with the models of good performance that are emerging from the studies of industrial restructuring and transformed work environments in the first world. In that latter world, customized service delivery, multitask jobs, and trusting relationships between workers and clients or between supplier firms and customer firms have now become almost as canonized as was T&V and its standardization in the World Bank. The same goes for management’s giving frontline workers more discretion and paying more attention to their opinions about how to organize work.

In our stories, the agents seem to get involved in a larger variety of tasks than, according to T&V, they should have. This is analogous to the contrast between the more limited worker tasks of the earlier mass production model and the greater variety of tasks and customization found in the more “flexible” production of the late twentieth century. In the Santana story, for example, one of the agent’s most important contributions
to increasing farmer productivity and income was to help the farmers make their irrigation system work properly. The agent sometimes even repaired the equipment himself, teaching the farmers how to do it, or put them in contact with those who did know. Much of the agent’s guidance, similarly, involved the management of livestock and pasture, although livestock was not his specialty. At the same time, however, the Santana agent was not merely taking on any particular problem he stumbled upon. The problems he chose to tackle were narrowly focused on increasing the output and productivity of that particular group. In the drought story, to go even further afield from the extensionist’s normal responsibilities, the Extension Service’s finest hour came when it was organizing communities to prepare lists of employment-creating projects and of needy job candidates, and coordinating the allocation of relief supplies of food and water—that is, when working on something other than agricultural extension.

In all of these instances, the extension agents were more committed to their jobs and their performance was higher—in line, again, with the findings of the large-firm experiences noted above. Yet a good part of the job in these cases did not really involve the “expertise,” or even the typically prescribed tasks, of an agronomist or extension agent. Indeed, T&V advocates would consider these “extra” tasks—such as helping fix irrigation equipment, processing credit applications, or supervising small works projects during the drought—to be “distrations” from real extension work and to be part of the problem, rather than the solution. This is why the T&V model insists on narrowing the range of activities and advice of extension agents, and curtailing the occasions on which they get drawn off into “other” work. In so doing, T&V implicitly ignores the importance of these activities—which might be described as “brokering,” “firefighting,” and all-purpose advising—in building relations of trust between agents and farmers and, hence, in increasing worker commitment to the job and farmer productivity.

In certain ways, a client-driven model of service is, by its very nature, incompatible with the deliverance of standardized messages. For example, only after the extension agents of the cotton campaign had observed the results of applying the new weevil-resistant technical package, or listened to the objections of farmers to it, could they understand in what sense the standardized message they carried was not right. The agents’ learning from their clients was cut short in this case, however, because learning from farmers and extension agents was not of central importance to the management of the state’s agricultural extension and research agencies. Sadly, then, the unmodified recommendation about cotton continued to issue from the state government at the same time that field-workers were advising against it in private conversations with clients, ignoring it, or swallowing their doubts and continuing to pass the message along.

The cotton story also reveals another problem with standardized messages in agriculture. As seen above, the proposed new variety of annual cotton was not necessarily the wrong solution for all farmers. It made economic sense for the large minority of small farmers who owned land, though not for the sharecroppers who were more numerous nor for the large landowners and livestock producers who occupied a major part of the land planted with cotton. In this situation, more customized treatment—singly out the most relevant group of farmers or devising different messages for the different types of farmers—would have been more appropriate. But figuring this out would have required substantial interaction with farmers, responsiveness to what they were saying, and ability to offer more than one solution—in short, a nonstandardized approach.

Whereas trust between worker and client is central to the literature of industrial restructuring and workplace transformation, T&V gives much less attention to trust. Trust between agent and farmer enters the scheme, if at all, only in terms of the publicly announced schedules of dates for visits by agents to farms or villages which, if they are not observed, farmers can complain about to supervisors. This is certainly a pale substitute for the trusting relations, and the arrangements that gave rise to them, which were found in this case and in the better-performing firms studied by the researchers of restructuring. How can these trusting relations, however, be reconciled with T&V’s legitimate concern about the need for supervision of such a dispersed workforce, and the enhanced opportunities for greater rent seeking that inhere in the greater discretion of customized work?

**Sloppy Jobs and Hard Supervision**

Without benefit of the framework of thinking provided by the literature of industrial restructuring, the more varied and heterogeneous tasks of the extension agents of our cases would seem to add up to rather “sloppy” job definitions and work schedules. By leaving public servants more on their own and with more discretion as to their work agendas, the customized approach seems to make even more difficult the task of supervising a large force of workers who are out of the office most of the time—the constant dilemma facing the managers of street-level bureaucrats. The
whole concept of expertise, in addition, would seem to be jeopardized by this approach, with the extension agent becoming a kind of jack-of-all-trades rather than confidently conveying new methods of agriculture judged by "the experts" to be better. That is surely one reason why this way of thinking about job definitions is less appealing than a model of more bounded job descriptions and standardized sets of tasks or messages.

As in the more flexibly organized work environments of large firms, however, the customized jobs of the extension agents are anything but sloppy. They are paced by implicit rewards and penalties that can be at least as powerful in eliciting good performance as the more traditional job definitions and supervisory relations. To illustrate, I return to the comparison of T&V to the case of Santana. T&V's pre-set schedule of appearances throughout the countryside gives supervisors clear marching orders for their subordinates, assures that workers know exactly where they are supposed to be, and allows farmers to be confident that extension workers will actually show up as promised. The workers have less room to slack off, since they, their supervisor, and their clients all know in advance that they must be at a certain place on a certain day. In the Santana story, in contrast, the supervisor's monitoring of the agent is partly substituted by monitoring by the farmer group. The agent also meets a promise, of his own in this case, to show up "two or three weeks later." But the reason for his returning as promised is the result of a bargain struck with his clients rather than of a schedule set by his superior.

In both T&V and the Santana case, then, the system works because the agent is penalized for not showing up. In T&V, the penalty takes the form of reprimands from a supervisor, who may have found out about the absence from complaining clients; in the Santana case, the client-farmers may complain, too, but they can also withdraw their allegiance to and "funding" of the agent, and look around for another one—as happened with Santana's first agent, whose replacement was successfully requested. Even more relevant to the issue of motivation, the two cases are different in that the Santana agent keeps his promise not only because of the threatened complaint to his supervisor for not showing up when promised, but because he likes his job better when he works this way. And he has developed a trusting relationship over a longer term that he does not want to breach. With respect to the farmers, moreover, their likelihood of complaining if the agent does not show up is considerably greater in the client-driven arrangement of Santana than in T&V. In the former, the farmers would certainly have good reason to be upset and to complain if their agent did not show up as promised, because they were the ones who had set an agenda of issues that were important to them and who agreed with the agent on a date for their next meeting. In the T&V model, the farmers may not necessarily need the agent on the date set by the agent's supervisor, may not find that date convenient, or may not be particularly interested in the topic of the standardized message brought by the agent. If the agent does not appear, in other words, these farmers will not necessarily have cause to complain, which reduces the penalty effect of this client-monitoring feature of T&V's standardized approach.

These matters of trust between agents and farmers, and of worker morale, are not insignificant. A recent World Bank review (1994:vi) of T&V and other extension programs noted that "despite T&V's objectives of using farmer feedback" in formulating recommendations, the "hierarchical structure and 'message-centered' delivery in T&V has done little to change the 'top-down' characteristic in formulating recommendations [to farmers] which has been traditional in most extension bureaucracies." Given what is now understood from IPWT research on the importance of more discretion and customization to the job performance of frontline workers, however, it would seem that the standardization and regimentation of T&V were perfectly compatible with the "top-down" nature of traditional extension organizations, unresponsiveness to clients, and low worker morale. This was remarkably well understood by some careful observers of T&V workers more than 10 years prior to the above-cited review.

In a study of India's extension service during the best years of the Green Revolution, Mick Moore found that T&V's monitoring mechanisms had a strikingly "counter-productive" impact on worker morale. "The major formal supervisory mechanism was the setting and checking of 'targets'—for inputs distributed, practices adopted etc. . . . [T]he extremely authoritarian and (verbally) harsh fashion in which targets were set and performance was evaluated was both counter-productive in its own terms—leading to falsification of reports, ritualism and concentration of efforts on activities for which targets were set and expected to be checked—and in the long run damaging to the organisation. Rather than developing a sense of loyalty and commitment to their agency and immediate supervision, field agents responded with passivity, evasiveness and cynicism about their work." Moore goes on to identify the source of these problems in exactly the standardized routines that T&V considers the hallmarks of its success. He argues that T&V designers opted for the "easy" road of increasing job performance by "intensifying" supervision, "giving field agents pre-
cise visit and work schedules which could easily be checked.” He contrasts this to what he considered the more desirable, albeit “very difficult,” path of changing the relations between supervisors and agents in a way that would contribute to building “an esprit de corps” among field agents.\(^{30}\)

The counterproductive supervisory measures found by Moore in the T&V system of the Indian Extension Service might have been less necessary if they had been replaced by, or at least complemented with, the more customized kinds of arrangements found between agents and their clients in the Santana case. The customized arrangements, in certain ways, represent a less “difficult” alternative to the ideal change in supervision that Moore says is needed. The increase in worker morale and performance, that is, does not necessarily depend on the emergence of a new set of relations between a supervisor and agents but, rather, on a change in relations between the agent and clients. Indeed, the Santana arrangement and others like it occurred over a period when superior-subordinate relations within the service hardly changed at all.\(^{31}\) This lack of marked change in superior-subordinate relations made these cases of high worker performance even more striking testimony of the importance of intricate relations of trust between worker and farmer.

Even one of the most serious and most favorable studies of the impact of T&V on agriculture to date—that on Kenya, noted above—suggests that the extension service in that case was puzzlingly inadequate, and certainly lacking in some of the hallmark design features to be expected in a T&V success story. With respect to certain problems, in fact, the Kenya service came strangely close to that described by Moore for India more than 10 years earlier, and echoed complaints frequently made about poorly performing extension services in other countries. Although supervisors in the Kenya system were supposed to visit their agents in the field twice a month, for example, 40 percent of the agents reported receiving fewer visits (Bindlish and Evenson 1993:8). In addition, about half the field agents and supervisors reported training sessions took place only once a month rather than the required twice a month. (A majority of agents and supervisors, it should be noted, felt that once a month was adequate.) Poor transport and delays in reimbursement of expense claims for field travel, moreover, were ranked by all staff as significant “constraints on performance”—exactly the conditions afflicting Ceará’s and other extension services with only average performance. Finally, and also similar to these other cases, linkages between extension and research were “weak” in the Kenya story, and research scientists seldom attended the monthly workshops meant to be the main forum for bringing research and extension together (ibid.:8-10).

Put together with Moore’s findings on India, these studies reveal a puzzling combination of reported success, in terms of increased agricultural output and productivity, and extension services that are hard to distinguish from those portrayed in evaluations of the mediocre ones. If the institutions providing extension and research look the same, whether agricultural productivity increases or remains the same, this raises the question of whether it is the standardized regimen of T&V that actually explains the agricultural growth. One’s mind immediately wanders to other obvious explanations, like the presence of aggressive private-sector suppliers of the improved inputs, or shifts in relative prices, or changes in the access of farmers to local markets and inputs—all of which would affect the expected returns from the new technology.\(^{32}\) One also wonders, given the findings of the Ceará stories, if more customized ways of working with farmers might have actually crept into the routines of the T&V extension workers. This presents another possible, and more positive, way of interpreting the seeming contradictions in the African findings reported above.

Client-driven approaches to agricultural extension and other services, in sum, are very much in vogue on paper and in meeting rooms. Enmeshing these approaches in a series of considerations about worker dedication and performance, however, is not. The questions raised and alternative explanations offered in this section are meant to show, together with the comparison to Santana that precedes them, that there are other ways of thinking about improving the performance of extension agencies that rely on trust in and monitoring of workers by client-farmers, and an accompanying client-driven customization, rather than standardization. Despite the popularity of client-driven approaches, finally, one does not read or hear much about certain practical implications of using them. I turn to these issues now.

**Conclusion: Implications for Practice**

This chapter has described a set of customized and client-driven arrangements that have sprung up informally in various countries, including Brazil, between extension agents and farmers, using as an example the farmer cooperative of Santana. The frequency with which this kind of arrangement occurs in developing countries, and the good results it produced in this case in terms of agricultural productivity, suggest that this approach
is superior to the standardized service delivery of many extension agencies—whether the standardization takes the form of the campaign against the cotton boll weevil in Ceará or the Training-and-Visit system promoted by the World Bank.

Extension services did not deliberately choose the customized arrangements described in this chapter. If they acknowledge them at all, they consider them makeshift, and to be abandoned as soon as budget normality returns. But these practices are quite consistent with the latest thinking about how to organize service delivery in the public and private sectors, including more accountability to and consultation with clients, more client feedback in evaluating worker performance, performance contracting, and charging for services. Historically, moreover, the Santana-like arrangements have quite distinguished forebears in the now-industrialized world. During the first half of the twentieth century, long before performance contracting came into style, the Northern Branch of the U.S. Agricultural Extension Service worked in precisely this client-driven way.33

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, at the county level in the United States, farmers customarily contracted an agronomist of the local extension service—or even one of their own—to work on a list of problems they presented. The formal relations between the extension agents and their client-farmers, then, were not that different from the informal relations between Santana’s agent and his client-farmers. Only later did the independent local arrangements of U.S. farmers with extension agents at the county level evolve into statewide agriculture extension services and, even later, a nationwide extension system. Even then, state governments could not impose on counties and individual extension offices the kind of crop campaigns mounted against the boll weevil in Ceará and the other Northeast states—again, with the exception of the U.S. Southern states.34 States frequently offered these campaigns to the counties, free of charge, but they first consulted with extension officers and farmers before adopting them. Northeast Brazil’s extension services, created in the 1950s and 1960s by state governments, had not been through this formative demand-driven period. If the extension services of Northeast Brazil and of many other developing countries were inspired by any model, moreover, it was the less decentralized model of a much later period of the United States (and other now-industrialized countries), rather than the more relevant and client-driven earlier incarnation.

According to these “oldest” practices and “newest” wisdoms, then, the lessons of the Santana story and others like it should by now appear rather mundane. Then why aren’t extension services adopting them? Even though extension services may tacitly condone the unofficial Santana-like performance contracts described in this chapter, many resist adopting more client-driven approaches to service provision.35 Part of the resistance, of course, has to do with sheer bureaucratic inertia in the face of seemingly major change. Another part, however, represents concrete problems that need suggested solutions. Service delivery that becomes more client-driven, no matter how desirable on other grounds, makes things more difficult for managers because it reduces their control and certainty over budgeting, planning, and deployment of personnel.

What if groups dislike the results of working with a particular agent, and do not want to renew the contract? What does a supervisor do with that particular agent? What if, as is likely, some extension agents are requested more than others? How does a manager plan the deployment of personnel in these circumstances? How does an agency determine its areas of expertise when some farmer groups want to work on some crops and some kinds of problems and other groups want to work on others—and when the agency will not know these preferences, which may change from year to year, beforehand? In many ways, moreover, agricultural planners and technicians are bound to see client-driven approaches as a challenge to the very concept of their expertise. That such expertise exists, after all, underlies the justification for agricultural extension as conveying a set of “superior” agronomic techniques to farmers who, as a group, do not use them.

Although these dilemmas are not irresolvable, they do show that client-driven models of service delivery raise serious practical questions that must be faced. Even if the lessons of the Santana story seem obvious and mundane, then, they will not be so easily adopted by extension and research institutions. That is why it is important to stand back and see the similarities the Santana case shares with the other cases in this book, and to recognize the marked effect these kinds of relations between extension agent and client have in bringing about both improvements in worker commitment to the job and increases in agricultural productivity.

The following story of public procurement and business extension adds more to our understanding of the circumstances under which a more customized approach works. It also reveals another variation on the practical problems to be faced in implementing such an approach. In illustrating another manifestation of the contrast between standardized and customized jobs, the procurement case extends our understanding of this contrast beyond the particulars of agricultural extension.
Small Firms and Large Buyers: Demand-Driven Public Procurement

The demand-driven approaches to agricultural extension described in the previous chapter were informal and sporadic. Ceará’s program to redirect one-third of its public procurement expenditures to small firms, in contrast, was a deliberate and major attempt to institutionalize what amounted to a demand-driven approach to small-firm assistance. The program organized its assistance to small firms around a contract for purchase of their goods, and led to sustained growth among the assisted firms, sometimes with strong linkage effects throughout the area where they were located. In contrast to some other attempts by governments to assist small firms by buying from them, the program also lowered the costs and increased the quality of goods and services purchased by the state government. It also reduced the inherent riskiness to government of procuring from small firms, partly through contractual arrangements that forced the support agency to both help and monitor the supplier firms and that required the firms to monitor each other.

In analyzing the demand-driven form of organizing service delivery, the previous chapter emphasized the significance of the different relationship between the small-farmer client and the extension service. In this chapter’s case of public procurement, performance of the business extension service and commitment of its workers were also high, and for similar reasons. Instead of tracing out the same dynamic again for business extension, however, I have instead developed this case in a somewhat different light. The case is striking, that is, in that most programs of assistance to small firms and microenterprises (SFs)—so in vogue today in both developing and developed countries—are supply-driven and not demand-driven. They specialize in providing one or more ongoing services, like credit, courses in business management, or technical assistance. They try to serve as many firms and as many sectors as possible. The striking stories of SF growth, however, have tended to be driven by demand. They started in a certain sector and radiated out from it. Typically, large customers of small-firm suppliers—corporations, traders, state enterprises, or government agencies like those in this case—provided the small firms with a market, technical help, and often finance. These customers all fashioned their assistance around their particular needs, and around problems that arose as their suppliers worked to fill an order. In analyzing the success of Ceará’s similarly demand-driven procurement initiative, this chapter raises questions as to why SF assistance programs have paid so little attention to demand-driven approaches and why the prevailing supply-driven approaches have continued to be the instrument of choice despite the paltry evidence of their effectiveness and impact.

In its first year or so, Ceará’s procurement initiative enjoyed a limelight that most small-firm programs never experience. Launched by the new reformist governor just taking over in 1987, it was started as a minor part of the emergency program to reduce the unemployment resulting from the drought of that year, which left 600,000 rural workers unemployed for almost a year. Because the disaster relief funds made available by the federal government were substantially less than for earlier droughts, the traditional public works construction program discussed in chapter 3 could not employ as large a share as in previous droughts of the unemployed. Faced with these constraints, the state government decided to experiment with a novel approach that would require no additional expenditures. First, it directed that materials and tools for building the works projects—bricks, tiles, gravel, hoes and backhoes, buckets, shovels, wheelbarrows—be purchased from small producers in the drought-stricken interior. This gave rise to the expansion or opening of dozens of small brick-making operations, wood workshops, stone quarries, and lime-burners. Second, the state redirected some of its customary purchases—school furniture, repair and reconstruction services for public buildings, small metal grain silos—from
large firms outside the state or their distributors to small firms located in the drought-stricken area.

These initial efforts were successful enough that they became permanent after the drought ended. In the subsequent three-year period (1989–91), the state spent US$15 million on such contracts, accounting for 30 percent of its total purchases of goods and services. The most important items were school furniture like desks (400,000 pieces) and tables, chairs, and bookcases (20,000), accounting for 55 percent of total expenditures; 550 service contracts with 100 informal firms for the repair, maintenance, and reconstruction of public buildings, particularly schools (25% of total expenditures); service contracts with 100 firms for the repair of 5,000 pieces of equipment, particularly televisions and videos in schools; and other miscellaneous items like electricity poles (500) and small metal silos (20,000) for on-farm storage of grains during subsequent good harvests.

Two agencies, which had already worked closely together in SF-support programs, were responsible for the procurement program—the state Department of Industry and Commerce (SID) and the Brazilian Small Enterprise Assistance Service (SEBRAE), a semipublic technical-assistance agency found in most Brazilian states.1 Financed originally by federal and regional institutions whose contributions subsequently declined, SEBRAE had been receiving an increasing share of its income from the state government through SID—income that covered 70 percent of SEBRAE’s expenditures in 1992. SEBRAE earned the remaining 30 percent of its income from charges to final users and commissions on government contracts. The agency’s headquarters in Fortaleza operated with approximately 35 professionals (engineers, economists, business administration specialists, accountants), and it had five branches throughout the state with one or two professionals in each.

The most significant impact of the new public procurement policy fell on the previously sleepy district of São João do Aruari (SJA). With 9,000 inhabitants, and located 190 kilometers from the capital city in a zone of excellent hardwoods, SJA was the home of four small sawmills with three employees each—certainly not the makings of the highly publicized success story that it soon became. Indeed, because the district’s carpentry skills were not even known outside that locality, they came to the attention of the technicians of SID and SEBRAE only through their conversations with a local priest about drought relief. After visiting the sawmill operators, the head of the state’s drought relief program placed an order with them for 300 wooden wheelbarrows. (In the past, the state government had procured iron wheelbarrows from outside the state.) Although the woodsmakers of SJA had never fabricated wheelbarrows, they had regularly produced other rustic items like truck sidings, roof frames, and wooden pans and trays for cassava and sugarcane mills. With SEBRAE assistance, the four sawmills successfully completed the order. Their wooden wheelbarrows turned out to be more desirable than the iron ones purchased by the state from large suppliers, because the latter product had a tendency to rust and dent. The wood product, in addition, cost 30 percent less.

Two years after its first order, SJA had completed four more orders for a total of 2,000 wheelbarrows, as well as handles for hoes and backhoes and wooden barrels for distribution of water. Even more significant, the woodsmakers had completed a large order from the state Department of Education for 3,000 school desks and 100 tables—the first time they had produced these particular items. In so doing, SJA replaced two large furniture manufacturers in Southern Brazil, which had supplied 80 percent of the school desks bought by state government for more than 10 years. As with the wheelbarrows, the school desks cost 30 percent less than previous purchases, partly because of the large reduction in transport costs on items procured from within the state. By 1992, SJA was supplying 40 percent of the state’s needs for school furniture, amounting to 90,000 pieces annually.

The impact of the procurement program on SJA was striking. Five years after the first order for 300 wheelbarrows, the number of sawmills in the town had increased from four to 42, each mill now averaging nine permanent workers. An additional four to seven temporary workers per mill felled trees, cut them into lumber, and transported the lumber to the mills. All in all, this added up to a total of 1,000 persons employed directly or indirectly by the mills—more than 10 percent of the total population of the district. More than half of the mills increased their productivity by acquiring power equipment that they did not have before—electric planers, power lathes, routers, and presses.

Although the procurement-induced development of SJA would certainly not have occurred without the state’s contracts and accompanying technical assistance, the town and its sawmills did not become dependent on the continuation of these contracts. They used their public contracts and their new skills and contacts gained through the state’s technical assistance to break into new private markets (furniture for summer homes and
for hotels), where they became permanently ensconced. Indeed, five years after the program's start, these private markets had come to account for 70 percent of their sales. In addition, the woodworkers were starting to receive orders from other state governments, the first being for 20,000 school desks from the neighboring state of Paraíba. Many of the new private and public customers learned about the quality of the town's furniture through the state's repeated advertising about the program's success. (Because the publicity around the program had several other positive effects, it is treated separately in the fourth section.)

In terms of sustained developmental effects, the SJA success represented the program's most conspicuous achievement. This was partly because only in this case did the program concentrate so much of its procurement and assistance in one small district—40 percent of the total purchases of school furniture under the program. Not seeming to be able to apply this lesson about concentrating program efforts in certain places, however, the state government dispersed the rest of its purchases for school furniture among 43 additional municipios; and it distributed its contracts for other products across 90 of the state's 178 municipios. The fourth section of this chapter explains the reasons for this strange failure to apply elsewhere the lesson of the SJA success about procurement as an instrument of developmental policy.

For anyone familiar with the innovative, demand-driven style of the procurement program, it would have been surprising to discover that SIC and SEBRAE continued to operate a set of older, uninspired supply-driven programs. This presented an unusual opportunity to compare supply-driven and demand-driven approaches within the same agency. Like many such programs elsewhere in Brazil and other countries, these two agencies had traditionally provided fairly standardized assistance and messages to firms across many sectors. They normally organized their work along functional lines, with three or four professionals assigned to separate divisions—credit, training, and marketing assistance. Consistent with this supply-driven approach, the technicians of SIC and SEBRAE tended to characterize the problems afflicting their clients—lack of access to credit, limited technical and managerial capacity, and difficulties in marketing—as endemic to small firms. Although SF programs in many countries typically define their clients' problems this way, a growing literature shows how the needs of firms differ markedly from one sector or subsector to another. Likewise, the two agencies' evaluations of their programs and of staff rarely looked into the workings of particular sectors and instead charted generic indicators like the number of SF associations formed in a particular year, the number of firms participating in a program, and the number of courses given and of participants in them.

SEBRAE offered managerial training programs to firm owners from different sectors—the standard fare of so many such programs, providing instruction on how to write checks, use a bank, keep books, and so on. The state government, in addition, made special subsidized lines of credit available to SFs, to which SEBRAE helped firms gain access. SEBRAE did provide some sector-specific services, including 200 different courses on assorted subjects ranging from repairing computers to bakery techniques. But the curriculum remained the same for every round of participants, rarely allowing instructors to meet requests from individual groups or to adapt to their particular circumstances. Taking place in a classroom rather than at the firm site, the courses demonstrated equipment in settings that were quite different from the conditions under which most firms operated, where the equipment was less sophisticated, the space more crowded, and the supply of public power frequently interrupted or nonexistent.

Appreciating the problems of their SF clients in finding customers, SIC built trading centers and "microenterprise palaces" in selected cities to provide small firms with a place to sell their wares locally. As frequently occurs with such initiatives, however, the results were disappointing. Although the agency blamed the low occupancy in one such center on the firms' "inability to run the shops," firm owners reported that they were not really that interested in a local trading center because opportunities for sales expansion were actually much greater outside the home market. More successfully, and less ambitiously, SIC and SEBRAE encouraged and backed the participation of small firms in local and national fairs—the only other clearly demand-related initiative in these two agencies' programs. The two agencies also encouraged small firms to form associations, partly to lobby for legislation and regulation favorable to small enterprises and partly to reap economies of scale in group purchasing and selling. All this, with the exception of the sponsoring of trade fairs, added up to a supply-driven program that had little impact on local economies or employment—in striking contrast to the two agencies' innovative demand-driven achievements.

At the outset, a few clarifications. Several of the important lessons of this case arose from the way relations were structured between four sets of actors, which therefore should be identified from the start: (1) the pur-
chasing departments—the government agencies that purchased the goods and services; (2) the support agencies—the two agencies that provided technical, organizing, and other assistance to the small firms, and brokered the contract between them and the purchasing agencies; (3) the associations of firms or individual tradesmen with which all contracts were made; and (4) the individual firms themselves. In the case of school reconstruction, a fifth actor was also important, though not formally a part of the contract—the neighborhood or parent-teacher associations. In contrast to the Ceará program, many SF procurement programs do not separate the support and purchasing functions into different agencies, and many SF-support programs work with individual firms rather than associations.

Finally, although this case involves public procurement from small firms, it should also be seen as a variation on the more general theme of demand-driven approaches to organizing assistance to producers—whether in the context of public procurement or whether in the public or nongovernment sectors. I turn to that more general theme now, which will serve as a backdrop for the dynamics of the Ceará case and its lessons. As the following section will show, public procurement is not the only opportunity for structuring SF support in a demand-driven way, though it is clearly a significant one.

SF-Favoring Procurement: The Nonexistent Debate

Despite the fact that most SF assistance programs today are supply-driven, as noted above, many of the striking stories of SF growth have involved demand-driven assistance from these firms’ customers. Two bodies of evidence bear on the theme of demand-assisted SF growth. First, in attempting to explain high performance in certain national, regional, or sectoral economies, students of industrial organization and development have pointed to the key role played by supportive and trusting relations between firms. Some of these researchers have focused on the relationships between SF suppliers and larger-firm customers; the most celebrated of such cases is the Japanese automobile industry.6 Others have focused on small-firm clusters or “industrial districts,” and their networks of interfirm cooperation and competition; the classic case is the north-central region of Italy, the so-called Third Italy.7

The second body of evidence on demand-driven assistance and SF growth is more fragmentary and less consciously argued. It comprises a number of case studies that reveal SF development to have been strongly influenced by government agencies or state enterprises through assistance tied to their procurement. In many of these cases, the government customer was both demanding and supportive with respect to quality. This contributed to sustained increases in the performance of the supplier firms. For developing countries, some of the products and sectors represented are school furniture, vehicle parts, milk, and specialized footwear and uniforms for public workers (such as police, hospital personnel, and electric-system repairmen).8 For developed countries, one of the most famous cases of procurement-driven SF growth is Silicon Valley in the United States—the network of originally small semiconductor firms in the San Francisco Bay region of California, and their supplier-customer relation with the U.S. Defense Department.9 There are other U.S. cases in which “sophisticated demand” from government played an important role in driving growth and international competitiveness—computers, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and medical instruments—but they do not involve small firms exclusively or at all.10

The cumulative impression from reading these case studies is that the right kind of procurement-linked assistance could have significant impacts on SF productivity and employment. This is not a new idea. More than 20 years ago, the International Labor Organization argued forcefully about the employment-creating potential of directing public procurement toward small firms in the informal sector.11 The impact of these arguments on most governments, however, was minimal.

More recently, and for somewhat different reasons, international donors have supported social investment funds (SIFs) in various countries with the purpose of counteracting the increased unemployment accompanying structural adjustment programs. Among other things, the SIFs have focused attention on the need to modify procurement regulations so as to make it easier for small firms to bid for public contracts to be executed by municipal governments, private firms, and nongovernment organizations.12

The SIFs are being watched more for the light they throw on matters of temporary unemployment reduction, decentralization, and community participation than on matters relating to sustained local growth. My perspective, in discussing the issue of small firms, is different from that of these initiatives. It draws attention to the large share of manufacturing and services output in most countries that is accounted for by government
purchases at all levels—almost one-third of nonagricultural gross domestic product, for example, in India. And it stresses the potential for local economic development that lies in the interaction between government customers and SF suppliers. As this case will show, together with those cited above, achieving this potential involves more than modifying procurement regulations so that small firms can bid.

The Case Against

If there were a debate on the subject of SF-favoring public procurement, opponents would be likely to express the following three reservations. First, public agencies do not like to buy from the kinds of small firms that normally do not qualify to bid for public contracts. As any conversation with a procurement officer will reveal, buying from small firms untutored in the ways of public tendering is viewed as a major headache, involving many contracts for small amounts, more paperwork, and the expectation that product costs will be higher, quality lower, and delivery unreliable.

Second, the unreliability of the public sector as a customer exacerbates the problems of small firms. Governments frequently pay erratically and late, and purchase only in large quantities that are difficult for many SFs to produce, at least within the stipulated time periods. Governments also cannot be relied on to come back soon for more orders. Because small suppliers typically overexpand to fill these contracts, they then languish or simply disappear in the long periods between contracts. They "gorge" themselves, in effect, on the government's large contracts and temporarily secure market, which render them unable to face the vicissitudes of the "real" market of private customers when their government purchaser disappears.

Third, SF-favoring procurement programs are often too "soft" and overprotective with small firms. Among the programs criticized for this failing are those as different as India's policy of reserving certain markets for small firms and the U.S. government's favorable treatment of SF bidders, including minority-owned firms, with respect to certain products or services. In these cases, the suppliers know they are entitled to a protected niche regardless of performance, and the public-sector customers know they must buy from these firms for "social" reasons. This does not bode well for either cost or quality. Advocates and providers of SF assistance themselves contribute unwittingly to these negative judgments about SF-favoring procurement and other assistance programs. They normally argue their case on the grounds of reducing poverty and portray the small firms they want to help as "the walking wounded." Support to them, correspondingly, is presented as "only" a social strategy, unrelated to economic growth or the more efficient acquisition of goods and services by government.

These problems are, indeed, quite serious in many SF-favoring programs. But the Ceará case, along with some of the others noted above, shows that they are clearly not inevitable. Briefly, the procurement process did not take place in a protected environment devoid of concerns about cost and quality, and the SF suppliers produced a lower-cost and better-quality product than the established suppliers. The government contracts launched these small firms permanently into new private markets, with good-quality and competitively priced products. Their success, in some cases initiating a self-sustained process of local growth, did not require that subsequent public contracts or other assistance continue indefinitely. Much of this happened because the purchasing agency was not required to buy from the small firms. Two other agencies that assisted SFs helped the firms meet their contract specifications and deadlines vis-à-vis the purchasing agency. Most important, these two support agencies had to prove to the purchasing agency that the SF product or service was at least as good and competitive as that procured previously from larger firms.

Why did the Ceará case and the others noted above produce better results than the programs for which SF-favoring procurement has gained its bad reputation? I outline an answer to this question now, and suggest how the better results might be made to happen.

The Case For

The case to be made for a demand-driven approach (DDA) to SF assistance has four parts, which are set forth in the order in which production occurs.

First, DDA directly tackles one of the major problems facing most struggling small firms—that of finding a reliable customer and thereby having sufficient assurance about the future so as to be able to focus on improving productivity. The supply-driven approach (SDA), of course, does not simply ignore the problem of marketing, but the method of dealing with this problem is open-ended: a final sale or subsequent contracts are not guaranteed at the end of the assistance, and the service provider is not judged to be at fault if the firms it assists cannot produce something that sells.

Second, DDA structures the work of the support agency quite differ-
selves out in two distinct realms. One is the world of the small firms themselves; the other is that of the support agencies. SF practitioners and researchers, however, have tended to pay more attention to the constraints facing small firms than to those affecting the performance of the support agencies. The argument for DDA, in contrast, identifies the structure of incentives faced by SF support agencies as constituting an equally serious determinant of performance. My argument, then, rests strongly on the pressures that DDA brings to bear on the support agencies themselves.

Real-World Procurement

When small firms are "entitled" to special consideration, as noted above, both the customer and the supplier tend to suspend judgment about cost and quality. A surprisingly similar set of lapses can occur, however, when government makes contracts with its traditional suppliers of goods and services. The resulting inefficiencies are at least as serious as those caused by giving small firms an edge in procurement, although their origin is quite different. I set them forth briefly here. They show that the assumed healthy workings of the market mechanism—the background of existing procurement against which SF-favoring procurement is considered inferior—may be more of an ideal than a reality.

As is well known, the costs of complying with government procurement regulations often keep small firms from bidding. Or, SFs simply do not have the connections in government that make for successful bidding. In addition, government usually pays contractors only upon delivery and inspection, and without advances. This also keeps many efficient small firms from bidding for public contracts because they do not have sufficient reserves or outside finance for working capital. Finally, governments in developing countries frequently pay their suppliers after considerable delay, which eliminates yet another tier of potential small-firm bidders. Some of the firms excluded by these various circumstances may well produce a cheaper or better product. This means that the competition faced by the firms that are capable of bidding successfully for public contracts is more restricted than it is assumed to be. The price and quality of goods and services procured by government, therefore, fall considerably short of the competitive ideal.

Other less obvious characteristics of the playing field on which firms compete for government contracts emerged from examining the traditional context of public procurement in Ceará. Established suppliers, for exam-
ple, often sell their lower-quality output to government because they perceive government to be a less demanding customer than the private firms to which they also sell. An interesting example comes from the case of the contracts for school reconstruction discussed below. The supplier, in this instance, treats government as a kind of "captive" customer or "customer of last resort." This is facilitated by the fact that side payments made to government officials by bidding firms contribute to government's becoming a less demanding customer. Government's delays in paying its suppliers, moreover, cause the suppliers to search for additional contracts from private customers to compensate. The additional contracts make it difficult for these suppliers to execute their public contract efficiently—again illustrated below in the case of school reconstruction. All these factors add up, inadvertently, to a set of disincentives to efficiency and a process of "adverse selection" among the firms that typically bid for and win government contracts.

One of the main arguments against SF procurement is that centralized purchases in substantial volumes from single large suppliers bring economies of scale in purchasing. That is why governments and international donors prefer "packaging" many small contracts into a single large contract. Centralized purchasing and bundling of contracts, however, also can involve distinct diseconomies in that they often impose greater transport and storage costs. This is particularly true in public services like education and rural health, which buy goods and materials for numerous dispersed locations. When the state of São Paulo's Department of Education decentralized to municipalities its purchases of furniture, school lunches, and curriculum materials, costs decreased by almost 30 percent as a result of savings on transport and storage.

The problem of quality and cost in public procurement, then, is far from being peculiar to buying from small firms. But the nature of the problem involving larger established suppliers is quite different. Established suppliers may not start with the quality problem and the high transaction costs that small firms present to government. But various factors conspire to cause the government suppliers to sell their lower-quality or higher-cost goods and services to government. The end result is the same: disincentive to quality that occurs, for different reasons, in the SF-favoring procurement that "entitles" small firms to a fixed share of the government market. Smaller firms, in turn, may not produce exactly what government needs and require more guidance, but they may also value government more as a customer because they lack the market alternatives that large firms have. Aided by demand-driven support such as that provided in Ceará, the quality of their product can be improved. This is what happened in the stories of the wheelbarrows, silos, and school desks to be told in the following sections.

These observations contain two implications for policy. First, the playing field on which firms bid for government contracts is less level than is implicitly assumed in the arguments against SF-favoring procurement. This is not to say that one imbalance should be corrected by another. Rather, there is a serious efficiency—not equity—argument for subsidizing the transaction costs of contracting with small firms through programs such as that described below. The case for special treatment, however, should not involve mere SF entitlement to government contracts. As will be seen, the demands for performance inherent in properly structured SF-favoring procurement are quite substantial. Second, contracting out for goods and services previously produced "in-house" by government is now a popular item on the agenda of public-sector reform. But given the above-noted disincentives to quality and efficiency in the existing environment of public procurement in developing countries, contracting out public services to private providers will not necessarily produce better results.

Customers, Suppliers, and Their Brokers: The Case of School Furniture

The demand-driven style of Ceará's procurement program worked through two sets of contracts. This section traces these dynamics through the case of public procurement of school furniture from the woodworkers of São João do Aruara (SJA), and the following section does the same with respect to contracts for the maintenance, repair, and reconstruction of public schools.

The Contracting Process and Its Effects

The contracting procedure of Ceará's procurement program differed in one crucial way from many similar programs: if the agencies purchasing the products did not like their price or quality, they simply would not buy. This meant that SIC and SEBRAE had to convince the state Departments of Education and Agriculture and other such purchasers that the SF products were worth buying. The procedures surrounding this arrangement,
though seemingly cumbersome, were key to the program’s successful dynamic.

The purchasing agencies first contracted with SIC for the goods or services. SIC then made a second contract with SEBRAE to provide technical assistance to the small firms, paying SEBRAE a 5 percent commission on the value of the contract. SEBRAE, in turn, made yet a third contract to purchase the goods or services from an association of small firms, artisans, or building tradesmen located near each other. Key to the good results of these arrangements, SEBRAE would not contract individually with small firms. It instead sought out existing small-firm associations or encouraged and helped groups of potential suppliers located in one place to organize an association. Just as significant, SEBRAE worked out a system of product warranties with the producers—one year for school desks and other furniture, for example, and three years for the grain silos and electricity poles. In the case of school furniture, each item had a metal plate with the producer’s name and the number of the contract. If an item proved defective, it was returned to the producer for repair or replacement; if that producer had closed down in the interim, the association of producers to which that firm had belonged was contractually responsible. All these arrangements reinforced the pressures on both the firms and the agencies to deliver a good product.

The Ceará program involved none of the traditional subsidies on inputs or subsidized bank credit for which SF programs have been criticized. Even the technical assistance—one of the few currently accepted ways of subsidizing SF growth—was only partially subsidized, at most, given that SEBRAE charged for it through the 5 percent commission on the contracts. The 50 percent advance on the contract, of course, might be viewed as an implicit subsidy of interest-free credit for working capital, especially given Brazil’s high rates of inflation in the 1980s and early 1990s. Paying even partially in advance for goods and services, moreover, would seem to be risky business for government, as well as imposing high monitoring costs. But the advance payment differed importantly from the typical case of subsidized small-firm credit.

First, the advance payment minuuckd the way many large private customers finance those of their small-firm suppliers who cannot obtain bank finance for working-capital costs. Namely, the customer pays a significant portion of the final payment upfront—in the form of credit, cash, or raw materials—and the remaining payment is tied to the delivery of the product. The advance therefore reduced the major financial obstacle to small-firm competition for public-sector business—an outcome also found in several other countries. The importance of SFs being able to compete for public contracts, then, lies not only in the benefit to them, but also in terms of making available to government a better selection of goods and services from which to choose.

Second, if a particular producer did not deliver to the association on time, or produced a faulty product, the other firms in the association were jointly responsible. They had to make up for any shortfall in the association’s total order before being paid for their own deliveries. In these cases, obviously, the better-performing firms had good reason to pressure the laggards to comply. Because of the visibility of the association in the community, the dissatisfaction of the better-performing firms damaged the reputation of the laggard firms. This disciplining mechanism was key to the quality and productivity improvements of the procurement program, and to the reduction of transaction costs to government of buying from small firms.

The intrafirm disciplining dynamic of these arrangements seems similar to the peer pressure used to ensure repayment in the microcredit programs that have now become so popular. Representing a significant advance in small lending over the past decade, these programs bring individuals together in small borrower groups with joint responsibility for repayment. The effect of grouping in the Ceará case, however, was greater than in most programs of microcredit. Each firm belonging to the groups of the Ceará program, that is, produced the same product, and was already an established producer. Microcredit groups, in contrast, bring together individuals who are often not experienced producers or who are not all engaged in the same activity. The discipline of the Ceará case, in other words, involved more than peer pressure around repayment: in the course of pressuring the laggards, the better-performing firms also persuaded the weaker ones to improve the quality of their product, and helped them do so. This was a key contributing factor to the ongoing increases in product quality among the program’s suppliers.

The arrangements described above, in sum, brought four important factors into play. First, they created a healthy distance between two sets of government actors—SIC/SEBRAE and the purchasing departments. Second, they made SEBRAE’s income dependent on the performance of the producers to which it provided technical assistance, through the commission SEBRAE earned on the contract. Third, SEBRAE’s insistence on working only with associations of SFs, not individual firms, helped overcome
one of the major problems of procuring from small firms—the need to make many small contracts. Fourth, this combination of arrangements introduced both discipline and technical support regarding quality and other aspects of performance among the firms themselves. This combination of pressures and incentives is rarely found in programs of SF-favoring procurement, SF bank credit, or SF extension. The following two sections illustrate how it all worked.

**Industrial Cluster and Growth Pole**

Under the guidance of the procurement program, SJA turned into the classic case of a small-firm cluster or industrial district. The Araru Association of Furniture-Makers (Associação dos Moveleiros de Araru), which was formed at the state’s urging to produce the first orders, had started with only four firms and had grown, five years later, to 42. In addition to serving its members, the association had become a major civic institution in the town. Among other activities, it formed a permanent committee for group purchase of timber and other materials (with correspondingly increased bargaining power vis-à-vis suppliers); organized the sharing of equipment among members; shared information about opportunities to purchase secondhand equipment; and sought ways of preventing sawmill accidents, also pressuring the state to provide an expert on occupational safety. The association also constructed its own building, dubbed by the townspeople as their “church” because producers met there almost every night. The building also served as a store for raw materials, and job seekers frequented the place for leads on possible work.

When SEBRAE first started working with the SJA producers, the agency’s frequent rejections of defective products or parts translated into a self-imposed pressure to improve the quality of the labor force. As a result, the sawmill association took upon itself the cause of upgrading skills in the town. To this end, the association successfully lobbied the mayor of the município to arrange night-school sessions for high-school-age sawmill workers who worked during the day in the sawmills. Teachers arrived every evening by bus from a town 45 minutes away. Such a thing was almost unheard of in the interior towns of the Northeast. Led by the association, moreover, SJA struggled to become independent of the município of Morada Nova and become its own município, as faster-growing districts throughout the state had tended to do.

In addition to the dynamic interfirm cooperation of this new small-firm cluster, backward and forward linkages to firms in other sectors emerged in almost textbook fashion and with remarkable spontaneity. The sawmills of SJA moved “backward” into repair, then assembly of sawmill equipment like bandsaws, and then equipment for sugarcane and cassava mills operating in the region, as well as for local manufacturers of cheese. Five storeowners bought trucks to transport the timber from the forest to the sawmills. A new supplier of Amazonian hardwood set up business in the town. A private bus company opened a new line between the town and the state’s largest city and capital 130 kilometers away—a bus ride of almost three hours. The Bank of Brazil opened a new branch—quite unusual for a district of only 9,000 inhabitants, particularly given that the bank was streamlining its operations and closing existing branches in several larger districts. The flurry of new manufacturing activity and employment in SJA, in turn, led to a spurt of housing construction. A new brick-making operation opened up and hired 20 workers. Townspeople who had lived in mud huts before, and then built adobe houses, proudly showed visitors the old mud structures, which they had left standing so all could see how their lives had improved since the 1987 drought.

The unforeseen development of linkages in SJA was striking, especially in contrast to the many programs that have tried unsuccessfully to create such linkages through a series of “integrated” and significantly more costly public investments in industrial development. The managers of SIC and SEBRAE, after all, were not even thinking about possible linkage effects when they chose to purchase wheelbarrows and school furniture from SJA. This was not for lack of interest in linkage dynamics or of appreciation for the virtues of interfirm cooperation. Indeed, these agencies were at the same time implementing a full-blown scheme to create interfirm cooperation and linkage dynamics among small footwear producers in the state’s third largest city, Sobral. They even used the language of linkage in their name for the project, “the footwear growth pole of Sobral.”

Sobral, with 100,000 inhabitants and numerous small leather footwear firms, certainly seemed to provide more scope for fashioning an industrial district than did tiny São João do Araru. At the time of this research, however, the prospects for the forging of this kind of SF growth pole in Sobral seemed dim even though the two agencies, ironically, had tried much harder there than they had in SJA. They imposed a grand developmental scheme that set out to change the basic structure of production in the footwear sector, generously providing finance, training, leather inputs, and fully equipped workshops. In that the Sobral and SJA programs were the
products of the same agencies and persons, their contrast drives home the importance of the organization of service delivery in determining whether SF programs work well or poorly—as distinct from the expertise of a particular agency’s staff, the quality of its leadership, or the particulars of the historical moment.

The state’s role in unleashing the growth of SJA’s small-firm cluster, with its attendant linkage effects, poses an important challenge to the literature of small-firm industrial districts. These studies report that small-firm clustering has always preceded public support and cannot be created by “some government agency.” Yet in the case of São João do Aruara, the state created a small-firm cluster or district almost “from scratch,” and out of the raw material of only four small sawmills of three employees each. If for this reason alone, the state’s approach in this case merits scrutiny.

**Forced by Procurement**

Unlike many SF programs, the Ceará program did three important things. First, it linked small firms to a customer that was already accustomed to purchasing large quantities of school furniture, uniforms, and wheelbarrows, whether from small firms or not. Second, by bringing the support agency together with the firms through a contract for procurement, the program forced the agency, in effect, to provide “training” at the firm site rather than in the classroom, and as problems were discovered. Third, this process helped the support agency discover the critical bottlenecks and learn how to break them.

During a visit to one of the sawmills, for example, a SEBRAE engineer discovered that timber for school desks was being stored without appropriate protection from rain or humidity. This prevented proper drying and caused the wood to crack later. Prior to this, SEBRAE’s standard technical advice had covered design of the furniture and wood selection, but not drying or storage. In the case of the small metal grain silos purchased by the Department of Agriculture for on-farm storage, some firms had had difficulty producing an adequate seal through their soldering process. Correcting this was imperative, given that an imperfect seal created the danger of pest infestation. SEBRAE’s engineers suggested a different approach to the soldering process, and worked side by side with the producers until they achieved a perfect seal. In a final example from the school repair case, presented below, SEBRAE technicians discovered—upon observing the building tradesmen working—that they were not waterproofing ceilings or protecting the cement of the school courtyards from cracking in Ceará’s intense equatorial sunlight. The technicians showed the contractors how to use a ceiling product made of oil for waterproofing and how to add a plastic-based material to the concrete to prevent cracking.

Firm owners working under the procurement program took the impending visits of the agency technicians quite seriously. The woodworking firms of SJA, for example, told how they would meet together before a visit by the SEBRAE technician in order to draw up a list of common problems they were facing in the course of fulfilling their orders. The technicians, in turn, reported that they liked working this way much better. It made their task “easier,” they said, because they could concentrate on the problems brought to them by their clients. On those occasions when they were unable to come up with immediate solutions, they could research the problems and bring suggestions on their next visit.

The technicians’ advice and their understanding of the sector, in sum, emerged from working together with the producers at the firm site. This contrasts with the pre-set agendas and packages so common in other business extension services, with much of these two agencies’ other programs, and with the agricultural extension services of the previous chapter.

**Quality, Price, and the Reluctant Buyer**

The school principals who received the new school desks made in SJA reported that they were actually better than the desks they had received previously. They complained that the latter, produced by two large manufacturers located in the more developed southern state of Paraná, had not lasted more than three years. Whereas the Paraná desks were made of laminated wood, which swelled and warped when exposed to dampness, the SJA desks were made of the solid hardwood available locally. This section attempts to explain how rustic firms that had not even produced school desks before, let alone in such large quantity, could have produced a product of higher quality and lower cost than a larger, more sophisticated manufacturer.

In most SF-assisting procurement programs, the buying agency uses the product or service itself or resells it, usually at a subsidized price, to final consumers. Either the buying agency is an advocate of SFs, or a higher authority has mandated that it buy from SFs. This case was different: the support and the purchasing functions were housed in different agencies
preparation. In a litany of complaints that would be familiar to many program evaluators, the two agencies dwelled on how much time they had had to spend overcoming the resistances of the purchasing departments and outsmarting their subterfuges. They peppered their complaints with tales of alleged collusion between these agencies’ procurement departments and the displaced suppliers and distributors, and of untoward pressures by them on the state’s governor. Regardless of the truth of these complaints, it was clear that the “lack of cooperation” by the purchasing agencies pressured the support agencies to focus their assistance on improving the quality of the SF product.

The procurement program’s conspicuous origins in the 1987 drought created similar pressures to perform. The state government had broadly advertised the procurement program to its citizenry as a bold new approach to reducing the unemployment resulting from the drought emergency. Although SF-assisting programs often couch their goals in the language of employment creation, they are rarely faced with the urgency posed by an intense drought and its specter of famine, sickness and death, and widespread looting of food stores and warehouses—let alone the possible loss of votes by a newly elected governor who had promised reform.

Under the pressure of the limelight and the reluctant purchasing departments, any failing in goods and services provided by the program’s clients would have been more conspicuous than usual. If the wooden wheelbarrows were to break down, this would have clearly discredited the new experiment. If the soder on the grain silos were to prove defective, this would have endangered the supplies of the many small farmers who had stored their grain in the 2,000 silos distributed after the drought. Paying careful attention to problems like these enabled the two agencies to avoid embarrassing failures. The urgency and the high stakes, then, gave these otherwise minor agencies a chance to prove their mettle in the face of a major crisis.

SEBRAE technicians had to maintain their vigilance around quality even after a producer association had completed its order, because of the contractual requirements for payment and the system of warranties. When an order was completed, the technicians inspected it at the site of production, rejected those items that did not meet quality standards, and required that the firm replace any defective article promptly. When the program first started, the rejection rate was 15 percent. Some desks were built with a poor-quality wood, for example, and some had a desk arm of the wrong length. Because SEBRAE would not authorize payment to the as-
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association until the defects were corrected, this caused the good-quality producers to pressure the laggards, threatening to exclude them from subsequent contracts and sometimes actually doing so.

Making the groups responsible for any misbehaving members elicited self-monitoring mechanisms among the firms. These were crucial to the improvement of quality and to the state government's ability to pay its suppliers 50 percent in advance without, at the same time, creating a new set of monitoring troubles. The self-monitoring also reduced the monitoring burden of the support agencies. Because the firms valued the public contracts so highly, together with the technical assistance that accompanied them and the 50 percent payment advanced by the state, they had strong incentives to comply. In addition, the small producers took pride in their new role as suppliers to government. They would often honor the warranty beyond the legal period, or help with problems that were not their responsibility. In one case, for example, the Department of Education of the state's capital city had stored 2,000 school desks, chairs, and bookcases it had purchased from the program for more than a year without adequate protection from humidity and heat. Even though the producers were not responsible for the ensuing damage and the warranty period had expired, the association of woodworking firms sent some of its members to repair the furniture, asking only for reimbursement for their bus tickets to the city.

The final piece of reinforcement for these market-like tests was the 5 percent commission earned by SEBRAE on every procurement contract. Five years after the program started, these commissions added up to 15 percent of the agency's revenues, having become an important new source of income in an era of declining support from other sources. SEBRAE definitely had something to lose, then, if the producers they were coaching did not perform well under their contracts.

When Small Firms Deliver Better: School Maintenance, Repair, and Reconstruction

The early part of this chapter laid out the reasons why government agencies look askance at purchasing from small firms, and why governments and experts have shown little interest in the matter. Some of their reasons have to do with the seemingly reasonable assumption that purchasing from larger, more established firms or distributors is less costly and less time-consuming, and that small firms cannot promptly deliver a product of equal quality and price. I challenged this view, explaining how established suppliers divide their work between their public and private customers in a way that can lead to lower quality and higher cost in the services purchased by government. The gap in quality and cost between the larger and smaller firms, then, is not always as great as is commonly assumed. This section provides an example from the experience of the Ceará program with the maintenance, repair, and reconstruction of schools and other public buildings.

The contracting of small firms to provide maintenance and repair services for public schools started with 109 schools under the municipal jurisdiction of the state's capital city, Fortaleza. The mayor who introduced the innovation in Fortaleza expanded it subsequently, when he became governor, to an additional 253 state schools in that city and in some of the other larger towns in the interior. In reminiscing about the initiative, the ex-mayor liked to describe the remarkable state of disrepair in which he had found the city's school buildings when he took over in 1989. Inspired by what he had heard about the early successes of the state's procurement program in other sectors, he ordered the city's Department of Education to let out small contracts for school maintenance, repair, and reconstruction to informal tradesmen and small firms. The department contracted 25 informal contractors—small associations of electricians, plumbers, bricklayers, and painters, as well as small contractor firms—to repair all its school buildings, for a sum total of US$190,000. This first project took only 45 days to complete—very important for a new mayor wanting to start his term of office impressively.

As a result of reforms taking place in the education sector at the same time, the state and city Departments of Education were also experimenting with the decentralization of school repair decisions to school principals. The principals distinctly preferred the new approach, which led to greater accountability, better-quality work from contractors, and significant savings. This section explains why. For purposes of brevity, I refer to this program as "school repair," which also includes the repair of school equipment such as videos and projectors.

From Equity to Efficiency

Prior to the new procurement program in education, decisions about school repair had been taken by the headquarters of the respective De-
departments of Education. For major repairs and reconstruction, another department dedicated exclusively to building construction would carry out these tasks itself or contract them out to private firms. When a school or its equipment needed repair, the school principal would requisition education headquarters or the other state or municipal department responsible for such works. The response often took many weeks or even months, and sometimes never came at all.

Compared to contracts for school construction and reconstruction, contracts for school and equipment repair are typically small, averaging US$5,000. The work involves discrete tasks such as building outside walls, laying sidewalks, fixing roofs, or installing water connections, electricity, and gates. Given the distances between schools, the work is dispersed. Medium and large building contractors lose valuable time and capital moving their costly fleets of heavy equipment from one small work site to the next. They therefore find the repair and reconstruction contracts less attractive than construction-only contracts, and the school construction contracts less attractive than larger single-site construction jobs. They nevertheless bid on these less desirable jobs when times are bad, or as “fill” in between large contracts—a common practice in other places. Because contractors view this work as “second-best,” they are frequently hurried and do shoddy work; poor supervision by fiscally strapped city and state administrations does not help. In addition, larger contractors frequently leave these jobs before they are completed—promising to return later—as soon as a larger, more desirable contract appears.

In the case of school repair in Ceará, issues of decentralization were intertwined with those related to procuring from small firms. The inefficiencies of existing procurement practices, as described above, had two related causes. One lay in the previously centralized approach to the procurement of school services, and the other in diseconomies involved in using larger contractors, including a procurement environment that allowed contractors to do shoddy work. The next subsection explains how these inefficiencies were reduced through a combination of SF procurement and decentralization to school principals of decision making about repair.

**Decentralization, Community Associations, and Monitoring**

In the beginning of the school repair program, and as in the case of SJA, SEBRAE encouraged individual building tradesmen to form associations, and then brokered the contracting process between these associations and state or municipal Departments of Education. Soon after, SEBRAE gradually resorted to another mechanism that was considerably less time-consuming than seeking out and evaluating the work of each individual tradesman or small contractor. It turned to another party—neighborhood and parent-teacher associations in the vicinity of each school. These groups already existed, having formed to pressure city government about the supply of water, sewerage, and other services, including the quality of their children’s schooling and school buildings. Some of the tradesmen belonged to these associations themselves.

In a further lessening of the burden on SEBRAE, the school principals took over the task of consulting with the neighborhood association about the choice of a contractor and the supervision of the work. In some cases, the members of the neighborhood associations themselves took turns supervising the work. SEBRAE staff had previously explained to the neighborhood associations what they should watch for if they wanted to “monitor” the contractors’ work. When work on a school commenced, members of the better-organized associations passed by the school site regularly to see how work was progressing, and whether the contractors were using acceptable materials and carrying out other required practices. It was not unusual that association members would report back to the principal on the quality of work, good as well as bad.

The involvement of the neighborhood associations in the selection of the contractor, and their subsequent monitoring presence while work was being done, clearly contributed to better results—an outcome reported in similar programs elsewhere. The local contractors understood that they could not afford to get a reputation in the neighborhood for doing shoddy work, and they felt grateful for work they never before had. As a result, the better organized the neighborhood association in the area of a particular school, the better the repair and reconstruction work tended to be. Also, the stealing of materials stored at the site, a major problem at construction sites and with significant cost implications, was much less frequent because of informal monitoring by parent associations.

By providing each school principal with a budget for maintenance and repair and leaving the expenditure of those funds up to her or him, the Department of Education had freed itself of the burden of dealing with many small contracts for repair and maintenance. The principals, in turn, liked having control over maintenance and repair—in brief, over the physical quality of life in their schools. They also liked getting help from the
neighborhood association in identifying local contractors and in supervision, since that reduced the new burdens placed on them by decentralization. In contrast to the previous situation, then, contracting for and monitoring of school repair were now in the hands of two new and more watchful "stakeholders"—the school principals and the neighborhood associations—with considerable self-interest in making sure good-quality work was done. Contracting centrally with one large firm did not bring such self-interested monitors to the numerous work sites. It is remarkable, actually, that governments do not take more advantage of these opportunities for cost-free monitoring in order to ensure better-quality work and less pillaging, particularly in contract work involving many widely dispersed work sites.

As in the case of the SJA woodworkers, finally, the public contracts helped launch these small producers into new, private markets. Some gained work as subcontractors to two large construction firms building dams under contract to the state; for jobs like this, which required the contracting of so much labor, these firms found it less costly and time-consuming to contract a group of workers and their "master craftsman," all of whom already had proven experience working together. Other small contractors subsequently bid successfully, for the first time, for contracts to repair or reconstruct other public buildings throughout the interior of the state. The contracting agencies had come to know of the small contractors' work through the praise of the school principals, as well as through the intense publicity surrounding the program, to which I turn now.

Publicity, Opposition, and the Unreplicated Success

From the description of the procurement program so far, one would have no inkling of the political maelstrom stirred up by the effort to buy from small firms, nor of the incessant publicity surrounding it. The state government played an important role in contributing to the maelstrom, and then contended with it quite cleverly. I end the story here because it brings out three issues of significance for public procurement as an instrument of SF development, and for SF programs in general. First is the opposition to SF procurement from supplier firms and distributors that are displaced or fear they will be. Second is the high commitment to the job found among the technicians who work in more customized programs like this one. Third is the fact that the most successful case of local development resulting from this program emerged out of the concentration of assistance on a cluster of four firms producing the same product in one district. Though these three lessons do not seem related, they were all intertwined in the story of intense publicity.

Starting with the procurement program's beginnings in the 1987 drought, the state government went out of its way to publicize its achievements on television and radio and in newspapers and posters. At first, the national as well as local news media picked up the stories because the Northeast's chronic sufferings from drought, together with clientelism and graft, always made for good copy. In contrast to the usual tale of inadequate public preparedness and malfaisance in the distribution of relief supplies and jobs, these reports gave wide coverage to the "speed" with which the state government had mobilized small firms to produce the wheelbarrows in 1987 and, later, the grain silos.

The publicity did not stop with the ending of the drought, and was still going strong four years after the program's start. It portrayed the procurement initiative in quite noble terms: the state had "turned public procurement democratic," had economized during hard times, and had shifted its purchases from outside the state to within—creating a program that was an outstanding example of "austerity and morality." The state government organized a public seminar on the program, inviting other governors and high-level public managers from throughout the country. The occasion culminated in a visit to São João do Aruara and its makers of school furniture. This was one of an endless number of occasions on which SIC or SEBRAE took visiting dignitaries by bus on the almost three-hour trip to SJA.

There were obvious political reasons for the state's exuberant proclamations about the procurement program. The two reformist governors who presided over its founding and growth had serious national political ambitions. They busily touted their achievements outside the state, including that of the procurement program. The publicity helped protect the program from demise by way of the fierce opposition it provoked from the manufacturers or dealers that it displaced. Although the state did not attack the protesting suppliers directly in publicizing the program—the out-of-state products having been sold by local distributors—it went out of its way to advertise that it was "coming to the rescue of local industry," reducing problems of unemployment, and mending its bad habits of purchasing from outside the state.
all the effects of the publicity, however, were felicitous. In the concentrated assistance provided to the woodworkers of SJÀ, that is, SIC and SEBRAE had clearly developed a quite successful demand-driven model of assistance to small firms. But the publicity-driven popularity of the program throughout the state created broadly dispersed demands for the procurement contracts. As a SIC official explained, “I had to help the largest number of firms and districts possible.” It was politically difficult, in other words, for the state to heed the lesson of success in SJÀ. That would have required concentrating contracts and assistance in a few municipios at a time, where at least embryonic clusters of producers were already operating, while denying support to many other contenders. SIC and SEBRAE, then, dispersed the contracts subsequent to SJÀ across the state’s municipios, seeming to fail to learn the lesson of this success.

Governments frequently fail to notice certain successes, especially when they take place in such remote corners of the territory like SJÀ. But the state government in this case clearly noticed what was happening in SJÀ and even capitalized on it, making the case into an ongoing public-relations event. This, ironically, contributed to spoiling the possibility for replication. In ceding to the pressures to expand to various municipios, then, the state had to violate the lesson underlying its first success. That it ceded in this particular case, however, does not violate the validity of the lesson.

Conclusion

Governments and NGOs have become more and more interested in small firms, and programs to assist them, because of their alleged potential to create employment and reduce poverty. But the resulting rapidly proliferating programs of support to SFs, whether government or NGO, are largely supply-driven despite the fact that demand-driven models are significantly more effective. This chapter has raised questions about the persistence of the prevailing supply-driven model, and has showed why the demand-driven approach is better.

DDA outperforms SDA on four fronts. First, it produces better results in terms of sustained SF-based growth and, hence, provides a stronger argument for assisting SFs than the current “social” arguments that portray small firms as pathetic. Second, it elicits better performance from support agencies, whether in the public or nongovernment sectors, and technicians
show greater dedication to their work. These institutional actors tend to be neglected in the SF literature, which focuses largely on the weaknesses and needs of SFs. Third, it does more than SDA to reduce the problematic transaction and monitoring costs of purchasing from small firms, and at the same time helps them improve the quality of their product. Fourth, and with respect to SF-favoring public procurement in particular, it can lead to government's procuring goods and services of better quality and lower cost. This will happen if SF-favoring procurement is structured along the lines suggested below, and also because the existing market in which developing country governments procure goods and services is less efficient than it is normally assumed to be.

One part of my argument related to the strengths of DDA as a way of organizing SF assistance—whether in the government, NGO, or for-profit sector. The second part related to the particular form of DDA seen in the Ceará case—the procurement of goods and services by government. I focused on procurement because government customers have been significant actors in many stories of SF-based growth, although less studied than similar cases in the private sector. Also, government purchases, including all levels of government, account for a large share of total expenditures in developing countries. They represent a major untapped opportunity for promoting SF-based local growth, which dwarfs the resources devoted to date to supply-driven SF programs. SF-favoring procurement programs, nevertheless, have been plagued by certain problems. Through the Ceará case and others like it, it was possible to discover the conditions under which DDA around procurement could work well. This conclusion first sums up the case for DDA as opposed to SDA, and then the conditions under which procurement-focused DDA in particular can be effective.

Demand-driven support to SFs mimics history. Assistance to small firms from large purchasers, whether private or public, has tended to play an important role in the stories of significant SF-based growth. DDA works better because it forces support agencies to fashion customized assistance—to firms that produce the same product and are located near each other—around production for a particular contract. If the product is not up to standard, it is rejected or the contract is not renewed. Under SDA, neither the firm nor the support agency is subjected to this market test. SDA delivers standardized service—business advice, training, production assistance, or credit—to as large a number of firms, often quite diverse, as possible. This assumes, implicitly, that there are problems that are generic to all SFs, which can be reduced by offering standardized services—an asumption proven wrong by almost two decades of evaluation research on SFs and SF-support programs. In recent years, moreover, customized assistance has become increasingly recognized as a better model of service delivery in general in the public as well as the private sectors because it is more problem- and results-oriented.

In organizing its services to SFs around a particular contract for goods or services, DDA necessarily tends to work with groups of small firms rather than individual firms. This contributes to the development of certain growth-promoting externalities among the firms themselves—the possibility of sharing orders, specialization among firms, joint purchase of inputs, and joint action toward solving other problems. Students of SF clusters or industrial districts have shown that these externalities are key elements in the dynamic growth of successful clusters. Although SDA may also encourage firms to organize in some cases, the effect is not the same: the support agency does not link the organizing, and the service that goes with it, to a contract and the problems that arise in meeting it.

SF-favoring procurement in particular must observe the following four criteria if it is to work its magic. These criteria emerged from the study of the Ceará case and others like it.

First, and in contrast to many SF-favoring procurement programs, purchasing units should not be required to buy from small firms. Otherwise, these units will not be demanding with respect to price and quality. This criterion also suggests that the SF-support functions be kept separate from the purchasing function, so that the support agency, together with the firms, will have to prove to the purchasing unit that SF products can be delivered at the same price and quality as those of the government's existing suppliers. Although the support and purchase functions in the Ceará case were actually housed in different public agencies, this need not be the case. The support unit can be a nongovernment agency; or, as in some cases of SF-favoring private customers, it can be housed in a unit within the purchasing department itself.

Second, SF-favoring procurement should contract only with groups of firms, and pay each producer only upon delivery of a satisfactory product of the whole group. This is crucial to reducing the transaction and monitoring burdens of government purchase from SFs, as well as to reducing the risks of adverse selection. Working this way automatically shifts a significant part of the responsibility for monitoring from the support (or purchasing) agency to the firms themselves. This creates a dynamic of joint responsibility that resembles the peer pressure of today's popular micro-
lending programs. The better firms sanction the laggards and, in the process, assist the laggards in improving the quality of their product.

Third, to work properly, SF-favoring procurement must make a substantial part of the payment to suppliers up front—in the Ceará case, 50 percent. This is how many successful SFs actually acquire working-capital finance, namely, from large private customers; this is already being done in some of the social investment funds, albeit at a typically smaller share of contract value than that of the Ceará program. The advance also solves one of the major problems bedeviling SF-favoring procurement—the failure of SFs to deliver because of insufficient working capital. Although advance payment would seem to increase monitoring costs and the risks of nondelivery, the contractual arrangements suggested above virtually eliminate these problems: they elicit self-monitoring and self-imposed sanctions among the firms themselves. Advance payment, finally, is a more effective method of providing working-capital finance to small firms than the special lines of subsidized credit that are typical of SF programs.

Fourth, the support agency must earn a small commission on the contract. This makes the agency at least partly dependent on the performance of the firms it serves for its income, which elicits more concern about improving the effectiveness of service. SDA, in contrast, not only frequently operates with full subsidy, but suffers from the absence of this built-in incentive to critically evaluate its work.

In closing, I emphasize that SF-favoring procurement requires little additional expenditure of resources and, as the Ceará story shows, may actually reduce the costs of running government. Most of its employment-creating and growth-inducing effects derive from government purchases that would have been made in any case, with or without the SF-favoring program. The need for subsidy is less than in existing supply-driven programs, since the contract presents an opportunity for the support agency to charge a commission, and no subsidized credit is offered to firms. The only additional expenditure is for technical support—minuscule in relation to the procurement itself. This support could be easily mobilized, in fact, by commandeering the organizational resources of the myriad SF programs now operating in the supply-driven mold.

---

Civil Servants and Civil Society,
Governments Central and Local

This book has argued that much of the current advice offered to developing countries, and the thinking that underlies it, is misguided. The advice ignores a substantial body of evidence about the conditions under which service organizations perform well. Those who formulate the advice have not been curious enough about the evidence embedded in instances of good government in the countries being advised, the case described in this book being a small example. This chapter reviews the contrasts between the advice and the reality as they emerged from these cases. It then uses the findings to suggest a way of interpreting the behavior of governments and of formulating advice that sticks more closely to the evidence.

Work Transformed

All the programs or parts of them reviewed in this book showed signs of high performance and significant impacts. In preventive health, infant mortality declined and vaccination coverage increased dramatically. In agricultural extension, the output and productivity of client-farmers increased significantly and measurably. The procurement program did the same for
its small-firm suppliers, in addition to causing significant spillovers in the form of local economic development. The program of public works construction during the drought emergency created jobs more rapidly than usual, succeeded in dedicating an unusually high share of expenditures to labor as opposed to equipment and administration, and de-clienteled the distribution of jobs, projects, and relief supplies.

Four explanations for the better performance ran across these cases. Although the explanations are closely entwined, it is worth separating them out for purposes of discussion.

First, the workers in these programs showed high dedication to their jobs. Either they came to the jobs dedicated and their work environment rewarded and hence perpetuated that dedication, or the circumstances of their work elicited commitment from them. Although the importance of committed workers to improved performance would seem obvious, I start the chain of explanation here. This is because mainstream development advice pays little attention to the matter of worker commitment, except to argue that government workers are doomed by their self-interest to be uncommitted. And it does not worry about the array of practices now widely known to bring about dedication to the job. This despite the large body of IPWT evidence pointing to worker dedication as not only quite possible but as indispensable to improved performance in service organizations. While this latter realm of inquiry tries to understand the conditions under which worker dedication increases, the development community occupies its mind with ways of protecting the public from the self-interest of workers.

Second, government itself fed the high dedication of these workers with repeated public demonstrations of admiration and respect for what they were doing. It built a sense of calling around these particular programs and their workers. It publicized the programs incessantly, even their minor successes. It gave prizes for good performance, with much pomp and ceremony. It lured journalists, politicians, and other dignitaries into visiting the communities where the programs were producing results. When it recruited and trained workers for some of these programs, it talked to them like a chosen people. Simply by virtue of working in these programs, they were told, they stood above the rest as leaders, and this placed a special burden on them to behave responsibly. All this contributed to a new respect for these workers by the public—remarkable in a time of widespread contempt for government. Workers reveled in the new respect and, in a kind of virtuous circle, they wanted to live up to it. Note the difference in this sequence of improved performance from that implicit in development advice, where the public servant is presumed guilty of self-interest unless proven otherwise.

The "choseness" felt by Ceará's public servants in these particular instances, it should be added, was different from that of the typical case in which government is successful at creating the notion of a chosen elite in public service. Among these latter "mandarin" or "closed" systems of recruitment, the French and Japanese cases are the best known. They tend to form an elite cadre within a larger body of public servants, partly through selection of candidates from prestigious, elite educational institutions that exist mainly to serve this purpose. But in the Ceará case, the sense of choseness cut across all categories of workers, including the temporary and less educated ones. Although there is certainly no comparison between the performance of the French and Japanese civil services and that of Ceará, even in its best-performing programs, the sense of calling and choseness of the Ceará cases did not involve the much-noted pitfalls of the mandarin systems: elitist attitudes among the elite cadre toward the public and toward noncadre co-workers, the inequity and perceived violation of egalitarian values inherent in recruitment through elite educational institutions with few opportunities for entry, and the absence of qualified subordinate cadres within the public service.

In publicizing its programs, Ceará's state government often had purposes in mind other than those of bestowing respect on its best workers. By granting prizes to the municípios with the best improvements in vaccination coverage and reduction of infant mortality, the state wanted to encourage the regular collection and analysis of health indicators at the local level. In explaining to the public exactly what kinds of services were supposed to be delivered by the health and drought relief programs, and what workers were supposed to be doing or not doing, the state wanted to get citizens to monitor both its workers and local governments.

The publicity also served the purpose of creating a new constituency that would help the governors and agency managers overcome political opposition. This came from large private suppliers in the case of public procurement from small firms, from nurses and physicians in the case of the paraprofessionalization of preventive health, and from mayors in the case of the drought relief program's attempts to de-cliente the distribution of jobs, projects, and supplies. Finally, and most simply, the flurry of publicity served the purpose of projecting a highly favorable national image of two young reformist governors, for whom brilliant careers in
national politics clearly lay ahead. To point out these other intentions is not to belittle them or to detract from the achievements, but to show how remarkably easy it can be, in certain instances, to induce public-sector workers into performing better.

Third, the recognition felt by these workers, and its contribution to their performance, was also related to the different way their work was organized. Workers carried out a larger and more varied set of tasks than normal, often voluntarily. Some of these additional tasks lay outside their expertise and prescribed functions, often requiring simply the brokering of connections between clients and the larger world of government agencies and private suppliers. Paraprofessional health agents, for example, provided a little curative care in addition to their preventive work. But curative care is normally reserved for and, indeed, jealously guarded by, physicians and nurses. Agricultural extension agents supervised numerous small construction projects in the drought relief program. But this is normally the task of engineers and associated supervisors.

In yet another example, the agricultural extension agent tackled an agenda of various and sundry problems prepared by the farmers themselves—in contrast to, as elsewhere in the state, delivering the typically standardized messages to all farmers about how to improve farming. Some of the problems for which these farmers asked his help were beyond his immediate expertise or responsibilities, like repairing irrigation equipment or getting access to an unsympathetic bank. Business extension specialists, similarly, went to the firm site rather than offer advice in their offices or the classroom. Normally specialized in certain functions like technical assistance, credit, or training, they provided a little of all these things and even others in the course of helping their clients solve unforeseen problems that came up while they were producing to fulfill a contract.

This seeming jumble of tasks, sometimes involving more brokering than expertise, cohered together in a client-centric, problem-solving approach to service delivery. It gave rise to trusting and respectful relationships between clients and public servants—both parties repeatedly using the language of trust and respect to describe these arrangements. The more customized the work, both sides reported, the better the results.

These findings would come as no surprise to the students of improved performance in large firms or, more recently, even to some of those studying how to improve the performance of the public sector in industrialized countries. Job enlargement, multitask work, customization, one-stop shopping for customers, and greater discretion of worker and client in driving the work agenda are by now standard features of the stories of best practice in large firms. But in the world of development advice, experts view the multitask jobs as distinctly bad practice: the extra tasks, they say, distract workers from their "real" work, undermine program objectives, and increase worker discretion more than is desirable in a public-sector world full of opportunities to misbehave.

Each sector has its own variation on this critique of "extra" tasks. Public health experts say, and with good reason, that preventive health goals are already compromised by the lure of curative care to health workers, professionals, and clients alike. Agricultural extension experts say that agents are already too burdened with processing credit applications for farmers and with doing special duty in the wake of natural disasters. One of the most explicit attempts by development experts to keep these distractions at a safe distance can be found in the Training-and-Visit (T&V) model of agricultural extension, promoted for many years by the World Bank. T&V prides itself on specifying tasks more narrowly, stripping away the "extra" tasks that plague extension agents, and tightening up the "sloppy" job definitions to a basic core of agricultural expertise. T&V's stripped-down job involves a carefully specified schedule of field visits to deliver standardized messages to all farmers about good farming practices. This circumvention of job boundaries is just the opposite of what occurred in the best-practice Ceará cases recounted here.

Fourth, it is important to note that the concerns of T&V experts and others who would circumscribe worker tasks need to be taken quite seriously. The greater variety of tasks can indeed burden workers and certainly does allow more space for shirking and rent seeking. In these cases, however, such problems were kept under control by two mechanisms: the state's messages to the public and the customization of work. As with the best-practice firms of the industrialized world moving toward a more customized organization of work, moreover, the extra tasks of the Ceará cases were not simply slapped onto existing jobs without rhyme or reason. They cohered together as a set of activities that were necessary to achieve the program's goals, whether it was improved health, greater agricultural productivity, or growth of small firms. The proof of the pudding was the greater output increases of client farms and firms that occurred when work was organized this way.

Because the multitask nature of these jobs arose partly out of a process of consultation between workers and clients, they also contained certain self-monitoring processes. Farmers would complain to supervisors, for
example, when they felt that a particular agent was not helping them progress on their mutually agreed-upon agenda of work. Just as important to the issue of shirking, the state government’s messages to the public about its programs drew in the public as outside monitors. Ironically, this was the flip side of the same messages that made these workers feel recognized and honored by citizens. The health and drought relief programs articulated the monitoring messages most explicitly: they informed citizens of what public servants should actually be doing and not doing, such as working eight hours a day, living in the communities where they worked, or not distributing political campaign information during visits to households.

In a variation on this theme, the school maintenance and repair program drew neighborhood associations into the process of selecting small contractors. And to enable these associations to informally monitor the repair and reconstruction work, agency technicians instructed them in some basic procedures that contractors should be following, like the proper preparation of wall surfaces for receiving tiles. In yet another variation, the public procurement, drought relief, and health programs repeatedly advised communities to pressure mayors, state legislators, and agency managers to provide them with services. This made the workers in these programs more visible to the public, and subjected them to the impatience of communities not yet receiving service. On the face of it, these messages and their virtual delegation of a band of community monitors might seem to create a rather unpleasant environment in which to work. But that was not the case because of the larger context of respect for public service in which the messages were delivered.

In order to make service delivery more customized along the lines suggested here, certain practical problems would need to be faced. For example, if the work agenda of the agricultural extension agency should be driven by problems defined by its client-farmers, this requires substantial modification of the planning and budgeting process. Many agricultural extension services function in a top-down way that channels to farmers a set of standardized messages about best practices, or carries out agricultural policies that provide special support to all farmers for particular crops. If farmer groups are to negotiate an agenda with their extension agents—meaning that one group will likely want help with one set of problems and another group with something else—the content of these mutually agreed-upon work agendas cannot be known much in advance, nor can it be standardized. This will significantly alter an extension service’s approach to planning the year’s activities, to budgeting, and to procedures for deploying and promoting staff. What does a manager do, for example, in the highly likely event that farmers request one extension agent much more than another?

Similarly, if small-business extension works better when it is demand-driven rather than supply-driven, as in our case, this has certain implications for the organization of small-firm support services. There would be no room in a customized approach, for example, for standardized courses on business management, provided in a classroom and away from the firm site. Yet standardized business extension courses are the stock-in-trade of many small-firm programs, in both the public and NGO sectors. How does a small-firm extension service move from standardized to customized delivery, however, without increasing unit costs markedly? The high costs of customizing business extension, after all, explain why this kind of service is usually standardized in the first place. This study revealed that public procurement, if done properly, can indeed become an attractive option for organizing service delivery in a customized way while, at the same time, covering costs and keeping them reasonable. Indeed, customization also turned out to resolve one of the major problems plaguing many small-firm-favoring public procurement programs in the past—the poor quality of products or services provided.

The procurement case revealed another dilemma posed by customization, which these particular agencies failed to resolve. The concentration of attention at any moment in time on certain groups of producers, often required by the customized approach, can create political problems in the form of allegations of inequity and favoritism by the unattended groups or regions. Because Ceará’s leaders wanted to gain as many supporters as possible from the procurement initiative—an important feature of the political landscape of most such programs—the program’s resources were ultimately spread too thinly across firms. This kept the most striking developmental success story of the program, involving the woodworkers of São João do Aruara, from being repeated elsewhere. Whether or not the Ceará cases showed ways of meeting these practical challenges, they reveal the importance of identifying and facing them.

Finally, these cases revealed that government can be a remarkably strong moral presence in creating an imagery of calling around public service—in the eyes of the public and of public workers themselves. With this moral force, if it likes, government can get citizens to monitor its workers. With the same rhetoric and publicity, moreover, it can enlist the public to help
protect its own workers from meddling by politicians and others with power in government itself. This particular problem is often neglected by the literature of reform because of the assumption that public servants are homogeneously self-interested, and that it is only the public that needs protection from their abuse or neglect. These cases showed, however, that it was just as important that dedicated and capable workers in government be protected from others in government—rent-seeking co-workers, superiors, and elected officials. The agronomists running the drought relief program showed great appreciation to state government for backing them against such meddlers, as did the health agents and nurse-supervisors of the health program. How does one build on the ability of governments to exert such moral force in reforming themselves? How does this work in a setting in which, like that of Ceará, the public-minded typically intermingle daily with the rent seekers? If government is viewed mainly as a stage for self-interested behavior, this makes it difficult to see the clear opportunity for putting government’s strong moral presence to work toward improving its own performance.

Even though the development community is paying some obeisance to the new thinking about service delivery in large organizations, in sum, it is not grappling with many of the questions and challenges noted here. This is partly due to the lopsided attention paid to users as opposed to workers. It is also due to a set of beliefs widely held in the mainstream development community about the comparative disadvantages of central governments as opposed to local governments, and of governments as providers of services in comparison to nongovernment providers. According to these views, many of the issues and challenges posed above would take care of themselves if governments would only decentralize to some extent from central to local, and transfer some service provision from government to nongovernment providers. I turn to this set of beliefs now, and the evidence brought to bear on them by these cases and the literature.

Decentralization, Participation, and Other Things Local

Like the IPWT research, the better-performing Ceará programs operated in ways that elicited higher worker dedication, included a greater variety of tasks and more autonomy for workers, and were more client-sensitive and customized. The prevailing development wisdom says that these traits come more naturally to local rather than central governments, and to nongovernment rather than government providers. On these grounds, it is suggested that a good part of the responsibility for providing many public services be shifted from central to local governments, and from government to nongovernment providers. This set of arguments about inherent traits, or comparative advantages and disadvantages, lies behind the enthusiasm in the development field today for things local—decentralization to local government, the important role of civil society or associationalism in holding governments accountable, and service delivery by NGOs or private firms.

Local governments and nongovernment associations were, indeed, more active than usual in these state-sponsored programs. In preventive health, municipal governments had to hire and pay the salary of the nurse-supervisors (15% of total wage costs), and also voluntarily financed other expenses like the purchase of motorbikes and donkeys for the agents’ household visits. In the drought relief program, village assemblies and new municipal-level councils decided who would get jobs and relief supplies, and which public works would be built and where. Although the cases of agricultural and business extension involved no formal decentralization to local government, the state government channeled support through associations of producers that became, in the process, important civic institutions in their municipios.

The experiences reviewed in this book did not confirm the picture of local governments and of nongovernment providers as being inherently better at tailoring services to client needs, or as having the comparative advantages assumed by the development literature. In this sense, the book’s findings confirmed the ironic “paradox of decentralization” so aptly identified by Rudolf Hommes, an ex-minister of state from Colombia, one of the countries that has taken decentralization quite seriously. Decentralization, Hommes said, “demands more centralization and more sophisticated political skills at the national level.” This section offers my own interpretation of why this is the case, and draws on the Ceará cases to suggest a better way of understanding decentralization as well as customized service delivery.

The current thinking about public-sector reform and decentralization represents a blend of arguments from the field of economics, together with perspectives on civil society and participation from writings on political science, democracy, and NGOs. Although these currents of thinking are in many ways quite distinct, they nevertheless converge in the policy world
in a set of assertions and implicit assumptions that appear regularly in the myriad meetings, project papers, and donor tracts on how to improve government. For the sake of brevity, and at the risk of offending the parties to the blend, I refer to it as “decentralization and participation,” and abbreviate it as “D&P.” In drawing on the Ceará case for evidence, I sometimes use the terms central government and state government interchangeably, for reasons noted earlier.

According to the D&P scenario, local government is better at the kinds of services discussed in this book partly because it is spatially closer than central government to its client-citizens. This greater proximity makes government more vulnerable to citizen pressures, and makes it easier for citizens to become more informed and hence more demanding of good service. The smaller area and number of citizens served by local government allow for a greater tailoring of service to the particular tastes and socioeconomic realities of each locality, in contrast to the “excessive” standardization and rigidity of faraway central governments.

After decentralization, in the D&P scenario, the central arm of government does considerably less than it did before. It has given up substantial power to collect taxes and spend them directly, and has retreated to a principally regulatory and standard-setting role. It continues to provide some supporting services, but only those in which it has a presumed comparative advantage—certain kinds of tax collection and expenditure, services requiring concentrations of skilled expertise like research and development, regulating and monitoring functions, and other activities with obvious externalities or economies of scale, like the manufacture of vaccines.

In the D&P scenario, then, central government moves in the direction of becoming a benevolent bystander of a mainly two-way dynamic between local government and a demanding civil society. D&P thinking, correspondingly, directs its attention almost exclusively to figuring out how to build local government, increasing its capacity to provide services, and getting it to impose and collect the charges and the taxes required for its new role. Similarly, D&P pays serious attention to making sure that local civil society does its part, building its strength to pressure and monitor government or, organized into NGOs or private firms, to become an alternative provider of public services.

There are three unstated assumptions in all this that, although obvious, set the stage for summarizing the Ceará findings. The first assumption is that the two-way dynamic between local government and civil society is, indeed, one of the best ways to improve the quality of government in general. The second assumption is that decentralization is the best way to embark on the long journey toward improved local government. The third assumption is that central governments will give up power or, at least, that advisors should invest considerable effort in persuading them to do so. The latter task, as any decentralization expert will report with exasperation, is anything but easy.

Two further assumptions—this time, about “civil society”—go into the D&P blend. The first is about causal arrows. It says that a robust civil society is a prerequisite to good government. The immense popularity in the development community of Robert Putnam’s fine book on the determinants of good local government in Italy (1993) is testimony to how widely held this assumption is. Putnam marshalled an impressive array of evidence from the Italian case to argue that good regional governments were found where civil society was most developed. Those regions without this “social capital”—in his study, the regions of Southern Italy (with a few exceptions)—could not do much about it. They were path-dependently doomed to bad government. Or, at the least, they started with a distinct disadvantage.

The second assumption is that nongovernment organizations and other institutions of civil society are distinctly autonomous and independent of government. It is this outsider status that is said to make them particularly effective monitors of government, good advocates for citizens, and good protectors of those abused or neglected by government. The outsider status also makes for good service providers, preserving them from the afflictions of government, rigidity and rent seeking in particular, and freeing them up for more customized, client-friendly approaches. Put together with the assumption that local government is more vulnerable to civil society’s wishes and watchfulness than central government, this adds up to a strong argument for decentralization on the grounds that it relocates government to a place where civil society can work its magic better. But this book revealed a picture of the relations among central government, local government, and civil society that differed in important ways from this scenario.

First, improvements in local government turned out to be less the result of decentralization than they were of a three-way dynamic among local government, civil society, and an active central government. Central government was in no way a pale vision of an overcentralized past. It was also doing different things than it had in the past—not less of the same, and not necessarily in line with its presumed comparative advantages.

Second, although civic and other nongovernment associations were often
important actors in these cases, this was made possible in several instances by something government did first. In addition, the performance-inducing effects of civil society on government often worked their magic on central rather than local government. Some members of civic associations or nongovernment organizations, moreover, migrated to government, making alliances with like-minded colleagues already within government. Once in government, they spanned the public-private divide by continuing to relate to their outside networks. Although this process is quite familiar to any observer of the public sector, it is worth noting here because it means that the assumed clear boundary between government and nongovernment is actually quite blurred. Government was causing civil society to form, then, at the same time civil society was acting “independently” from outside government to challenge its wisdom and its actions, or to demand better service. To the extent that civil society contributed to good performance, then, it was not necessarily previously existing or totally independent of government. This finding of two-way causality between the formation of civil society and improvements in the quality of government makes for an explanation of how governments improve that is more complex than that of the D&P scenario. At the same time, the complexity opens up the possibility for more agency by planners in strengthening civil society than does the path-dependent view now so popular in the development community.

Third, these cases did not reveal an inherently greater flexibility and client-friendliness on the part of NGOs as opposed to government. This finding is backed up by a larger body of evidence from the literature, as explained in the fourth section.

The following two sections lay out the argument and summarize the evidence. It will be obvious from what follows that I am not suggesting that the dynamic described here is the only possible one, nor that the causal arrows assumed in the D&P scenario are in reality reversed. A careful reading will also show that I am not saying that central government should go back to its old centralized ways.

The Three-Way Dynamic:  
Local, Central, and Civic

To the extent that the Ceará cases involved decentralization, they revealed something quite different from the unidirectional transfer of power and funding from central to local that is at the heart of the stylized portrayal of decentralization. Most strikingly, the central government took power away from local government, even though its actions ultimately contributed to strengthening the capacity of local government.

The drought relief program took away the longstanding power of mayors to decide where the jobs and the construction projects would go. It replaced the mayor as head of the municipal decision-making council with the state government’s own representative, the agronomist-head of the local extension office. It arbitrarily imposed standard criteria according to which local projects could be funded—criteria that virtually excluded the preferred projects of many a local notable, like large works projects or those located within private landholdings. And its director spent much more time “managing by wandering around” at the local level than central government agency directors normally do, personally meeting with community associations, municipal councils, and field staff.

The health program, similarly, kept local government from having any say over the hiring and firing of a municipally based force of health agents. These agents often became the largest public-sector presence in the town, the hiring of which is normally a function of municipal government. The state government also laid down rules of worker conduct that, in effect, also circumscribed the traditional power of local officials to wield their influence over a cadre of essentially municipal workers. For example, it prohibited health agents from the traditional practice of distributing political campaign leaflets in the course of their household visits, which advertised particular candidates, usually supported by the mayor.

Also in contrast to the D&P scenario, the state government did things it had not done before or did more of certain things it had done previously, at the same time that local government or other local actors were also doing more. It launched public information campaigns with a vengeance in the municipios where the programs operated. It went to dozens of towns in the interior to carry out time-consuming interviewing, hiring, and training of new municipally based workers. It required and supported the formation of civic associations with which it or local government then conducted public business.

D&P experts would be quick to point out, and rightly so, that the Ceará cases do not represent genuine decentralizations of power to local governments. At most, as in the cases of health and drought relief, they were only partial decentralizations. The cases of public procurement and agricultural extension, in turn, amounted “only” to deconcentration of ser-
vice delivery within a central government agency. Whether or not these programs were the genuine thing, however, they were leading to some of the same outcomes that decentralization is supposed to achieve: stronger local institutions in the form of more capable local governments, and a more developed and demanding civil society. The preventive health program is a good example.

When the health program started, the state government kept iron control over the hiring, training, and payment of 7,300 municipally based health agents. The municipal government hired and paid the nurse-supervisor who managed the program, as well as other operating expenses like transport. After five or six years, however, the agents began to form associations among themselves at the municipal level and to demand fringe benefits, greater job security, and more training. The result, just emerging as of this writing, was that many municipios were starting to contract the health agent association as a new, local, and nongovernment provider of services. This is precisely the kind of outcome sought by decentralization. But it occurred in this case without decentralization. Indeed, this desirable development could not have occurred without the strong hold of central government on the health agents during the program’s first years.

The health program provides another example of stronger local government resulting from something other than genuine decentralization. Starting in the mid-1980s, Brazil’s central government carried out decentralizing fiscal reforms that would be the envy of most decentralization experts. It has been criticized for doing much less, however, in terms of devolving actual responsibilities to local governments. The new constitution of 1988 and other measures had increased the revenues passed on by central government to municipal governments, and had given the municipios new responsibilities in health and education. But this often had little effect on the poor quality of health services in many municipios, where ambulances continued to be used by mayors and their families for personal travel, or mayors continued to dole out prescription medicines to ailing constituents from their homes.

The state government, now forced to share power with the municipios in health and at the same time having no authority or institutional capacity to enforce good behavior on them, could only resort to the carrot and stick. It provided its share of the financing (85% of wage costs) only to the municipios that would play according to its rules. Those that would not were left out, while at the same time being subjected to demands for inclusion from an electorate newly informed by the public information campaigns of its rights to good health services. For the same reason, those mayors who did enter the program were subjected to demands for accountable behavior from their constituents.

Driving the pace and pattern of municipal involvement, then, was not a balanced decentralization policy or a uniformly applied program. It was, rather, the idiosyncratic pattern of responses by mayors and their constituents to this particular set of inducements and penalties. The result was clearly messier and slower than D&P advocates would like. But it may have been at least as effective as genuine decentralization in strengthening local government and civil society. And no realistic alternative may actually exist in many cases, given the unwillingness of central governments to cede power and the initial incapacity of local governments to use it responsibly.

In trying to understand why these cases worked well, one cannot but notice the magic that was worked by distrust between central and local governments. Distrust induced the state to monitor the municipal features of the programs aggressively, to socialize the municipal workers to standards of excellence, to set criteria meant to prevent abuse and increase program effectiveness, and to educate citizens to keep watch. Distrust made the state keep for itself certain tasks that the D&P scenario normally allocates to municipal government, like the hiring of municipally based health agents, engaging in outreach to local citizens, and presiding over the meetings of municipal councils and community assemblies making decisions about local projects.

Decentralization experts have little sympathy for central governments’ mistrust of local government, and see it as a lame excuse for not giving up power. They portray partial decentralization to local government or decentralization of power to local offices of central agencies not as first steps toward the real thing or as alternative paths to improved local government. They view these initiatives, rather, as smokescreens thrown up by central government to obscure the fact that nothing “real” is being done or, worse, in order to “further extend central control.” They point out, rightly, that central government itself is rife with the clientelism and incompetence that it fears in local government. But whether central governments use mistrust as an excuse has little relevance to the point being made here: it was precisely because central government was on the scene as a mistrustful outsider that the local “content” of these programs did better and expanded.

The D&P scenario, it should be noted, does include room for this con-
The constructive side of central government’s mistrust of local government in that it almost always provides a monitoring role for central government. But D&CP’s monitoring is a pale version of what central government did in these cases, and does not really capture the significance of central government’s key involvement in certain aspects of program execution. This gave it greater force, information, and presence which, ironically, increased its effectiveness in its role as outside monitor. Although experts on decentralization understand that there are as many opportunities for local government as for central government to engage in rent seeking and other undesirable behavior, the D&CP scenario relies heavily on civil society, not central government, to keep this misbehavior in check. I take this matter up in the next section.

In the public procurement program, a similar healthy antagonism between different levels of government contributed to the better performance of the support agencies, as well as of the small firms that received technical assistance. In that case, it was different units within state government that distrusted each other, and in a way that experts often criticize as a lack of cooperation in carrying out a desirable policy. The purchasing departments in state government (Education, Agriculture, etc.) distrusted the Industry and Commerce Department’s procurement program, predicting that the new small-firm suppliers would produce inferior and costly products, delivered late. The skepticism took the form of being quite demanding with respect to quality and price. This forced the support agencies, which were sympathetic to the cause of small firms, to work hard to assist their client firms in improving their product. Needless to say, this constructive distrust had the same positive effects on the firms themselves, and is just the opposite of the laxness toward quality and price issues that characterizes many such programs. Whether it was distrust between agencies or between levels of government, then, the existence of a powerful and distrusting outsider on the scene contributed to making performance better.

What central government did in the name of distrust in these cases can also be seen as advocacy by it on the behalf of local citizens vis-à-vis local government. This is difficult to conceptualize in the D&CP scenario. D&CP leaves central government out of the mainly two-way dynamic between local government and civil society, in which the latter demands accountability from the former. Or, D&CP portrays NGOs as independent entities outside, and often protecting citizens from, a monolithic entity called “government,” whether central or local. This takes us to the subject of the next section.

Civil Society and Good Government: What Causes What?

In the D&CP scenario, NGOs and civil society play two distinct roles in bringing about better government. The one is to advocate for citizens and to demand accountability from government. The other is to provide services contracted for by government. This distinction is not frequently mentioned in D&CP rhetoric, although it has caused much soul searching within the NGO community about whether service provision “compromises” the autonomy of advocacy groups. I bring up the distinction here for another reason: each of the two roles has its own set of assumptions about the relationship between civil society and government. With respect to advocacy, civil society’s special advantage in monitoring government is assumed to lie in its outsider status or independence from government. With respect to service provision, nongovernment organizations are assumed to have inherent traits that differ from those of public agencies, and which allow them to perform better than, or at least to create healthy competitive pressures on, government providers. This and the following sections raise some questions about the accuracy of these assumptions. This section discusses the advocacy role, and the next section the service-provider role.

The Ceará case did, in fact, reveal civic associations to be playing an important role in improving the performance of local government. The sequence of events and the causal arrows, however, differed from that assumed in the D&CP scenario. In many instances, for example, the more central government—the state government—had itself induced the formation of these associations, sometimes in a prior period, or strengthened and educated those already in existence. The state’s actions took three forms: (1) conducting public information campaigns and delivering similar messages locally in less formal ways; (2) insisting on providing services only through producer associations rather than to individuals or individual firms, and working with these groups through contract-like mechanisms; and (3) requiring the formal discussion of public investment decisions at the municipal level by decision-making bodies that included, at the state government’s insistence, representatives from civil society and state government, as well as from municipal government. I take these up in turn.

The state’s public information campaigns and exhortations to citizens to monitor and respect the public service were the most conspicuous ex-
amples of government's inducing of civic action. As described in the cases of health, drought relief, and public procurement, these messages increased the ability of citizens to pressure government for improved service. They put in people's minds a vision of better and more just government, implored citizens to stand up against the abuses of government, and explained how to recognize infractions and what to do about them. In certain ways, ironically, this "advocacy" by government on behalf of citizens was better than that of NGOs, in that it gave detailed instructions to the public on exactly what government workers or contractors should and should not be doing. There is no reason, of course, why NGOs could not do the same by first acquiring the necessary technical expertise.

The state government had more than advocacy for citizens in mind when it incited the public to expect more of government. It wanted the public to heed its advice about health or agricultural practices, to monitor a difficult-to-supervise workforce, and to discipline mayors who were out of its control. It wanted to make sure voters gave it, rather than municipal officials, credit for good programs and other improvements in service. And it was skillful in using the very discourse of empowerment invented by the advocacy NGOs themselves. Regardless of the varied intentions behind the state's messages, they nevertheless had awareness-raising impacts on the public that were similar to those of the more "purely" motivated messages of this nature from independent advocacy NGOs. The language of empowerment and instruction appropriated by government in these messages also raised citizen consciousness permanently. State government could not subsequently control what form the resulting demands would take or keep these demands from being turned on state government itself.

In agricultural and small-business extension, the state government also contributed to the conditions for an "independent" civil society to emerge. In these particular cases, the support agencies worked only through associations of small farms or firm owners, rather than individually. Where there were no such associations, it encouraged their creation and nurtured them. Many of these producer groups evolved into strong local civic institutions, serving the community beyond the immediate interests of the members. The Santana farmer cooperative, for example, paid for the extension agent to visit other farmer groups in the surrounding area. The woodworkers of Sáo João do Aruara financed daily trips by schoolteachers from elsewhere so their town could have a high school.

Servicing small producers through associations or cooperatives is nothing new. But the results have often been inconsequential in terms of the newly organized producers' productivity and ability to compete, let alone in terms of improved service delivery. These cases were different in one crucial way: there was a contractual relationship between the support agency and the producer association. This forced the producers to work together in a problem-driven way, to monitor each other's work, and to formulate focused and concrete requests for assistance to the service provider. The end result, among other things, was a strengthening of the capacity of such groups to transform themselves into civic associations providing benefits to the broader community. Just as important were the striking improvements in the performance of the support agencies themselves as a result of these contract-like relationships, given that the latter required that service to these groups be more customized and flexible. All this had nothing to do with decentralization, local government, or a strong and preexisting civil society.

In the drought relief program, the state government created the conditions for strengthening civil society in a different way. It insisted on the establishment of a new municipal council, and it set clear criteria for making decisions about projects and allocation of jobs and relief supplies. The council could choose only from projects and names of the eligible submitted by village assemblies, which were convened and coached by the agronomist-representative of the state government for this purpose. The new formal structure made it possible for civil society to act collectively to solve its own problems, as well as to articulate demands to local government. This would not have happened without the intervention of and constant monitoring by state government, and without the chairing of the new council by the agronomist-representative from a state-government service.

These new procedures of the drought program clearly advanced the development of the two-way dynamic between civil society and local government. As some critics from Ceará's civil society pointed out, however, the new local councils were often far less democratic than D&F enthusiasts reported. The makeup of the councils, with the exception of the two members representing the rural labor union and local churches, came from civic associations representing local elites—like the landowners' association, the chamber of commerce, and the Rotary Club or Masons. These latter representatives did not necessarily share the interests of the rural poor for whom the drought relief program was intended. If anything, they traditionally cooperated with local government to produce the clientelistic results of previous programs. Although this point may seem obvious, it bears stating because it is often lost in the enthusiasm for decentralization, which assumes that giving more power and responsibility to local
government goes along with all other good things, including greater representation for the poor and servicing of their needs. Those observers of Ceará who praised the 1987 drought relief program on D&P grounds, then, were not quite right about what was happening. But neither were the critics.

Whether or not the new councils truly represented the poor, they created the conditions for more than one elite position to emerge on how to manage public programs. Retail business associations, for example, worried that unemployed peasants begging for food would appear on the doorsteps of their establishments and disrupt their business. They therefore sided, sometimes, with the agronomist-chair of the council from state government and the small minority of members from the intended beneficiaries—the poorest—in arguing that drought relief should be run less clientelistically. Whereas in previous droughts these local business associations had not been called upon formally to think about where their interests might lie and how best to serve them, the extended debates of the new councils induced them into articulating a position.

To the extent that the decisions made by the local councils served the rural poor better, then, it was not necessarily because the poor were more significantly represented on the councils, or because civil society had held the feet of local officials to the fire. Rather, in that the formalization of new procedures and decision-making processes enabled more than one elite opinion to emerge, this also created the conditions for the emergence of a more public-serving elite vision of local governance. The new process, in addition, created opportunities for the genuine drought victims to increase their strength on the councils by making alliances with like-minded local elite members, whether from elite civic associations, central government, or local government itself.

D&P's simple two-way dynamic between local government and civil society does not account for, nor could it have produced, these kinds of results. D&P enthusiasts miss the point by describing processes like these as more representative and truly beneficiary-driven than they actually are. Those who criticize such programs for not being democratic enough, in turn, also miss the point. They do not understand that genuine representation of the poor is not always a prerequisite to their needs being better served.

D&P thinking also errs in focusing only on the wholesome effects of civil society on government at the local level, as opposed to higher levels. The error is based on the reasonable assumption that local government, being smaller and "closer" to citizens, is more vulnerable to citizens' expressions of their needs. These cases, however, revealed some powerful effects of civil society on central, and not only local, government. In the rural preventive health program, a handful of public health professionals mastered this new initiative, the boldest and most successful of this set of cases. When the new government took over in 1987, the governor named one of these professionals, a public health physician, to enact his vision of the right preventive health program. He brought in a few others from outside government from this same circle of professionals. They joined with yet others already inside government who had similar visions of how to improve public health. The shared vision of this public-private informal network had been developed, in part, through their membership in associations of health professionals. For many years, and especially as part of the movement for democracy in Brazil, these professionals had engaged in long debates about how public health should work in a democratic country. The debates had taken place far away from the civil society of the communities where the health program was to operate, although many of the participants in the debates had led or worked in programs in such communities in the past. It was this common history in a movement of public health professionals with a reformist bent, rather than their location in civil society or government, that united the group. It allowed them to easily "take over" the state's Department of Health and "impose" a reform agenda on local government, involving no initial consultation with civil society in the communities where the program was to operate.

Professional associations like these, or reformist-minded factions within them, are another important form of civic associationalism that can contribute toward reforming central, and not just local, government. Indeed, the new reformist state government in Ceará was itself the result of a long period of debate among the members of another civic association—the Ceará Society of Industrialists (CIC/Centro Industrial do Ceará). Going back as far as 20 years prior to the late 1986 election of Tasso Jereissati, a younger and reform-minded faction of the CIC began to sponsor public debates about what the state's role should be in promoting development and in bringing the state from backwardness into modernity. By the early 1980s, these "young turks"—among whom was Jereissati—came to dominate the CIC. They ultimately chose Jereissati from among them to run for governor, ending the grip that three clientelistic families had held on the governorship for more than 20 years and enacting their shared vision of development.9

CIC, of course, was an association of powerful businessmen rather than professionals. But its role as the crucible in which an agenda of reform
was developed and then enacted was similar to that played by the reform-minded among the public health professionals. The importance of CIC in explaining at least part of the civic processes that led to "the Ceará story" has remained almost as little noticed by its admirers as the long associational history that gave rise to the state’s internationally acclaimed preventive health program. The prior history of both these events seemed to get lost in the widespread public admiration for the two governors who ruled the state after 1986—lost, at least, in the renditions of these stories by the press, international donors, and other observers. Captivated by the images of two charismatic and highly effective governors, these commentators portrayed them as having burst suddenly and idiosyncratically onto an otherwise hopelessly clientelistic scene.

When professional associations appear at all in the D&P scenario, they are usually portrayed as obstructing reform rather than leading it. In this picture, teachers are always obstructing educational reforms, and physicians and nurses are always objecting to the hiring of paraprofessionals. In laying out the arguments for decentralization, then, D&P discourse portrays greater local power as a way of getting around professional and other employee associations, particularly in health and education.

No one, of course, would dispute the fact that professional and other associations of public-sector workers have made reform of government difficult on various occasions. But on other occasions they have also played the kind of role that appeared in our health case. Their obstruction of sensible reforms by central government, moreover, has frequently been no less fierce than obstruction by elite civil society at the local level, when faced with the kinds of de-clientelizing reforms introduced by the drought relief program. There is no justification for assuming, in other words, that civic associations have a wholesome effect on governance at the local level but a retrograde effect—or, at least, no significant effect—at the central level.

In conclusion, these cases revealed a set of interactions leading to good civil society and to good local government. They differ markedly from that of the D&P scenario. Civil society was not a homogeneously virtuous institution, keeping wayward governments on the straight and narrow and working its magic best on local government. The causal relationships between good government and civil society were anything but unidirectional or strictly local, and central government played a more active role than the D&P scenario would lead us to expect.

Civil society, in turn, was not an unmitigated good. Important fractions of it perpetuated poor government, while others were pressuring effectively for better government. When local civil society played a role in bringing about better government, it was sometimes because central government had made it possible for alliances to form across the government-civil society divide. This enabled reformist fractions of civil society to unite with reformist fractions within government, sometimes at both the local and central levels. If one could discern something like a virtuous circle between local government and local citizens, then, it was set in motion and sustained by a three-way dynamic among local government, civil society, and central government. Central government was far from being the "third wheel" of an otherwise well-balanced local twosome.

The D&P scenario, in conclusion, has exaggerated the extent to which civil society can counteract the rent-seeking tendencies of government. It has not sufficiently appreciated the extent to which civic associations can contribute just as strongly toward reinforcing rent seeking in government as counteracting it. In rushing to embrace the nongovernment sector as a way of fixing some of the problems of government, moreover, D&P has also chosen to ignore the problem of self-seeking behavior, let alone incompetence, within the nongovernment sector itself. Improving government performance at the local or central level, then, requires having a clear idea of exactly what central government has to do in order for good institutions—both civic and government—to emerge at the local level.

The three-way dynamic I suggest may seem to complicate the already difficult task of improving local government or, at least, make it seem messier. At the same time, however, this revised interpretation does not pose the difficult prerequisite that decentralization policies do—namely, that central government first give up power to local governments. Indeed, the three-way dynamic works precisely because it takes strength from central government's distrust of local government—which takes the form of the resistance to decentralize that so frustrates experts.

The Comparative Advantages of NGOs and Government

As noted in the first section of this chapter, the explanations for good performance in these cases were consistent with many of the best practices recommended for restructuring large firms by the IPWT literature. But these practices seem to require the kinds of organizational traits that are
said to inhere in nongovernment organizations, as opposed to government. While the IPWT literature talks of the need for greater flexibility and innovativeness in organizational processes, that is, the development community says that flexibility and innovativeness are inherent in NGOs and not government. While IPWT talks of worker dedication to the job, the development community talks of how much more committed NGO staffs are than those of government agencies. While IPWT talks of work being tailored to client needs, the development community speaks of the greater capacity of NGO staffs for outreach to the poor— their ability to sympathize with them and understand their problems over against the government bureaucrat's distance and disdain. While IPWT points to the importance of job enlargement and multitask jobs, the development community talks of the greater versatility of the more "generalist" NGO staffs as opposed to the narrowness and rigidity of many specialist professionals in government—engineers, architects, agronomists, physicians. Whereas IPWT stresses the importance of decentralized management, the development literature stresses the bottom-up style of NGO operation over the hopelessly top-down style of government.

Both IPWT and the development literature put this all together in a package labeled "flexible," "innovative," and "experimental." The fit is not perfect, but it is remarkably close. Indeed, both donors and NGOs would probably agree on this characterization of their views—an unusual case of convergence in worldview between these two often antagonistic parties. Do the findings of this book, therefore, not simply reinforce the current view that some of the kinds of services reviewed here would be best transferred, at least in part, from government to NGOs? This section brings evidence to bear on this question from the Ceará cases and the literature.

Comparative perspectives on NGOs and government tend to attribute to government a set of shortcomings that mirror in negative terms the strengths of NGOs. Government agencies are doomed, in this mirror, to be more bureaucratized, standardized, top-down, and unsympathetic to citizens—especially to the poor. Phrased more positively by some researchers, government does best at delivering services of uniform quality to large numbers of people, and in accordance with political mandates that require "equal access" for all. Some researchers have also pointed to a number of NGO shortcomings, though one hears less about them in the D&P discourse. A list of them would include the difficulty of most NGOs in reaching significant numbers of those in need of service, their tendency to pick and choose or to "cream" from the client population, their lack of technical expertise, their sometimes high unit costs despite low total budgets or overheads, their frequently poor accounting practices, and the absence of pressures from their funders or clients for accountability.

Comparing government to NGOs as service providers in the Ceará case does not confirm the mirror image of advantages and disadvantages. For that matter, neither does much of the empirical research on the subject. Sometimes, as illustrated below, the public agencies of our cases behaved more like NGOs than the NGOs themselves. This is not to say that the government agencies were consistently more flexible, innovative, or close to the people than NGOs. Indeed, some agencies were distinctly inconsistent. The same agency behaved "like" NGOs in some parts of its programs, and like the stereotype of government service in others—as if it had a split personality. This suggests that it is something other than "inherent traits" that keeps governments from performing better.

Take the example of the agricultural extension services provided by the two NGOs to their farmer-members—the agricultural cooperatives of the municipios of Senador Pompeu and Piquet Carneiro. The style of extension of these two cooperatives, though a distinct improvement over that of the Extension Service, was still more top-down and standardized than in the case of the local office of that service in its assistance to the farmer group of Santana. To complicate things further, the "NGO-like" service of the public agency in the Santana case differed substantially from the service provided by the exact same public agency in surrounding municipios. The latter was more "typically" standardized, client-indifferent, and top-down—even more so than that of the two cooperatives. The business extension agencies of the public procurement program displayed the same dual personality. In the procurement program, they were strikingly customized, flexible, innovative, and close to their clients. In their other programs, they were just the opposite—standardized, centralized, and not designed to meet the needs of particular sets of producers.

In yet another example of such seeming confusion, each of the municipally based offices of the rural public health program behaved, in certain ways, like an "independent" NGO rather than the arm of a standardized public program run out of the state capital by the state Department of Health. Each municipal office had placed its own particular stamp on the program. Some stressed family planning and sex education while others offered nothing in this area; some became very involved in advocating environmental health issues vis-à-vis local government and private firms, while
others limited themselves to visiting households and preaching preventive health practices to mothers. To be sure, some of this local variation was influenced by the role played by municipal governments in hiring and paying the supervising nurse. But the variation was also the result of the unusual discretion granted by the state’s Department of Health to the supervising nurse. It was also due to interaction with local civil society, once the program got started.

The way the state Department of Health delivered preventive services, in turn, was more decentralized, flexible, and “client-sympathetic” than that of existing NGOs in the health sector of Ceará. Many of the well-established NGOs in preventive health delivered their messages and other services in a clinic to which mothers came, while the public service sent its workers into households. Many of the NGOs, moreover, couched their health messages in a religious language that inadvertently reinforced the paternalism of the existing social context and the fatalism about disease.

In an ironic twist on the vision of governments’ adopting and “scaling up” models first developed by NGOs, the architects of the preventive health program—some of whom had previously worked in NGO programs themselves—explained how they learned from the “mistakes” of these latter programs. By operating centrally out of clinics, these now-public managers said, the NGOs had not been able to reach the significant number of mothers who did not come to the clinic because they lived too far away, or were too distrustful or busy to come in. These women, moreover, were from among the poorest—exactly those who needed to be reached the most by such programs. The architects of the new public service therefore decided upon a different model of service delivery. They would organize an “army” of low-paid paraprofessional health agents and send them out to find mothers in their homes. And they would couch their health messages in the language of human agency and of control over one’s destiny—the language of “empowerment,” a favorite NGO term.

Both these improvements, obviously, did not represent the fine-tuning of a basically good NGO model. They meant serving a much larger number of clients, with more time spent per client. This required a much larger, cheaper, and therefore generalist workforce, deployed in a significantly more decentralized way. The NGO experience had provided substantial learning to these public sector health reformers, then, but not in a way that confirms the assumed inherent traits of NGOs over against government. And it was the NGOs in this case that relied mainly on specialist rather than generalist staff, at least in comparison to the public program, whose specialists were dwarfed in number by the hundreds of untrained generalists hired by that program.

Evidence from a substantial body of case studies also raises questions about the assumed mirror image of advantages and disadvantages of government and NGOs. Vivian and Maseko’s study (1994) of public and NGO agencies engaged in rural development in Zimbabwe shows no consistent differences between them with respect to organizational styles. In many instances, moreover, workers in the field offices of the public agencies were more informed than the NGOs about their clients’ problems. Most of the NGOs studied had surprisingly top-down decision-making styles, at least in relation to their rhetoric of consultation with communities. If anything, Vivian concluded, these findings were a result of the small budgets that characterize NGO operation. Truly consultative decisions would have required much more staff time spent in traveling to the numerous dispersed communities and holding meetings with them. This was beyond the realm of possibility for NGOs which, by their very nature, are typically lean organizations with small staffs, few vehicles, and little funding for staff travel expenses. Van Wicklin’s study (1987, 1990) of Caribbean NGOs also found a remarkably large number of NGOs with top-down styles of service delivery, despite their bottom-up rhetoric, alongside the truly consultative ones.

In a different vein, Kramer’s study (1981) of NGOs in four industrialized countries found that the most innovative were those that were more centralized and bureaucratized, not less. (A similar finding emerged from Jain’s much later study of 11 successful developmental organizations in Asia [1994], many of which were NGOs: a key trait that set these organizations off from the less successful, as noted previously, was the extent to which they “standardized” their operations.) Kramer also found that NGOs did better at extending already-existing models of service delivery developed by government or other NGOs to groups unserved, rather than at developing new and innovative ways of delivering service.

Fifteen years after Kramer’s study, a review by the British Overseas Development Institute (ODI) of numerous evaluations of donor-financed NGO projects in developing countries came to remarkably similar conclusions. In a generally favorable but balanced report, the reviewers found that “[f]ew of the projects stood out as being particularly innovative or flexible.”13 As with Kramer, the review went on to report that “innovation” among these NGOs often turned out to be “merely” replicating other NGO efforts in areas or countries not yet serviced. The few striking examples of real innovation, moreover, were “frequently the result of years of costly re-
search and experimentation"—certainly not the typical mode of operations, or within the financial reach, of most NGOs. When the review did find cases of the "flexibility" for which NGOs are said to have a comparative advantage, this appeared to be linked to the skills, strengths, and other attributes of these particular NGOs as distinct from the others. This suggests, again, that the assumed "traits" of NGOs are not really inherent to them as a group. When the studies reviewed by ODI did find flexibility, finally, this seemed to be the result of the "small size" of the project. This last finding shows how the comparison of NGOs to government is in certain ways irrelevant, given that government must operate on a much larger scale than NGOs.

Consistent with these reports, Salamon’s writings on the role of NGOs in industrialized countries (1987, 1989) have pointed to the analytical difficulty of drawing the boundary between NGOs and government and of characterizing NGOs as independent of government. For example, he has stressed the large impact of government on NGO actions and goal setting through government’s financing of NGO service providers, its setting of standards for service delivery, and its monitoring of performance. To capture the sense of this complex relationship between NGOs and government, he baptized NGO service providers—in the title of a widely cited article—as “third-party government” (1987). And he questioned the validity of describing the traits, style, and goals of NGOs as so distinct from government, let alone as government’s polar opposite.

James, in a 50-country research project on NGOs, asked why NGOs were prominent in providing services in the same sector in particular countries and not in others. Looking at the education sector, she found that the presence of NGOs in one country or another varied with the religious or linguistic diversity of the country’s population (1987, 1989, 1993). In the more religiously or linguistically diverse countries, or regions within countries, NGOs rather than government dominated service provision. This was because the divergent groups could not agree on a uniform standard of service to be delivered by a single provider—namely, government. In more homogeneous countries, public service tended to dominate because common values and traditions allowed for a consensus on the kind of education government should deliver. The presumed "inherent traits" of public as opposed to NGO service, in other words, were not the deciding factor as to whether NGO or public service made more sense in a particular country and sector.

Finally, recent studies in industrialized countries have chronicled nu-

merous cases of improved service delivery in the public sector that involved customization, increased worker commitment, and greater responsiveness to client needs. Many of these cases, of course, represent best practice rather than the norm. But their high visibility in the current thinking about public-sector reform in the United States and other industrialized countries suggests that it is not unreasonable to at least imagine striving toward this kind of service delivery in the public sector.

The cumulative impression of these studies, together with the findings, suggest that if one is looking for a way to characterize NGOs as distinct from governments in the provision of services, the empirical record does not help much. Despite the rhetoric to the contrary, these findings add up to a significant body of evidence against the argument that NGOs have a particular purchase on flexible and client-centric behavior, or that NGOs have desirable traits that are the mirror images of undesirable traits of government. If there are any patterns to be found in this evidence, they run across the public-private divide rather than along it. This means that the lessons drawn from the Ceará cases should be able to explain not only why some public agencies or programs do better than others, but why some NGOs do better than others.

More of the problems of government than we think, in conclusion, may actually be resolvable within the public sector itself. Switching to NGO providers, in turn, may not so easily cure the ills now viewed to be inherent in public provision.

Leadership, Inadvertery, and Advice

A final thread that ran through the Ceará cases had to do with the mixed nature of some of these achievements. Some of them were actually inadvertent. Some of the causes of the good results were not perceived. And some of the successes, or their significance, were not noticed. These kinds of lapses are familiar to evaluators of government programs. They crop up as much in tales of visionary leaders and good governments as in those of bad governments. Indeed, the fascinating presence of these lapses in Ceará is why, in part, I was not drawn to perceive that case as unique. I close with this subject in order to return to the matters of leadership and advice brought up in the opening of this book.

Some of the stories told above represented outstanding episodes embedded in otherwise quite pedestrian programs. The state’s innovative pro-
gram to redirect 30 percent of its purchases to small firms and tradesmen is an example. The program existed side by side in the same agencies with older, less impressive programs, and also seemed to have no transforming effect on them. Other achievements took place only in certain local offices of larger programs, the case of agricultural extension to the farmer association of Santana being an example. In yet other cases, the lessons of striking initial successes seemed not to be learned, because they were not repeated. The growth-pole success story of the woodworkers of São João do Aruaru was the most interesting example.

In a similar vein, it would be difficult to attribute some of the favorable impacts of these cases to intention. The profound impact on worker morale of the state's information campaigns and its boasting about its successes in the media are striking examples. Another example is the rich pattern of microrregional growth induced by the state's procurement of school desks in the district of São João do Aruaru. This was not foreseen by the program's architects nor completely understood in terms of the lessons it signified for the program's purchases elsewhere in the state.

Even when parts of a program worked quite well, managers or workers did not necessarily understand what they had done right. The successful farmers' association in Santana is an example. Professionals from the state's agricultural agencies repeatedly named Santana as a striking case of small farmers collectively increasing their output and productivity. Yet few seemed to have noticed the unusual relation that Santana had with the state's Extension Service, or its obvious implications for thinking about how to improve that service. Indeed, Ceará's Extension Service, like many others elsewhere, opposed contractual relations with farmers like those of the Santana case and, in general, did not seem interested in moving toward a more client-driven style of organizing service delivery.

By 1992, similarly, few people in state government could remember how the 1987 drought relief program had worked then, their memory obscured by the passing years and similar efforts in response to a subsequent drought in 1990. People in the drought-prone communities remembered vividly, however, and complained that "it hadn't been the same" in subsequent droughts. This was because the state government had lost some of the ground gained in de-clientelizing the program's decisions. Only a handful of persons at middle levels of state government knew, finally, about the successful decentralization to public school principals of decisions about school maintenance, repair, and reconstruction. No one proclaimed these particular successes and, by 1995, the program had died.

These kinds of inadvertent lapses are difficult to notice when one is captivated by the kind of visionary public leadership that appeared in Ceará. Outstanding leadership, after all, seems to be the ultimate in intentional-ity. It saps the evaluator's ability to see inadvertency, which then makes it difficult to understand the very nature of the successes themselves. When stories of inadvertency like this are told, moreover, they are often pointed to as grist for the mill of despair about government: the moral of the story, in these interpretations, is that good government depends on the idiosyncratic appearance of outstanding leaders and is therefore doomed to not last. In revealing the lapses of the Ceará case, I had no such intentions. I was striving, rather, toward a more faithful representation of reality—to show what good government is really like beneath the mantle of hyperbole that comes to envelop it.

To interpret good government as a result of circumstances lying within the control of the typical agency manager or division chief, in sum, poses a particular challenge. It requires that such experiences be unearthed, pored over, and interpreted back accurately to those who invent advice. This will enable inadvertency to be turned into intention the next time around. To draw attention to achievements that governments are not noticing or not repeating, then, is not to dismiss them. To the contrary. It is a way of showing what governments are already capable of doing. This, after all, is how an edifice of good advice should be built.
Chapter 1. Introduction

1. This literature is now referred to as the “new political economy” or, more narrowly, the literature of rational choice and rent-seeking elites. The seminal work with respect to developing countries was Krueger (1974); with respect to government in general, Tullock (1965), Niskanen (1971), and Buchanan et al. (1980). Subsequent important works in this genre include Lal (1983), Colander (1984), Bates (1988), and Gelb et al. (1991). For a recent discussion and the literature cited therein, though mainly with respect to the industrialized countries, see Schwartz (1994). For critiques of the rational choice literature and its application to the thinking about government, see Samuels and Mercurio (1984), Grindle (1991), Fishlow (1991:1735-36), Moore (1989), and Streeten (1993); for critiques without a particular focus on developing countries, see Starr (1988) and Kelman (1988).

2. For reviews of the thinking about public management that has emerged from these concerns, see Hood’s (1991) and Nunberg’s (1995, 1996) discussions of the New Public Management. For a seminal study from the development literature of public management on the application of some of the concepts of pressures and incentives, see Israel (1987).

3. Williamson (1993) was one of the first to use the term in print and explain what it meant.

4. Some scholars have questioned the empirical evidence for the claim that developing country public sectors are overextended in comparison to other countries. See, for example, Colclough (1983) with respect to sub-Saharan Africa, and Schmitz and Cassiolato (1992) with respect to Brazil. Others argue that the downsizing of the state and the concomitant stripping away of prestige that public service previously had have contributed to an increase in corruption and a decrease in the quality of public services, rather than vice versa. See O’Donnell (1993) for Latin America, and Mkandawire (1995) for Africa.

5. Other researchers have made similar critiques, although often with respect to particular sectors. In a cross-country study of government interventions in the small-enterprise sector, for example, Levy (1994:3) notes the “surprisingly... ample documentation of failed attempts at interventions” in contrast to the “remarkably little empirical research” on successful interventions. In a study of Zimbabwe’s Green Revolution in maize production, Eicher (1994:25) criticizes “generalized policy prescriptions... and standardized institutional models” that are not grounded in country-specific experiences. See also note 7 below.

6. See Nunberg (1995, 1996) for a statement of this particular problem, as well
as an excellent discussion of the experience in various industrialized countries and NICs with the New Public Management and Managerialism. Nunberg also notes that much more is known about best practice in the New Public Management in the industrialized countries and NICs than in developing and transitional countries, where evaluation work is thin and focused narrowly on outputs rather than outcomes and impacts (1996:4). She suggests relying less for an understanding of civil service problems in developing countries “on classic caricatures of the bloated bureaucracy and galloping wage bill syndrome” and more on careful empirical observation (p. 6). She also notes that many of the best-practice public-management reforms recommended to developing countries are “only now being tested” in the advanced countries from which they were taken, and “the jury is still out” on some of their more controversial elements—like widespread contractual employment in core civil services and market mechanisms like performance pay (p. 12). For comments and references on the East Asian models and the interpretation of them, see the next paragraph of the text and notes 9 and 10.

7. See Locke (1995) for an excellent critique of the “national model” perspective in the introduction to his book on Italian political economy. Granovetter (1994), picking up on Locke’s critique, also objects to “quite a lot of analysis [that] adds up to saying that country X—Japan, South Korea, Taiwan are examples that come to mind—had something going as countries—at this national level—that mightily facilitated development.”

8. Two of the earliest studies attempting to draw lessons from this comparison were Sachs (1985) and Fishlow (1989).


10. For this early evidence, see Amsden (1979), Jones and Sakong (1980), and the two widely read collections of the mid-1980s in which Amsden (1979) was reproduced (Evans et al. [1985] and Bates [1988]). See also Amsden (1989), Wade (1990), and the additional literature on these cases cited in World Bank (1993b). These studies all point to a combination of high intervention and, at the same time, high discipline by government of the institutions to which subsidies are given. Another similarly more plausible interpretation of these and other successful developmental states points to the combination of interventionism, autonomy, and “embeddedness” in the larger societies of which they are a part. See, for example, Evans (1992, 1995) for this argument with respect to developing and newly industrialized countries, and the literature cited therein.

The East Asian Miracle was a valiant attempt to adapt to the findings of this research on the East Asian cases. It characterizes the interventions as “market-friendly”—quite a step forward but still not as faithful to the realities of the cases, or as nuanced, as the studies noted above. For a critical comment in this same vein on the Bank’s learning from the East Asian cases, see Moore (1993); see also Wade’s interesting account (1996) of the evolution of the position taken by the World Bank in The East Asian Miracle—from a somewhat more to a less interventionist interpretation—and how this is revealed in the various drafts that led up to the final version of the report. Also on learning the wrong lesson from the East Asian experiences, see Singh (1995) and Mkandawire (1995).

11. See the excellent recent review of this literature, and citations therein, in Appelbaum and Batt (1994). I am particularly thankful to Rose Batt for long discussions about the IPWT literature and its shortcomings, and for directing me to several quite useful readings.

12. See Batt (1995, 1996) for an example of the new research on the relevance of the new thinking about high-performance practices to the service industry in the case of telecommunications, as well as a critique of the paucity of IPWT research on services as compared to manufacturing.


14. In addition to Appelbaum and Batt (1994), see the seminal work of Pire and Sabel (1984) with respect to the positive effects of a more flexible organization of work involving multitask jobs; on trust between firms and between workers and clients, see Sabel (1992) and the literature cited therein; on shopfloor participation, see Thomas (1989). For a much earlier formulation of similar thinking about the relationship between job flexibility and so on and worker dedication to the job and productivity, see Mayo (1933). For an earlier generation of studies in manufacturing plants that produced findings that also linked increased performance to a more flexible organization of work, see Conant and Kilbridge (1965), Trist (1981), Davis and Taylor (1972:chap. 1), Thompson (1983), and Wood (1989).

With respect to the current popularity of flexible production models and the literature, it should be noted that some researchers have questioned the extent to which the link between more broadly defined jobs and productivity or job satisfaction has been empirically established, and have carried out research attempting to more carefully measure the relationship (Bailey [1982], Berg et al. [1996], Osterman [1994], Huselid [1995], Ichniowska et al. [1995], Batt [1995, 1996], Weer et al. [1996], and the recent special issue of Industrial Relations, with an overview article by Ichniowska et al. [1996]). Although these studies confirm the importance of one or more of these high-performance practices, they also indicate that there is still much to be understood through research, and that one cannot assume that these practices elicit greater worker commitment under all circumstances. Some workers, for example, may prefer more routine tasks, which do not require the more taxing demands for creativity that the broadly defined jobs do. As another example, Lincoln and Kalleberg (1992:225–28) found, in a study of U.S. firms, that workers indeed appreciated the greater autonomy, complexity, and skill demands of their jobs in independent small firms. At the same time, they preferred the better fringe benefits, career opportunities, job security, and prestige of working in larger firms, despite the disadvantages of more standardized and mechanized work in these latter firms.


16. Sabel (1997) argues that much of late-twentieth-century social science is “a science of suspicion. It makes the pursuit of self interest and the fear of deception . . . the spring of individual action and the guiding motive of institutional construction.” He starts by quoting Talleyrand’s statement that “the most suspicious people make the biggest dupes.”

17. Lindauer and Nunberg (1994) also note this greater preoccupation with down-
sizing as opposed to other issues of public management, particularly as guided by donors in the countries of sub-Saharan Africa, suggesting that this has to do with the prolonged fiscal crises of many developing countries during the 1980s and early 1990s. Nunberg (1996:6) criticizes pay-and-employment reforms in developing and transitional countries, as part of reform packages supported by the World Bank, for being "one-shot employment cuts—rather than longer-term sustainable rightsizing and personnel improvements." She points out an additional problem of downsizing-only that is peculiar to the public sector: the subsequent rehiring of government personnel after a "purge" because of the same political pressures that led to the overexpansion of government in the first place, which she calls the "bulimic approach to civil service reform" (p. 6).


19. These views are presented in greater depth later in this chapter and at the beginning of chapter 4. For references, see notes 36 and 37 of this chapter. See chapter 4 for the fullest discussion of decentralization, local government, and participation.


21. For example, although the World Bank commendably devoted its 1995 World Development Report exclusively to the subject of workers (1995), only one of the 18 chapters treats labor unions, of which only a half page discusses public-sector unions explicitly. One of the main background papers commissioned for the report, on labor and economic development, devoted only a two-page section to public-sector unions, which limits itself to describing the "special problems" they pose because their product markets tend to be monopolistic (Pencavel 1995:21–22). Referring to private-sector unions, the Report confirms that there are "very few studies of the relationship between trade unions and productivity in low- and middle-income countries" (p. 80). It mentions one exception, an outside study on Malaysia comparing unionized and nonunionized firms in the private sector (Standing 1989), which "provided some evidence that unions can enhance productivity and efficiency" (p. 80), but makes no mention of similar case-study research on public-sector unions.

In another section of the Report, and in the same positive vein, the report cites another study of 18 large Brazilian firms (Fleury and Humphrey 1993) in which labor was said to cooperate with management in introducing total quality management and other high-performance practices (p. 83), and then concludes that in many countries, "labor and management get together to consider ways of increasing competitiveness" (p. 83). (Actually the Fleury and Humphrey study reported only that labor resisted these innovations much less than the authors expected, middle managers and supervisors being the most resistant [pp. 35–36]; with respect to unions in particular, moreover, Fleury and Humphrey reported that management actually kept "unions away from discussions of new working practices" [p. 36], and that "managements generally prefer to keep the union out of their factories [which is done] by a combination of persecution of union activists and attempts to pre-empt union demands by offering wages and conditions which are attractive to workers" [p. 42].) The Report cites no similar case-study research on public-sector unions.

22. For example, the only reference to public-sector unions in a World Bank briefing document on Latin America (WB 1995A: 24–26) dismisses them as "generally very powerful, [put[ting] the producers' interests ahead of those of potential consumers." Another World Bank analysis of Latin America's problems and proposed reforms, in discussing the well-known poor quality of the education sector in many countries, points as a causal factor to teachers having "little motivation" and being "reluctant to use new techniques" and "resistant to becoming accountable to their communities" (Burki and Edwards 1996: 21). In a study of Latin American poverty, Lustig (1995: chap. 1) suggests that the maintenance of social spending by Latin American governments after the crisis of the 1980s was probably less the result of government interest in protecting the poor than it was the resistance by "powerful public-sector unions to wage reductions attempted by government" (p. 32). Citing the chapter on Venezuela by Marquez (chap. 11), she reports that "pressure groups organized around unions, and the vocal university and medical personnel lobbies insured that wages could not be reduced, "to the detriment of primary education and medical services" (p. 26). The title of a World Bank two-page "development brief" (WB 1995c) on its 1995 World Development Report on workers (WB 1995b) announces that unions can be good as well as bad. But the "positive effects" of unions that it cites relate to private-sector unions—namely, some evidence of better results in productivity, equality, and discrimination for unionized as against nonunionized workers in the private sector. Public-sector unions appear, implicitly, mainly under "negative effects," in a subsection entitled "Opposition to Reform," where unions are criticized for "propping up the part of the economy most in need of reform" in India, and as opposing comprehensive reform programs in Brazil and Argentina.


24. With respect to such cooperation between public-sector unions and state and local governments in the United States, see Ginsburg (1994) and United States (1994c). For excellent illustrations of how lessons can be drawn from case studies of unions in the private sector that played constructive roles in restructuring and the adoption of high-performance practices, see Picot (1994), Locke and Fiost (1994), and Wever et al. (1996) for U.S. cases, and Locke (1994, 1995) for an Italian case.

25. Among them, Denmark, Ireland, Jordan, Israel, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Burundi, and Benin. In area, Ceará is about the size of Portugal, Belgium, and the Netherlands combined. Of Brazil's 26 states or territories, Ceará is the eighth largest in population and the 16th largest in size (based on data from IBGE 1991).

26. The various sources in which these numbers are cited—the press reports on Ceará, speeches by the two governors, government documents, and other nar-
natives—report quite different numbers for the data used in this paragraph. Many reports, for example, cited the share of personnel expenditures as 14.0 percent of total state receipts, but this refers only to the percentage of the state sales tax collected, the ICM (Imposto sobre Circulação de Mercadorias). Although the ICM represented the largest source of internally generated revenue for the state, transfers from the federal government were also significant. Even the figure I report in the text for the total number of workers employed by the state when Jereissati took over (146,000) represents only one of various figures reported, which ranged from 140,000 (Botelho 1994) to 152,000 (Lobo et al. 1993). With respect to this total number for state employees, the discrepancies result from the fact that the record keeping of the state administration was such that it was not possible to determine how many persons were actually employed. (Botelho [1994] reports this, which was also confirmed by a high-level official involved in the reform, who told me that there were “no exact records” of those employed.) Given these discrepancies in the published numbers, I have mostly chosen the data reported by Botelho (1994) because it is the most serious and complete attempt to gather the data and analyze the fiscal experience and reform during these years. The data reported in this paragraph are from the report in the Economist and elsewhere. See also Reboças et al. (1994:31–37).

27. Although much was made in the press and in public statements by the state government of the laying off of thousands of workers, this does not mean that 40,000 workers left the public service. The reduction of the payroll was accomplished by the stopping of payment to those who collected salary checks but never showed up at work, and to those who collected checks for two full-time jobs while working at only one. In addition, the reduction in state expenditures achieved by “dismissal” of ghost workers (11.4% of the reduction of expenditures over the 1987–91 period) was actually less than the reduction achieved by lowering the rate at which worker salaries were adjusted to inflation (13.1%). The latter created much more political difficulty for the new governors than the former, as well as compromising the quality of government service. As often happens when governments try to reduce their workforces, moreover, payments to outside contractors increased markedly, more than doubling in real terms between 1986 and 1990. (The data in this note are from Botelho [1994:73–81].)

28. The better performance of Ceará over the Northeast and Brazil had actually started several years before the advent of the subsequent Jereissati governorship. In fact, the growth rate of that earlier period (8.1% for 1980–86) was significantly higher than the 3.4 percent annual rate of the Jereissati-Gomes period (1987–96). It is important to note, however, that the lower growth of the later period for Ceará reflected a Brazil-wide phenomenon of fiscal crisis and stagnation, starting in the mid-1980s and lasting into the early 1990s. Ceará’s growth rate in this later depressed period (1987–93) did not fall quite as much (from 8.1% to 3.4%) as that of the Northeast in general (from 5.4% to –0.04%) or of Brazil (from 2.7% to 0.87%).

I calculated these compound growth rates of output from data kindly supplied by the Ceará State Planning Institute (Instituto de Planejamento do Estado do Ceará/IPLANCE), which are, in turn, based on data supplied by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (Fundação Instituto de Geografia e Estatística/FIBGE) and the Northeast Regional Development Authority (Superintendência de Desenvolvimento do Nordeste/SUDENE). Data for Ceará are based on factor prices; data for the Northeast and Brazil are based on market prices (preços do mercado), strictly comparable data not being available. This should not introduce too much distortion, in that I am drawing on the data only to compare variations between years, and not absolute magnitudes. Three-year moving averages were used for the end points of each period. Thanks to Mônica Amorim for help in obtaining the data and making the calculations. See also Ferreira (1995).


30. Spain has a population of 39.3 million in comparison to the Northeast’s 45 million.

31. A typical example of the portrayal of Northeast Brazil can be found in a New York Times article (Brooke 1993b) on the government of the Northeast’s smallest state, Alagãos. Thar state was also home of the first Brazilian president (Fernando Collor) to be impeached (for corruption) in 1992. Collor was governor of Alagãos before becoming president.

32. The Brazilian município is the next smallest administrative unit after the state, followed by the distrito (district), which is smaller. I use the term município throughout, rather than county or city, because the Brazilian municipal government is responsible for both its main city and rural hinterlands and towns, is usually the seat of the most important city, and has more political and administrative expression than the U.S. county in that it has political and administrative autonomy and holds elections every four years for mayor and city council members. In 1992, the state of Ceará had 178 municípios.

33. The only exception being Fortaleza which, as the state’s capital and largest city, already had health services.

34. During the same period, the share of industry grew from 26.8 percent to 35.8 percent (data from Ceará [1994a, 1995b]). Some of this change reflects the expected structural transformation of developing economies from agriculture to industry and services, which had already started in the late 1970s. But much of it reflects the low productivity of agriculture, declining international prices for cotton in the 1980s (the state’s traditional export crop), and an infestation by the cotton boll weevil starting in the mid-1980s. Further details on these phenomena are provided in chapter 4.

35. Only shortly before this manuscript went to press did I run across the excellent research of Pankaj Jain (1994, 1996), who studied 11 successful nongovernment and semigovernment organizations (with at least 100 employees) in five Asian countries. One of his findings was just the opposite of mine on flexibility and customization—namely, that the tasks of workers in these successful organizations were highly standardized. (Other findings of his were quite consistent with mine—such as those having to do with the agency’s creation of a sense of calling
and “brotherhood” among employees.) Jain’s finding of greater standardization among the more successful of such organizations is interesting partly because of its counterintuitiveness with respect to the current debate about NGOs. NGOs, after all, are said to be best at being flexible, not standardized; my finding of greater flexibility among the more successful of government programs, in turn, mirrors Jain’s in that it is the opposite of the conventional wisdom that governments do best at standardized work or, less charitably, that they are doomed to behaving in rigidly standardized ways, often inapposite to the task. (For more discussion on these contrasts, see chap. 6.)

Part of the difference between Jain’s and my findings, I would speculate, has to do with the fact that his organizations were non- and semigovernmental. Although large in terms of NGOs (greater than 100 employees), they were still smaller than most government service organizations. Another reason for the contrast is my greater flexibility in terms of standardization and flexibility may have to do with the nature of the task. In Jain’s most outstanding cases of performance—irrigation, milk processing, bank credit—the activity is more amenable to standardization than are those involving agricultural extension, business extension, and the decentralized public works programs. My preventive health care case would seem to be the most amenable to some standardization and hence more like Jain’s cases, because the repeated health messages about breastfeeding, diarrhea prevention and treatment, and so on. If I had read Jain’s piece before writing the health case, I may have pointed to the mix of flexibility with standardization as key (together with the greater standardizability of preventive health programs as opposed to the others).

Even with respect to the more standardizable irrigation services, around which much of the most interesting recent thinking about development service bureaucracies has emerged (Wade [1988], Moore [1989], Lane [1995], Ostrom [1995], and Evans [1996]), many observers of successful public-sector systems are struggling to understand the exact nature of the combination of standardization and flexibility in public bureaucracies that has been found there. This works together, and is entangled with, the combination of two other sets of seeming opposites—central and local, and state autonomy and embeddedness. To genuinely integrate my findings with those of Jain represents an appealing challenge for my further thinking and field research.

36. For a fuller presentation of these issues, see the first section of chapter 2 and the large middle section of chapter 6 on decentralization. For statements of these views and reviews of the decentralization literature, see Rondinelli et al. [1984], Cohen and Lee [1993], and Dillingen [1993]. For the classic public finance arguments in favor of decentralization, see Musgrave and Musgrave [1984]. Peterson [1994] reviews the recent decentralization experience in Latin America, and Affonso and Silva’s edited volume [1995] contains various entries on federalism and decentralization in Brazil, as well as in Latin America and other Western industrialized countries. For some cautionary statements about the current enthusiasm for decentralization and participation, see Peterson [1994:11], Oates [1994], Binswanger [1994], Dillingen [1995], Tanzi [1996], Prud’homme [1995], Lustig [1995: 32], and Hommes [1996]. (For excellent earlier statements of some of these same concerns, see Montgomery [1979] and Colclough [1982:27–28].) A good number of these cautionary statements about the decentralization “fever” are written by researchers working for the World Bank, or are found in papers commissioned by the Bank. In proposing that the Bank support research on decentralization within the context of rural development (RD) programs, for example, Binswanger [1994:8vii] states that “it is not even possible to state whether greater decentralization...is associated with greater success in RD and rural service delivery or not, or whether it results in better targeting of the poor and reduced poverty levels [or] causes better RD outcomes.” These cautionary statements of researchers, nevertheless, do not seem to have dampened the enthusiasm for decentralization, or the claims made for it, in the kinds of donor publications cited above, including those of the World Bank, or in the approach of these organizations to designing projects and giving advice.


38. Social investment funds are now referred to commonly as SIFs or, in a more recent variant, as demand-driven social investment funds (DDIS). For references on SIFs, see chapter 5, notes 12 and 20, and the surrounding text; also, this book’s analysis of the employment-creating works program (chap. 3), the public procurement program (chap. 5), and the discussion of decentralization and participation (chap. 6) have findings of relevance to the SIFs.

39. The actual central government of Brazil was a minor actor in most of these programs in relation to state government, except for intergovernmental transfers of funds, especially in the case of health. In addition, and as will become apparent later, my argument stresses the importance of there being on the scene any strong actor from a higher level of government. This can be a state, regional, or central government, or a strong parastatal. The argument about central versus local in this text, then, have relevance for unitary governments as well as for federated governments like that of Brazil.

40. In a study of 11 successful development organizations in five Asian countries, for example, Jain [1994] also found that these agencies tended to centralize recruitment and training of field-workers. Jain explains that, on the one hand, agency managers realized the importance of the quality of manpower for services with field-based operations and, on the other hand, “the possibility of error in the selection and grooming process” (p. 137). In order to train the new entrants, he explains, the organizations “deployed some of their best people and made heavy investments which in itself required centralized training.” In another example, scholars looking into the successes of irrigation bureaucracies in Taiwan and South Korea, especially in comparison to India’s less impressive performance in this area, have also come up with an explanation that involves the combination of a strong and controlling central bureaucracy together with effective local organizations. (See references at the end of note 35 above.) It is interesting to note that the Taiwanese and South Korean irrigation successes were originally misinterpreted, and continue to be, along the lines of the decentralizationist vision summarized in the text—namely, as examples of the importance, mainly, of local water-user associations in contrast to the “overcentralized” Indian model. See in particular Moore’s critique of this misinterpretation (1995).
41. Robert Putnam’s research on the factors explaining the presence of good regional governments in some parts of Italy and not others, particularly in the north as against the south, has made a seminal contribution to the view that good civil society leads to good government (Putnam 1993). Putnam’s book has been widely read and cited by the development community, including both large international donors and NGOs, many of whom viewed his findings as consistent with their own thinking on government.


43. See the evaluation reports under my name in the References.

44. Israel (1987) was among the first in the donor community to draw attention to these factors with respect to the issue of “institution building,” and has been frequently cited by those writing subsequently in the development literature about these matters.

45. See, for example, Tendler (1982a, 1989).

Chapter 2. Preventive Health

1. See Peterson (1994a) and Afonso (1993). Navarro (1996:5) reports that between 1988, when the new constitution was enacted, and 1992, the share of total tax revenues collected by the federal government and returned to municipalities increased from 11.4 percent to 17.2 percent.

2. The only exception was Fortaleza which, as the state’s capital and most populous city (1.5 million inhabitants), already had health services. See Freedheim (1993) for sources of this and any other unreferenced data in this chapter. For further information on the PAS program, see Freedheim (1994a, 1994b) and McAuliffe and Grangeiro (1994).

3. See Freedheim (1994a). Note 29 of chapter 1 references the various reports on Ceará’s accomplishments in the Brazilian and international press, among which the health program figured prominently.


5. The drought relief program gave temporary employment to 234,000 persons, of which 6,350 were the health agents of what would soon become the PAS program. The rest were employed in the construction of public works. Based on data from the state Department of Social Action (Secretaria de Ação Social).

6. See McGeevey (1988) for the $US850 per capita figure. Preventive care typically accounts for only a small fraction of curative care costs, even in countries with good preventive care service. The existing system in Brazil, in addition, is heavily biased toward curative care.

7. For some excellent and typically negative pictures of unhappy, self-seeking government workers in health programs in developing countries, see Aitken (1992) and Justice (1986) for Nepal, and the literature cited therein for other countries.

8. For example, see Lobo et al. (1993:11–12), which lauds Brazil’s state government for having decentralized (“municipalized”) health.

9. WB (1994b). Although this case, along with several others, was widely circu- lated within and without the World Bank, it was later removed just before final publication because, unlike the other cases, the program was not funded by the World Bank.

10. For references to these views, see notes 36–38 of chapter 1 and the surrounding text, and the note following this one; for a fuller statement of them, see the middle section of chapter 6.

11. To take an example from Ostrom’s study (1983) of the decentralization of police services in U.S. cities, the more central headquarters units do best at running evidence labs, maintaining vehicles, and so on, while the decentralized precinct stations do best at managing police patrol and other activities requiring constant contact with the community—namely, “outreach.”

12. The quote is from Peterson (1994a:11). For other more cautionary or skeptical views on the current enthusiasm for decentralization, see note 36 of chapter 1.

13. These items varied from one municipio to the next, covering such things as transportation (bicycles, canoes, donkeys), nutritional supplements, meals for training sessions and other meetings, chlorine for cholera campaigns, and so on.

14. The state did see a certain advantage to the nurse-supervisors being hired by the municipios rather than by the state, somewhat counterbalancing their concern about patronage in hiring. If the Department of Health were to hire the nurse-supervisors, the program’s architects reasoned, they (the supervisors) would see their professional futures as lying in the capital city and not in the communities where they worked. The nurse-supervisors did value the jobs in the municipios, but for more positive reasons than the absence of a career ladder to higher-level state jobs, as seen in the following section.

15. Each backpack contained oral rehydration packets, antiseptic cream, iodine, guaze, cotton, adhesive tape, thermometer, soap, comb, scissors to cut hair and fingernails, measuring tape to monitor babies and pregnant women, growth and immunization charts for children under five years, and cards to record information about the households (status of mother’s breastfeeding, mother’s prenatal care, number of deaths and illnesses in the household, family’s access to clean water, and the vaccination status of domestic animals).

16. The vaccines were actually supplied by the federal government, but through the state government.

17. See, for example, Gelb et al. (1991), Hood (1991), and Lindauer and Nenberg (1994). Hood, as do Lindauer and Nenberg, identifies as problematic the “bottom-heavyness” of employment in the public sector of developing countries—that is, the high ratio of unskilled, low-wage workers to skilled workers. Correspondingly, they are also concerned with “wage compression”—the low ratio of skilled wages to unskilled wages in the public sector.

18. See, for example, Osterman and Batt (1993). They also point out that this problem appears more in small than large firms, and hence recommend that public training programs focus special attention on developing programs with small firms.

19. Lipsky and Lounds (1976) reviewed the U.S. experience with preventive health and other community programs in the 1960s when, as in Ceará, large numbers of untrained workers from the community were hired—in the U.S. case, in the name
of "maximum feasible participation." They cite the eventual frustration these workers felt at their inability to move upward in the organizations where they worked or to obtain equivalent jobs elsewhere and the hostility they directed toward the very programs that hired them.

20. In the industrialized world, merit hiring and civil service norms for institutions have come to be taken for granted. Some development management experts argue that civil service institutions and the "Weberian" bureaucracies of which they are a part have come under so much criticism in the literature of organizations and management that they are now too taken for granted in the world of advice. One of the consequences is that donors are not paying enough attention to the basic and painstaking task in many developing countries of building these institutions from scratch. See, for example, Hood (1991), Blunt (1990:32ff.), and Moore (1992:274).

21. Although the wage for agricultural day labor was sometimes as little as half the minimum, agricultural workers often earned an additional income in kind, depending on their informal arrangements with their employers.

22. For a similar argument about the importance of protection—in this case, with respect to protecting technocrats carrying out macroeconomic policy reforms—see Grindle (1996:chap. 3) and Grindle and Thoumi (1993).

23. The Department of Health also raised financing in this way for the training of existing care-care personnel in vaccination and oral rehydration therapy; and it successfully lobbied the medical schools operating in the state to require that medical students take courses in preventive health care as a requirement for board certification.

24. By the time of this writing, the first governor had been elected to a second term (1995–98), and both governors were being regarded as future presidential candidates.

25. See, for example, Gondim (1995) and Beserra (1994).

26. In a fascinating analysis of the impacts of public information campaigns and their deliberate use for these purposes, Weiss and Tschirhart (1994) point out how difficult it is to distinguish the "good" from the "bad" aspects of public information campaigns. They also point to the same kinds of positive impacts on users and the public that emerged in this case. They do not, however, include the impact on worker performance discussed here.

27. See Willie's study (1990) of the National Development Bank.

28. The sense of being an elite, of course, can cut both ways. Public services with this sense of eliteness are often criticized for being arrogant. For a recent example from developed countries, see Whitney (1995).

29. See, for example, Vaughan and Walt (1984), Walt (1988), Walt et al. (1990), Gibson et al. (1989), and WHO (1989).

30. Rosabeth Kanter (1982) of the Harvard Business School is one of the most important of those responsible for bringing this concern to prominence. See other works cited by her, as well as a critical review of her position by Fulop and others (1991) in the middle manager literature.

31. This resistance sometimes comes from previously trained paraprofessionals themselves. In a study of a similar program in India, Antia (1985:2259) tells of how physicians and nurses "took every opportunity to undermine the working of the project." For other mentions of the resistance to the use of paraprofessionals, see Marchione (1984), Cumper and Vaughan (1985), WHO (1989), and Walt et al. (1990).

32. In Brazil and other Latin American countries, doutor or doutora is a form of address used not only with physicians, but with all those who are set off from others in a hierarchy of education, work, political, and economic power. Some of the health agents themselves, then, also came to be addressed as doutora by their clients.

33. In the case of physicians, the lack of resistance can be attributed to two factors. First, the program operated only in rural areas, avoiding the state's largest city, where most physicians were concentrated. It did not, therefore, impinge on their domains as professionals, which were mostly urban. Second, the first director of the Department of Health, who created the program, had previously come together with a group of 20 like-minded public health physicians in the state, and lobbied for the election of the gubernatorial candidate who, after winning the election, appointed him. The program started with the support, then, of an important group of physicians in the state.

34. See, for example, Underwood and Underwood (1981), Bannerman et al. (1982), Heggenhougen (1987), and Heggenhougen and Gilson (1992). Also, Heggenhougen and Shore (1986) cite WHO estimates that traditional medicine is the primary health service for up to 80 percent of the population in rural areas of many countries.

35. See Tendler (1979b) for the case of road maintenance versus road construction. Hirschman (1971:13–27) wrote about this tradeoff in roads earlier, although in the context of arguing that it was not such a bad thing. In explaining the neglect of labor-intensive techniques in construction as opposed to capital-intensive ones, Thomas (1974) also pointed to, among other things, the greater taste for the "wrong" approaches on the part of powerful professionals. In analyzing public works programs in South Asia that were meant to reduce unemployment by using labor-intensive construction techniques, Thomas showed how the lure of capital-intensive approaches to engineers and contractors caused them, through time, to edge out labor-intensive ones. With respect to electric power, I pointed to similar forces operating to cause the neglect of distribution versus generation (Tendler 1968).

36. See, for example, Heggenhougen (1984, 1987) and Berman et al. (1986).

37. The work environment of extension workers changes radically when they are faced with an epidemic of crop disease or pests. Often threatening the agricultural economy of a whole region—its income, employment, and tax base—an epidemic mobilizes high-level concern and support across the public sector. With respect to the reaction of extension services to epidemic infestations of the cotton boll weevil alone, see Hirschman (1981:212). Citing Owen (1969:212) for the late-nineteenth-century British colonial administration in Egypt; Baket (1939) for the U.S. Extension Service in the early twentieth century; de Wilde (1967) for francophone West Africa; and Tendler (1979b) for the extension services of Northeast Brazil (including serious infestations of orange tree disease, potato blight, and black bean fungus, as well as the cotton boll weevil).
38. For a review of the large literature on the participatory and empowering aspects of health programs, see the first chapter of Morgan's (1993) study of a participatory preventive health program in Costa Rica.

39. As discussed in the following two chapters, extension experts worry about agents being "pulled away" from their "real" work to do nonessential things like drought relief, arranging for agricultural credit for their clients, or surveys. They also disagree frequently with the idea that extension workers should become "agents of change"—at least in the broader sense—because they (the agents) get themselves and the program in trouble with local elites when they side with small or landless farmers in contesting the power of larger farmers over access to land, credit, and farming inputs subsidized by the state.

40. See, for example, Sabel (1992) and Evans (1992, 1995), and the literature cited therein.

41. The cases of irrigation and water-user associations in South Korea and Taiwan, with their similar combination of trust and monitoring with strong central authority and highly locally embedded workers, have drawn the attention of several scholars. See Wade (1988), Moore (1989, 1995), and Lam (1996). For other such cases and an overview discussion, see the special section of World Development edited by Evans (1996).

Chapter 3. The Emergency Employment Program and Its Unlikely Heroes

1. In 1988, the clearest year for which data were available, the economically active population (EAP) that was male and rural numbered 758,874. As in the other Northeast states, the Ceará emergency program employed only males—with the unusual exception of the 6,113 women employed under the drought relief program as health agents in the first year of the preventive health program, described in the previous chapter. In calculating the percentage of the male EAP employed by the drought relief program, I have excluded the 6,113 jobs for women.

2. For histories of the Northeast droughts and government efforts to mitigate their effects, see Magalhães (1991) and Carvalho (1988). For an earlier and outstanding history of these efforts in English, see Hirschman (1965).

3. See Magalhães (1991:67). In a study of the employment-creating works programs in various developing countries funded out of U.S. agricultural surpluses (Food for Work), Thomas (1986:26) reports an average 52 percent of total expenditures on labor, with a maximum of 77 percent; von Braun et al. (1992) stipulate at least 60 percent for labor expenditures as desirable for African programs. Studies of the Maharashtra Employment Guarantee Scheme in India (Costa 1978; D'Silva 1985), considered to be one of the best in the world, show how labor intensity varies with the kind of project, with water projects using the largest percentage (80%) and road projects the lowest (55%). More recently, the Maharashtra Scheme has required that at least 60 percent of total costs be spent on unskilled labor (Deolalikar and Gafk 1996).

4. Issues related to the performance of these services in their capacity as agents of the transformation of agriculture are treated in the following chapter.

5. Respectively, the state Department of Planning (Secretaria de Planejamento SEPLAN), Department of Social Action (Secretaria de Ação Social), Department of Agriculture (Secretaria de Agricultura), Department of Roads (Departamento Autônomo de Estradas de Rodagem/DAER—now Departamento de Estradas de Rodagem e Transportes/DERT), Department of Waterworks (Superintendência de Obras Hidráulicas/SOHDRA), and Department of Health (Secretaria de Saúde); the state parasitails, the Agricultural Extension Service (Empresa de Extensão Agro/FEMATERCE—now Empreza Caerense de Pesquisa e Extensão Rural/EMCER); the State Housing Company (Companhia de Habitação/COHAB), the Ceará State Mining Company (Companhia Estadual de Mineração/CEMINAS—now defunct), and the Industrial Technology Unit (Fundaçao Núcleo de Tecnologia Industrial do Ceará); and the federal Department of Public Health Campaigns of the Ministry of Health (Superintendência de Campanhas de Saúde Pública/SUCAM) and Federal Railways Company (Rêde Ferroviária Federal, Sociedade Anônima/RFFFSA). The bulk of employment under the 1987 program (93%) fell within the responsibility of only three of these agencies—the Extension Service (44%), the Department of Roads (32%), and the Ceará State Mining Company (17%).

6. In an assessment of the performance of Northeast Brazil in relation to the rest of Brazil during the "lost decade" of stagnation of the 1980s, Gomes points to the emergency employment programs as explaining, in part, why Northeast employment data show lower unemployment rates during this period of generally high unemployment throughout the rest of Brazil (Gomes et al. 1985; Gomes and Vergolino 1994).

Magalhães (1991) provides the data on numbers employed during the drought. The percentage of the economically active population (EAP) employed in the drought relief program was calculated in the following way (based on data from IBGE 1988:chap. 8). The EAP of Northeast Brazil (urban and rural) was 15.1 million in 1986, the closest year to 1983 for which data were available. The EAP in rural areas was 44 percent of this total, which gives a 6.6 million EAP in rural areas. The percentage impact of the drought relief program on employment is underestimated by this figure in that the denominator includes men and women, and only men (who account for 68% of the EAP) are employed in the employment-creating programs, with rare exceptions.

7. In 1988, Ceará's Extension Service had 1,060 higher-level (university-trained agronomists) and 66 middle-level (agricultural vocational school) staff, in addition to 700 support staff. Data from Ceará (1988).

8. In previous droughts, there were no limits on the number employed per family and all adults over 15 in a particular family might be employed by the program, including children. Together with the clientelistic criteria that also determined the allocation of projects and jobs, this meant that employment was unequally distributed among families and communities. The 1987 drought relief program, in contrast, limited the jobs to one per family so as (1) to distribute the employment more equally across communities; (2) to keep children from being taken out of school; (3) to have enough resources to pay laborers the minimum wage (previous programs had paid less than one-quarter of the minimum wage); and (4) to cope with the relatively smaller amount of funds available from the federal gov-
ernment for the 1987 drought as compared to the 1983 drought (Magalhães [1991] and personal communication from Antônio Rocha Magalhães, Secretary of Planning of Ceará at the time of the 1987 drought). Items 3 and 4 are discussed further in the text below.

9. The 1987 program did allow a few large and labor-intensive projects in cases where large concentrations of unemployed workers already resided in the project

area.

10. Thomas (1974) documents this tendency of works programs to become less labor-intensive over time—he calls it "mutation"—because of the pressures of equipment-based contractors, equipment manufacturers and dealers, and professional engineers in public agencies. Tendler (1979b) analyzes the dynamics of a similar phenomenon with respect to road maintenance as compared to road construction—the latter, which is more equipment-intensive, often crowding out the former.

11. These objections were the subject of an article in one of the major Ceará newspapers, O Povo (July 27, 1992), with respect to the administration of the emergency program during the subsequent 1991-93 drought.

12. The Department of Agriculture had been feeding for some time with the Department of Planning over which agency should house the state's Agriculture Planning Commission (CEPA/Comissão Estadual de Planejamento Agrícola). CEPA had first been in Agriculture, and then had been transferred to Planning. At the moment of the drought, CEPA was in a somewhat in-between, semiautonomous position. It was later transferred to Planning, a few years after the 1987 drought, confirming the suspicions of Agriculture; subsequently, it was abolished as a separate unit and absorbed into Planning. Given that the Department of Planning was also active in coordinating the drought relief effort, and given the historical distrust of Agriculture for Planning, the lending of the Extension Service to another agency would seem to have exacerbated the problems of interagency coordination during the drought.

13. A parastatal mining company was responsible for the only other significant share of employment generated by the drought relief program—17 percent (masonry, brickwork, mineral extraction, etc.); the Department of Water Resources had responsibility for only two percent, and the agents of the preventive health program for another three percent.


16. See WB (1983) and Tendler (1993a, 1993b) for a description and evaluation of these efforts.

17. Over the past two decades, a large literature has appeared that documents and analyzes this interlinking of markets in labor, credit, land, marketing of crops, and input acquisition in the rural areas of developing countries, and its effect on agricultural performance and income distribution. For a review of this literature, see Bardhan (1984, 1989).

18. For a sense of the political turmoil that swirled around the job of an extension agent in this kind of context, and the highly political choice sometimes involved in taking seriously the seemingly technical mandate to "work with small farmers," see the studies of programs in particular municípios in Ceará by Costa (1993) and Besceera (1994).

19. One of the earliest documented examples of the difficulty of using local extension agents to de-clientelize programs comes from the United States, and the story of the U.S. Tennessee Valley Authority in the 1930s and 1940s, as told by Selznick (1966).

20. Another example of this blurring between agriculture and "other things" is the processing of credit applications for small farmers, a task that often falls to the extension agents because of disinterest on the part of the banks. Most agricultural extension experts, and many agents themselves, object to the inclusion of this "unrelated" and "paper-pushing" task among the extensionist's chores. Although many agents themselves complain about the paperwork associated with credit processing, however, they at the same time often report that farmers "would not give them the time of day" if they could not deliver credit. As in the case of drought relief, then, extension agents were uniquely suited to play the role of credit intermediary for farmers whose access to the bank was limited or came only with high transaction costs. As with the drought relief, moreover, this "unrelated" task also helped the agents to be effective in their direct agricultural assistance. Cutting out the credit work, although perhaps desirable for other reasons, could also reduce the service's effectiveness on matters of agricultural technique itself.

21. For example, in an otherwise favorable evaluation of an extension program in Kenya, Bindlish and Evenson (1993: sec. 3 and p. 9 of sec. 4) found that supervisors and field-workers pointed to fieldwork-related problems caused by funding shortfalls as constituting the most serious constraints on carrying out their jobs effectively. Among these problems, the worst was delays in reimbursements of claims for expenses incurred in field travel; the second most serious related to unavailability of vehicles and of funds for fuel, maintenance, and repair.

22. As cited by Behn (1988:50-52); this article also appears as chapter 7 in Behn (1991).

23. This resulted not only from poor management of drought relief, but from other factors like labor legislation or improved enforcement of existing legislation, which caused landowners to evict tenant farmers and replace crops with pasture.

24. See Stock (1996) for how this worked in a labor-promoting rural road construction program in Ghana, funded by the World Bank and the International Labour Organisation, and Tendler (1979a) for how it worked in food-for-work earth-moving programs in Bangladesh.

25. In past droughts, the Northeast state governments tended to allow Brazil's double-digit inflation to reduce the total real value of the cumulated wages received by any one worker over the several weeks or even months of relief employment. In past droughts, moreover, many farmers had failed to plant their crops
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because, even when the drought ended, they still had to seek outside work in order to
subsist, and had neither the time nor the capital to prepare the land and plant.
26. See Ravallion (1991) and von Braun et al. (1992). These researchers argue
that although policy makers often set wages at a higher level in these programs in
order to meet certain subsistence needs or standards of “decency,” their evidence
suggests that the higher wage reduces the effectiveness of the programs at target-
ing the poorest—namely, those who need jobs most. This happens because (1)
by making wage payments that are higher than a “market-clearing” wage, there is
more demand for the jobs than there are jobs available, causing a rationing of jobs
to those most able to bargain for them—namely, the least poor among the job
seekers; and (2) to some extent the flip side of the foregoing, the better-off among
the job seekers will, at the lower wage, not seek those jobs, thus reducing the market
of job seekers to the poorest and accomplishing targeting more simply, through
“self-targeting.”

27. A sampling of news items from the bulletins circulated by the GAC in Tauá
included the following: the GAC announced it had registered 3,220 people as eligi-
ble for drought employment to date; the state mining company had temporarily
employed 22 groups of laborers working in the production of 190,000 bricks
and 37,000 roofing tiles; the state agency was looking for a piece of land for herb
production to employ six to 10 women; various civic groups were distributing
2,400 liters of milk daily to needy families in the municipal seat (including
the Women’s Union, the Residents’ Association, the Methodist Church, the Masons’
Service Club, and the Lions’ Club); and the municipal government had contracted
and was training 15 young people for a house-to-house campaign against malaria
and Chagas’ disease. These items are taken from two issues of the Tauá bulletin

Chapter 4. Frontline Workers and
Agricultural Productivity

1. Data on agriculture in this and the following paragraph are based on Ceará

2. Small landowning farmers are 75 percent of this category, and tenants 47
percent. Tenants encompass sharecroppers (22%), renters (8%), and legally rec-
ognized squatters (occupantes) (17%). In 1985, 63 percent of farm establishments
were less than 50 hectares (6% of total area), with another 30 percent in the 50
to 100-hectare range (18% of area). Because of the aridity and poor soils of
Ceará’s agriculture, small farms are usually considered to be within the up to

3. Based on data from Tendler (1993a: 2,56, 67, tables 1, 2). A fourth project
is now being negotiated as of this writing, but considerably scaled down from
the previous ones and more along the lines of a demand-driven social investment
fund, with no formal role for agricultural extension.

4. See, for example, Homem de Melo (1983), Homem de Melo and Canton (1980),

5. For a review of the evidence on the high returns to agricultural extension,
see Birkhaeuser et al. (1991) and WB (1994). For two recent country case studies
(Kenya and Burkina Faso) showing high returns to agricultural extension, see Bind-

6. In 1988, for example, the extension service had 1,060 “higher-level” profes-
sionals, in addition to 62 “middle-level.” This excludes agricultural professional-
als in the state Department of Agriculture who, presumably, are concentrated in
the state capital. Figures for teachers, health workers, and armed forces person-

nel are not exactly comparable, because they include personnel working in urban
areas, including the state’s capital. For the same year, there were 34,370 teachers,
3,439 in health (middle- and higher-level, mostly in urban areas), and 11,112 armed
forces personnel (8,571 military police and 2,541 public security). Based on data
from Ceará (1988).

7. Agricultural Cooperative of Senador Pompeu (Cooperativa Agropecuária de
Senador Pompeu) and Agricultural Cooperative of Piquet Carneiro (Cooperativa
Agropecuária de Piquet Carneiro).

8. As seen from the figures in the preceding text, Santana’s membership was
one-tenth that of each of the two other groups. At least as important, Santana
farmers came to own and operate their land collectively, as explained further below,
whereas the members of the two other groups were mainly sharecroppers and
small-farm owners, working individually on lands that were not contiguous.

9. For an analysis of the exceptions, and their lessons for policy and program
design, see Tendler (1993b). The narratives of the many World Bank Supervision
reports on the Northeast rural development projects, starting in the late 1970s,
also provide evidence of several striking exceptions.

statement of the argument in favor of nongovernment provision—based on case
material from Papua New Guinea and written before this thinking had come so
clearly into vogue—see Hulme (1988).

The negative judgments about public-sector extension are grounded in various
disappointing experiences with agricultural extension services, many documented
in the evaluations of agricultural and rural development projects funded by inter-
national donors. See, for example, WB (1987, 1993a, 1994). In a comprehensive
review of its support to agricultural extension throughout the world (WB 1994),
the World Bank’s Department of Operations Evaluation—though echoing the gen-
eral disappointment about the past performance of public extension services—is
less sanguine about the possibility for nonprofit solutions or, at least, argues that
no particular model is preferable over another.


12. Because sheep and goats consume less pasture than cattle, these smaller live-
stock count as 0.2 animal units per head, rather than one—in accordance with
international conventions.

The previous owner of Santana’s lands had grazed 400 head of cattle (no sheep
or goats) on 3,000 hectares of land, not including 100 hectares in other uses. San-
tana grazed 415 cattle, 443 sheep, and 620 goats on 2,870 hectares, not includ-
ing 230 hectares in other uses.

13. As in other sectors, agency managers give priority to paying personnel when
funds are short, thus skimping on complementary expenditures for other operating costs, let alone for investment. Salary payments themselves are often jeopardized. In Ceará, extension agents frequently received their monthly salary payments only after several weeks or even months of delay. For attendant problems related to agents’ field trips, see note 21 of chapter 3. The World Bank (1994) points to the problem of shortfalls in operating funds as one of the major problems afflicting the quality of extension services in developing countries.

14. For other instances in Northeast Brazil, see Tendler (1993b); for insurances in Kenya, see Tendler (1989). For Punjab state in India, Tewari (1996:chap. 3, p. 28, note 28) recounts how farmers made payments to public veterinary agents of their own volition, even though their services were offered for free.

15. See the note immediately preceding this one.

16. Field research on the cotton campaign was carried out by Damiani for Ceará (Damiani 1993), and by Tendler for the Northeast in general, part of which was reported in Tendler (1993a).

17. From an annual average of 1.2 million hectares to 0.3 million hectares, and from 200,000 tons to 62,000 tons. Based on data from IBGE (1975–91), Damiani (1993:29). These figures should be taken as rough orders of magnitude because they are not completely consistent with those reported by the state of Ceará (Ceará 1993), and also seem somewhat inconsistent with data reported in IBGE (1994). Figures for 1992–93 are excluded here because they were drought years.

18. For the perennial variety, 86,932 hectares were planted and 17,614 harvested; for the perennial variety, 97,729 hectares were planted and 75,815 harvested. See IBGE (1994:T.3:17).

19. Some sources show the share of the new variety as ranging from 33 percent to 58 percent during the 1988–90 period (Ceará 1993), and lands planted with the new variety in 1994 as being 48 percent (IBGE 1994).

20. In the nondrought period (1988–90), lands planted with annual cotton declined from 172,000 hectares to 78,216 hectares (Ceará 1993). Planting went up in 1993 by 11 percent to 86,932 hectares, but only 20 percent of 176,14 hectares were actually harvested because of the drought of that year (IBGE 1994).

21. In contrast to the Northeast cotton-growing areas, the South was a region of small, landowning farmers. Their small holdings excluded the alternative of extensive livestock production or cultivation of cotton in conjunction with livestock grazing and subsistence crops. In addition, the South had always grown annual cotton, since the perennial variety grown in the Northeast flourishes in semiarid conditions and therefore was never grown in the wetter South. Switching to the more weevil-resistant variety, then, did not involve such a radical change in the agricultural economy of the South as it did in the North. Unlike in the Northeast, finally and for reasons discussed further below in the text, the Southern farmers tended to adopt the entire technical package in its recommended form, including irrigation, and therefore obtained significantly higher yields and profits.


23. For a description of the model, written by its originator, Daniel Benor, see Benor and Harrison (1977) and Benor et al. (1984).

24. A recent evaluation of agricultural extension by the Bank (1994), which involved Bank projects funded between 1977 and 1992 and drew from a sample of projects for which post hoc evaluations have been carried out, listed as involving T&V 30 of 33 freestanding extension projects and 26 of 74 projects with other components in addition to extension.

25. There is by now a substantial literature on the T&V experience, from which I cite only a few references, in addition to those of note 23: Feder and Slade (1986a, 1986b), Rivera and Gustafson (1991), Gustafson (1994), WB (1994), and the references in note 27. For the T&V experience in Africa, see the three chapters on T&V in Roberts (1989). For critical views of T&V, see note 26.

26. For critical views of T&V based on field research, see Goodell (1983), Moore (1984), Salmen (1995), Hulme (1992), and a set of exchanges in Public Administration and Development, starting with Hulme’s critical article and a response by Venkatesan (1993) of the World Bank. More recently, the World Bank’s evaluation department carried out an excellent review of the cons of T&V, as well as the pros (1994).

27. See Bindlish and Evenson (1993), Evenson and Gbetibouo (1993), and WB (1993:9). WB (1994) reviews this evidence, along with similar econometric studies of the impact of agricultural extension on production and productivity.


30. Exactly 10 years after Moore’s critique and suggestion, Jain (1994) found, in a study of 11 successful development organizations in Asia, that building a sense of calling and “brotherhood” among field agents was a common feature, among others, that explained their success and that set them off from similar organizations. (Only some of the organizations provided agricultural extension, but all programs required large field staffs.)

31. The case of drought relief, it should be noted, does partly qualify as a change in authority relations and supervisory styles à la Moore—albeit temporarily—because of the takeover of the Extension Service during this period by a new director, his unusual informal contacts with the extension staff, and the role of the drought emergency activities themselves in changing superior-subordinate relations.

32. The above-cited evaluations by Bindlish and Evenson, as well as Evenson and Gbetibouo, used control groups, which would presumably eliminate such factors.

33. The Northern Branch included all states outside the U.S. South. Material on the U.S. case in this and the following paragraph is based on Baker (1939), Rasmussen (1989), and personal communication with Vernon Ruttan.

34. The Southern Branch did not have county farm bureaus. Writing in 1939, Baker actually considered the Southern Branch to have had a better start than the Northern Branch precisely because of crop campaigns. The Southern Branch, that is, originated in the first quarter of the twentieth century in a dramatic campaign against the cotton boll weevil. She contrasts the “homogeneous” nature of the cotton-based Southern agriculture, together with the “easiness” of crop campaigns, to the greater heterogeneity of Northern agriculture. As a result, she argues, the evolution of the Northern Branch was more difficult, and each state developed its own particular multifaceted work agenda.
Ironically, I cited this point about homogeneity in an earlier article as evidence of the relative “easiness” of crop campaigns like that mounted against the Northeast’s cotton boll weevil, compared with other attempts of governments to disseminate improved agricultural techniques (Tendler 1987, 1994). With respect to the Northeast, however, homogeneity did not prevent the wrong solution from being pressed on farmers. In addition, it was precisely the assumption of homogeneity that caused Ceará’s boll weevil campaign to be problematic. The way out of the problems was to be found in the heterogeneity among cotton farmers: the weevil-resistant package made sense for a minority of small, landowning farmers, and not for the majority of large landowners and sharecroppers, suggesting therefore that the minority should have been targeted.

35. For example, the World Bank–funded Northeast Brazil rural development programs noted earlier tried to experiment with a variation on performance contracting in some states: a farmers’ association (or other nongovernment entity) was to draw up a contract with the local extension office to work on a particular set of problems for a certain period of time—sometimes even naming the agent it wanted assigned to them. But the state extension services disliked this and similar proposals that would have reorganized their work along more customized and client-driven lines, although they went along with the experiment unwillingly, because of World Bank insistence. Based on field interviews, 1989–90.

Chapter 7. Small Farms and Large Buyers

1. SIC is Secretaria de Indústria e Comércio, and SEBRAE is Serviço de Apoio à Micro e Pequenas Empresas.


3. At the time of this research, credit terms were substantially less subsidized than in the past, mainly because loan principal was indexed to inflation, albeit not fully (70–80% of the increase in the price index), and interest rates were 3 to 12 percent annually.


5. Both Dorado (1993) and Schmitz (1995) draw attention to traders in the provision of demand-driven assistance to SFs and hence to the importance of supporting trade fairs.


10. The quoted phrase comes from Porter et al. (1995) who, it should be noted, would not necessarily agree with my arguments for public procurement.


14. Kelley and Watkins (1995) researched this same set of concerns with respect to large defense contractor firms in the United States, and found that a large share of the business of these contractors was with private customers, even during the best years for defense contracting.


18. The seminal work is Peters and Waterman (1982); see also Best (1990).


20. In an evaluation of a social investment fund in Honduras, Watson (1994) found that although the construction contractors complied with the program’s requirement that they hire “local” labor, they hired locally only for their most unskilled jobs and brought in outside workers already known to them for the skilled work, usually from urban areas. Goodman (1994:iv) made a similar critique for El Salvador, noting that the program used beneficiaries for nonskilled labor in construction activities “rather than training them in skills that might broaden their long-term job prospects.”


24. See Adams and von Pischke (1992) for a statement of this critique.

25. Available data did not make it possible to determine whether this commission fully covered the program’s costs.

26. Stock (1996), Stock and de Veen (1996), and Gopal and Marc (1994) also stress the importance of an advance payment to SF contractors. Among the cases of social investment funds reviewed by Gopal and Marc in various countries, the
advance was nowhere near the 50 percent of the Ceará case, tending to range between 10 percent and 30 percent.

27. Fiore and Sabel (1984) is the seminal work on small-firm clusters, mainly in the United States and Western Europe. For applications to developing countries, see Schmitz (1994).

28. Information on the Sobral case is taken from Dorado (1993), from personal communications with her, and from interviews conducted by Amorín.

29. The quotation is from Havers and Gibson (1994). For expression of this caution by cluster researchers, see Fiore and Sabel (1984) and Schmitz (1994). In their more recent works, these researchers have become more interested in the role of government in supporting “embryonic clusters” (the term is from Schmitz’s forthcoming work). See Schmitz (1995) and Sabel (1995).

30. For example, Watson (1995) found the same dynamic to be operating in repair and construction of water and sewerage systems in three cities in Brazil, and Tendler found it among contractors who bid for work in a large program of squatter upgrading and sites-and-services projects in South Africa, carried out by the Independent Development Trust (interviews carried out in Durban and Capetown, South Africa in 1993-94, as part of an evaluation of the program).

31. For the education sector in the Brazilian state of São Paulo, see Souza et al. (1990) and Oliveira (1993); for monitoring by village construction-watchers in a CARE program to build road structures in far-flung villages in Bangladesh, see Tendler (1979a).

32. Some time after the field research was carried out on this case, the program was temporarily suspended for more than a year as a result of being challenged in the courts on the grounds that it violated government procurement regulations requiring publicized tender announcements and competitive bidding. I did not incorporate this challenge in the text, because I was waiting for the case to be resolved. The outcome would alter my treatment of the case—namely, whether I would treat the legal challenge and its resolution (if resolved in the state’s favor) as a reinforcement of the program’s successful strategy of dealing with opposition, or as a sign of failure, weakness, and lack of commitment. Although program advocates alluded vaguely to “the opposition” as the source of the legal challenge, it was not possible to determine, without further research, whether this was the case. Even if political opposition were indeed to explain the challenge, it also was not clear whether this constituted opposition from bypassed suppliers and dealers, or more general opposition to the two politically salient reformist governors. As of this writing, program advocates were predicting resolution of the challenge shortly and favorably, and the state government was resolutely defending what it did.

Chapter 6. Civil Servants and Civil Society

1. Other countries with closed systems are Germany, the Netherlands, Korea, and Singapore. My understanding of the mandarin systems and their pitfalls is based on Nunberg’s work (1995) on the lessons to be learned by developing countries from civil service reforms in advanced industrialized countries.


3. For a discussion of this thinking earlier in the book, see the text surrounding notes 36-38 of chapter 1, and references in those notes, as well as notes 10-12 of chapter 2.

4. In chapter 1, note 39, and surrounding text.

5. See, for example, Dilling (1993) and the chapters on Brazil in the edited volume of Alfonso and Silva (1995).


7. Moore (1995) makes a remarkably parallel point about three-way as against two-way dynamics, in criticizing the interpretation by the development community of the research on successful irrigator associations in Taiwan. He first objects to the popular interpretation of this story as one of “unambiguous, developmentally-positive synergy between state agency and civic action, of the kind [Robert Putnam] celebrates for Italy. . . . [T]he differences between two major levels of the state are such that to use the state-civic distinction is consistently misleading.” He then suggests the “need to think instead of three levels: central state, IA [irrigation associations staffed by locally recruited government officers], and civic (farmers)” (p. 6) (italics mine).

8. This critique has also been made by others. Binswanger, for example, notes that it is argued by many that political decentralization will extend representative democracy, but cautions that “[giving greater voice to lower-level political institutions . . . also run[s] the risk of entrenching further local, often highly unequal, power structures and worsening income inequalities” (1994:6).

9. Jereissati was actually the second candidate to be put up by the group. In the previous election, the CIC group had also decided to put forward a candidate who would carry out their vision of better government, a technocrat from outside the group who seemed to agree with their vision. Although the group succeeded in getting him elected, things did not work out as they had hoped and not much was accomplished in terms of reform.

10. See the examples, and the longer discussion of this issue, in note 24 of chapter 1 and the surrounding text.


13. ODI (1996:2). The 11 donor countries that carried out the evaluation of their NGO projects were Australia, Canada, Denmark, European Union, Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. The ODI report does not name the number of evaluations it reviewed, but mentions that each country typically has funded hundreds of NGO projects in different countries over the past 10 to 15 years. The most common approach of each donor was to select a small number of countries (usually between four and nine) in which it funded a fairly large cluster of such projects and then choose a sample of projects for closer scrutiny.
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